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Government Meeting.

Waldo

The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening.
One Alderman
and two Councilmen were absent. Roll of
accounts No. 8 was passed.
Following are
the amounts under the various appropriations

:

Con'ingent.8
Highway.
Fire Department
Library.
General school purposes.
School contingent.
Repairs and insurance.
Free text books.
Support of poor.
Sewers.

634 95
828 52
10 00
138 56
443 83
3 96
17 62
63 09
600 00
2 15

82,742 68
Supt. Brick asked

for

appropriation to
buy shoes, clothing, etc., for needy school
children,and an order was passed appropriating 850 for that purpose.
C. H. Sargent, Collector of Taxes, reported
an

follows:
Collected for 1898 taxes to Sept,. 4.-852,107 69
Nov. 6
259 16
as

Paid Treasurer
Collected

on

on

same.852,366
Sept. 5...829,093

1899 taxes to
**

Paid Treasurer

Nov. 6..

1,248

85
62
99

same.$80,342 (11
The petitioners for an arc light at the
corner of Pearl and
Union streets were
given leave to withdraw.
The Committee on Highways reported
that they have laid out a street one rod w ide
on

County

Veteran

Day in Brooks.
The Waldo County Veteran Association
met Nov. 2d with George G. Davis Post in
Brooks. The day dawned a little unfavorable for the occasion, as it was windy and
the traveling not the best, but at an early
hour the veterans began to arrive. President J. O
Johnson called the forenoon
meeting to order, and Secretary A. Stinson
read the records of the last meeting, which
were approved
The chair appointed the
following committee on time and place of
next meeting: Comrades Cook, Nash and
Nickerson. Rev. David Brackett and wife
and Rev. F. S. Dolliff and wife were voted
honorary members of the Association. The
committee reported time of next meeting
Dec. 7th; place, E. M. Billings Post., Mondinner. The good people of Brooks have made a record for their
good dinners in the past, but this one capped them all. After the inner man had been
satisfied, a good smoke and chat were enjoyed.
Pres. Johnson called the afternoon
meeting to order. Brooks Cornet Band furnished the beat of music for the occasion,
and a male quartette sang twice, which was
The program was as follows:
very tine.
Music by the band, prayer by Rev. Mr
Prescott; address of welcome by Rev. David
Brackett. The address wasver/ line and
touched the hearts of the veterans.
He
spoke as follows:
roe.

Adjourned

for

Crew Saved

by the Kockland Schooner Jose
Olaverri.

New York, Nov. 5, 1899. Rescued from the
American schooner Yale, doubly a wreck by
the tempest and by collision with an unknown steamship, to which she had looked
for help,Capt. Coombs and his crew of seven
men were brought to this port to-day by the
schooner Jose Olaverri, which left Savannah Oct. 28, a day after the Yale left there,
with lumber for Washington. Joseph Fagan,
a negro, one of the crew, told to-day of the
wreck and the rescue:
Caught in the tempest of Monday last, the
Yale was overwhelmed.
One after another
her sails were blown away, until she could
no longer he controlled, and when night fell
she lay rolling in the trough of the sea, her
deckload breaking from its fastenings and
whirled into the air by the gale or across the
decks

by

the

breaking

seas.

Carried time and time again nearly on her
beam ends by the weight of her masts the
schooner rolled along, and Capt. Coombs, to
save her from capsizing, ordered the masts
cut away. The weather rigging of the main
and mizzen masts was cut and they went by
the board at the next roll.
Capt. Coombs, who was helping his men
in the forerigging was struck b}- a falling
spar and thrown to the deck. A mass of
wreckage pinned him down and his men
could not get to him.
A breaking sea freed
him at last, and he climbed again into the

rigging.

fury of the waves and the strain
afloat in the hold the schooner’s
began to open, and she was apparently
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District court at Portland gave a hearing on day and went to sea.
manslaughter, Saturday, after a special
sermons, charges and review articles. strength
" s'
trial, was sentenced at Augusta ;
alike for Maine and Louisiana, for Oregon the libel filed by Eugene Morvan of PortThe Weather for October.
land vs. F. T. Whittier of Kennebuuk, masi i, by Judge Wiswell to six years!
and the Philippines.
How Our Cat Jump*!
ter of the schooner Olive T. Whittier, in
:x months at hard labor in State
Our present united country! whose recent
Abstract of Meteorological observations
which
the libellant alleges that while acting
Woodbury and Moulton of Portat the Maine Agricultural Experiment
victories, not of the north nor of the south, as a seaman on the Whittier, in 1896, he in- taken
Win. M. Pratt, proprietor of the New York
-ankers and brokers, assigned last
jured his left hand with a sail needle. After- Station, for the month of October, 1899.
with liabilities estimated at 8500,- store, has a very handsome coon cat, as well but of both north and south, have so widenLat. 44° 54' 2" N. Lon. 08° 40' 11" VV.
he says, and while his hand was in a
ward,
wonderiul record for a standad small assets.
The assignees are as one with a
ed our domain and established our influence
Altitude about the sea 150 feet.
sore and inflamed condition, he was comPussy was sitting on
ing (or sitting) jump.
k on the books it will be some time
Highest barometer, Oct. 24_30.30 inches
S. A. Rend ell.
pelled to labor on the schooner, aggravating
the walk in front of thestorewheu some doves among the nations.
Lowest barometer, Oct. 29.29.52
such
an extent that amputathe
to
will
be
able
to
a
out
injury
tiiey
give
alighted in the street. The cat looked at
tion was necessary when they reached New
Average barometer.30.04
mut
that will be complete and | them for awhile, then gathering himself he
12
York on the return trip. The defence ad- Number of clear days.
Wedding Beils.
ritative.
sprang out into the street, landiug fair ami
4
Number of fair days.
mitted
the injury, but denied that it was
square on the back of oue of the doves, and
of
Everett L. Spear of
15
Spear-Johnson.
afterward aggravated by the libellant being Number
cloudy days.
his teeth into the bird’s back killed
Total
as
water.
and
2.92
inches
Hu!kf. The total amount to be rais- setting
to
precipitation
alleged
compelled
improper labor,
it almost instantly; then the cat ran under Rockland and Zoa B. Johnson of Appleton
that aggravation of the w'ound wras due to Average for October for 31 years. 4 00
■> taxation in Greater New York the the sidewalk with the dove in his mouth
were married in Union Wednesday evening,
his own carelessness aud improper conduct. Total movement of wind.5,021 miles
year is $80,478,975 against a total and ate it at his leisure. Several persons Nov.
1st, by Rev. Henry M. Perkins. They
Judge Webb dismissed both libels with Average daily movement of wind. 161.9 miles
-*•* of
$84,493,800, a net decrease of saw the cat jump, and measured the disstating that the master of the vessel
TEMPERATURE.
198.
The total gross budget is tance, making it a little over twenty-two arrived in Rockland Thursday noon and left costs,
was in no way responsible for the injuries
for a short wedding trip, after which they go
49°.97
Average for the month.
'',972, less the revenue from the feet. [Farmington Chronicle.
received.
for October for 31 years.
45°.81
d fund, which includes the moneys
to Kennebirnkport, where Mr. Spear has
Dennis Meaher for the libellant and Ben- Average
76°
Highest, October 20 and 27.
Good Advice.
ted by the city during the year and
employment for most of the winter. Their jamin Thompson for the defense.
for
October
for
31
80°
Highest
years.
1
permanent residence will be in this city,
go to the reduction of the budget,
22°
Lowest, October 4...
although just where they will reside has not
Sheep and Prosperity.
mting to $10,300,000. The principal
Lowest for October for 31 years..
13°
How long can the Maine festival stand an yet been determined. Mr. Spear is a son of
of the large decrease is the wiping annual deficit? asks the Kennebec Journal. Mr. and Mrs. E. K.
of warmest day, OctoAverage
Rankin
Spear,
street,
"f the fund for street and park
ber 26.
61°
In riding through the surrounding towns
open- The answer seems to be, cut down expenses. and a mason by trade. He is an industrious
of coldest day, October
The money to provide for this fund [Whig.
young man with a host of friends to wish an unmistakable proof of the presence of Average
4.
38°
would
that
The
the
be
and
is
seen
married
life
of
unbetter
business
in
the
that
numerous
suggest
’ofore has been included in the budEnterprise
may
lengthy
promoters try the policy of paying for their alloyed happiness. Mrs. Spear is a daugh- flocks of sheep. They departed during the
and last year it amounted to $4,433,It may increase the expenses,
Senator Frye and Frank H. Colley, Esq.,
business depression but are returning with
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Johnson of
It appears that Admiral Dewey advertising.
but it will put a deal of enthusiasm into the
and is a young lady with a graceprosperity. One man that we read of sold of Portland addressed a Rupublican mass
apitulated and is to enter the matri- local press of the State and cannot but re- Appleton,
a flock of 26 lambs for $133, which seemed
winsome disposition that will ensure her
meeting at West Buxton .Thursday evening.
ful,
L*«d state.
His engagement to Mrs. sult more satisfactorily to the management. a warm welcome when she comes to Rock- like the
“good old times.” [Piscataquis Ob- It was a large and enthuiastic gathering.
;a>9n, widow of Gen. Hazen late of.the [Old Town Enterprise.
server.
land to reside. [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
[Portland Press.
Ihe Columbia's Crew
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Welcomed.

OBITUARY.

Schooner Yale Wrecked.

Association.

A Gala

NUMBER 45.

under the
of the cargo
seams

PERSONAL.

Thomas Knowlton was born in Swanville,
Nov. 22, 1825, and died in North Belfast, Oct.
25, 1899, aged 73 years,11 months and 5 days.
He was the seventh son of Ephraim and

Sally (Seekins) Knowlton and was married
Mehitable Nash of Swanville, who

on

in 1843 to

He lived in Swanville until
after his marriage, when he
moved to Enfield, Me.
While there he engaged in lumbering and farming and in 1862
enlisted in Co. B, 11th Regt., Maine Volunteers. After bis discharge be removed to
Swanville and re-enlisted from there in the
19th Regt.; was transferred to the 1st Me.
Heavy Artillery and served until after the
close of the war. Since then he has lived in
Waldo, Morrill, and the last ten years in Belfast.
Of eleven children only live survive:
James F. of Belfast, with whom he lived;
Mrs. Hattie A. Wilde of Park City, Mont.;
few

on

Charles F. Swift went to Boston Monday
business.

Mrs. A. C. Burgess went to Boston yestera visit.

him.

survives

a

Boston yesterday

W. A, Clark went to

business.

day for

years

Frank R. Woodcock went to Boston
business Monday.

on

W. B. Eaton of Everett, Mass., is visiting
relatives in Belfast.
Mrs. A.

day

for

a

1. Brown went to Newport Tuesshort visit.

Thomas McCabe of Boston visited relaBelfast last week.

tives in

Clement

Amos

days last

week

at Seal Harbor
business.

was

on

few

a

Mrs. A. A. Small returned home Thursday
Lawrence, Mass.; Mrs. Annie from a visit iu Weymouth, Mass.
M. Hatch of South Framingham, Mass.; and
Mrs. Thomas Churchill returned home yesMrs. Lucy B. Wing of Malden, Mass. He
terday from a visit in Massachusetts.
also leaves eighteen grandchildren and one
James F. Sheldon returned Tuesday from
great grandchild. Three brothers and one
a visit of three weeks in Massachusetts.
sister are living. They are Aaron and EphMr«. Clara E. Cottrell went to Bangor
raim of Swanville, Amasa of Acton,
Mass.,
yesterday to attend the funeral of Dr. Philand Mrs. Mary J. Harvey of Swanville.
lips.
The deceased was a firm believer in the
Alvin T. of

Bible, but of no particular faith. He was of
pleasant and social disposition and was a
good husband and father. The funeral took
place at his late residence near the Head of
the Tide. The bearers were Eli Merriam,
Alonzo Beckwith, Robert Russ ami Frank
G ilbreth. Rev. G. E. Edgett conducted the

Mrs. Joseph Osgood returned home to
South Boston yesterday, after a visit in Bel-

a

The floral tributes were as follows:
and Mrs. James F. Knowlton, bouquet

services.
Mr.

fast.

Mrs. Joseph L. Fernald of Portland
turned home Monday after a short visit
Belfast.
Hon.

;n

Marshall went to Augusta
attend a meeting of the State

W.

j Tuesday

re-

C.

to

Assessors.

chrysanthemums, roses and ferns; Mrs.
George May hew, chrysanthemums; Mrs.
Ralph Cross, leaves; Sadie Knowlton, oleanders and geranium leaves; Mrs. D. J.
Kimball, a wreath. The interment was in
of

Arthur B. Staples returned to Lynn,Mass.,
last week from a visit to his father, B. S.

Staples,
Jere.

Kncwlton Phillips of

Bangor
died at his home in that city Sunday at
the age of 41 years. He was born in Bangor,
a son of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Phillips.
His mother, who survives him, was Lucinda,
daughter of Jere. Knowlton of Northport.
Dr. Phillips studied medicine one year in
Bangor and four years at the. Harvard Medical School, graduating in the class of 1885.

hospital,

and

he

was

was

burgh
Joseph

physician,

skilled

of heart and

a

that

of

social favorite.

married.

The

poisoning,

the result

cause

He

city.

He

of his death

of

a

was

was

ami daughter of Newvisiting Mr and Mrs.

G. Patterson of this

city.

Mrs. I,. A. Knowlton ami

Knowlton,
Mps

went

to

son.

Chas. L

Bangor yesterday

to

the funeral of Dr. J. Knowlton Phi 1-

attend

of that

city.

Clarence F. Wyman, who his been with
Ginn & Field, has a situation in San Josh,
Calif., and will move as soon as lie an -dose
his affairs here.

a

Selwiii Gillum arrived borne Tuesday ami
probably spend the winter here. He
has been on steamer Oriziba, between New
York, Cuba and Mexico.

un-

will

blood

surgical operation.

daughter Sadie,
have recently moved from Portland to
Boston, are visiting Mrs. N 's parents. Mr
Mrs. James Mitchell ami

Fletcher Ulmer Iluss of this city died
the North hospital m Middletown. Ct.,
Nov. 7th, of diphtheria. He was employed

who

at

hospital,

wife

been

Farrar.

kindness
was

have

Browning (nee Lillie C tuningham) of Binghampton. N. V.. left for home
Monday, after visiting her sister. Mrs. C. B.

interested in the

remarkable

Citypoint.

Fails,

Mrs. A. G.

at

greatly

Children’s Home of

at

Oscar

the Massachusetts
General Hospital and then went abroad for
medical studies in Germany, at Vienna and
in Dublin. He settled in Bangor in 1888.
He was a member of the staff of the Bangor
For two years

from

fast and Islesboro.

Waldo.
Dr.

Pendleton returned to Boston
a visit of three weeks in Bel-

Mrs. E. E.

Monday

and Mrs. John N. Stewart.

was taken sudThe engagement of Miss Delaria Sheldon
father telegraphed for.
Nov. 7th a telegram was received here an- ! of Morrill and Lorenzo I). Jones, Es*p, a
of Freedom, is announced.
nouncing his death. Deceased was a son of young lawyer
Robert F and Charlotte (Knowlton) Russ The marriage v 1 take place this mouth.
of Belfast.
His mother is dead, but his
Letter carrier C. B. Eaton has i tT.dy had
father and two sisters, Carrie and Sara, suri. riC
a vacation of two weeks and letter
vive him.
Fletcher was a very promising A. Thompson is now oil. Substicr
trier
C. L. Fletcher serves while the others ur- >it
young man, a graduate of the Belfast High
school. and a general favorite with all who
duty.
knew him.
He recently spent a short vacaMrs G. W
tion at home and returned to his labors in
home on North p«»ft avenue to her hands' i.**
the best of health and spirits. His age was
M "■*. S trail
new
on R;n
street.

in the

denly

ill

and

and Nov. 1st
his

■

••

j

residence

j

22 years,

j

Hodgdon
the

j

v,

of

■

Newhiiisp- rt, Mush,,

--nd

w

inter wth her.

and
Stanley
Freeman,
Waldo ,-oimt> veterans wd! ”;ooit ,1 i,n
Ellis U Freeman <>f Lincolnville. died at his
r d-‘.
(J. Johnson of Liberty as a eaudiduohome in Camden Thursday morning. N< v. j
j partment e-'inmumler of 'if G A R f
2nd.
He had been in ill health for some
Mr. .i •'linson
Maine at the next eon vent -n.
w
; the
prescient
time, but his death was sudden and unex- j is a naval veteran,
veteran*, ussoeur on
Bangor
pected. Mr. Freeman was proprietor of the Waldoooiiuty
Daily News.
livery stable opposite the Bay View House,
and Wednesday was at his place of business.
Ca.pt. I). Alonz Carter is ..siting Inwife ,ii this city.
He is in the empl v J a
The deceased was thirty-one
ears of age. a
steamship coiupauy on the Pa :ri coast,
young man of excellent character, ever genH.

son

of Mr.

Mrs.

■

ial, and with a host of friends whose hearts
were saddened by
his early death
He is
survived by a father and mother, a wife,one

r
:

the

ist

has b»

'.•"iir

This is bis tirst visit home f
He

sis ter,Lucy,of

Lineolnviile, and a half brothElmer Glover of Troy,Me., and they have
the sympathy ofai! in their hour of sorrow
er

!u
is

expects to remain

east

*rfsix*ee;;

all

years.

winter.

Tin* many friends of Miss Ella McL) maid
Belfast will be pleased to know *h r si,.-

slowly improving; and

if any

to-

would

bear from her more tie! mtely any
letters would be answered by her
u>’m
Mrs. Francis Uersey. Ub Sewall St. Augusta
like to

Kev. Stephen Hobbs Hayes died in CamHe
bridge, Mass Nov. 4 aged S(> years
graduated from Bangor Theological Semi-

•••

The Odd Fellow anti Rebel* .' 1 ,-dges «-f
Fairfield recently heltl a very successful two
day's fair in which I*r. and Mrs. F A

nary in

1843, and tic same year he began his
ministry in Frankfort,Me., now Winterport.
and there, Aug. 29, 1844, he was ordained, the
sermon being by Prof. Geo. Shepard and the
ordaining prayer by Kev. Jothau Sewall.
He rema ued pastor there till ISAS, when he
was called to Massachusetts.
In 1840 he
married Miss Elizabeth Bean of Belfast,who
I
died in 1803.

Kuowltou took part

Mrs

Know

ton

was

having charge of a b >oth.
decorated in green and pink, in which fancy
and useful articles uf every descnpti. n were

one

of five ladies

sold; and I>r
the

Kuowltou

Smokey Mokes,"

a

was

inter!-

<

utor

minstrel orgauii

f
i-

tion.

The Riei nell Brothers, the enterprising
Horatio Spicer died at the home of Mr.
1 eve issued
clothiers of Lawrence, Mass
and Mrs. Wallace Cunniugham in Swauviile
the fall and winter number of Bi-knell
Nov. 7th, aged 73 years. Mr. Spicer lived for
Brothers’ Advertiser, a big -spa-' paper
He was a house
many years in this city.
tilled with illustrations, interesting reading.
carpenter by Trade, and a first-class workan
Her*and business announcements
men.
He was honored and respected by aK
i item lrom its column.-*.
who knew him. He was married twice,
Thirty-one years ago this autumn a aind
H s
first wife died many years ago; his
ry
! hearted citizen of Lawrence LI
j
second wife, formerly Sarah McDonald of generous act. He was the n o. who s.tYe-1
;l *w
! Belfast, is also deceased. Since her death he Bickne'.l Bros, (rum finan-mb rum
rst
r
ast
did he do it V He paid
has lived alone or hoarded with relatives in
ready-to-wear garment s*»:d by this : in.
Maine and Massachusetts.
vav to
That simple tr msa ;tu>i
the life of our mercantile exist••u

|

Dorinda Newman, widow of E. S. Newdied at the residence of her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Emerson, in East Weymouth, Oct. 29th, aged SO years. She was
formerly a resident of Orlaml. Funeral services were held in East Weymouth and the
remains
brought to Bucks) ort. arriving

Rev. Geo. E. Tufts left Tuesday f* r W n
make bis
ville, Nova Scotia, where be w
L F
Tufts "t
home with his brother, Prof
*r a- in.Acadia College. Mr. ".'lifts v is
hui-h tn tin-*
I years pastor of the Baptist
and with tin- exception of a year spent
Wednesday afternoon. They were tak» n to city,
Wm. j in Brunswick as pastor of tin* Baptist cl: ir-h
Orlaml and after a prayer by Kev
Forsyth were interred in the family lot in i there Belfast has been his Inane s m e be
Oak Grove cemetery.
She leaves four
Of late In- '.as
was first called ben* m 1S.S1.
daughters; Mrs. Wm. Halford of St. .John;
Mrs. Beamier Page, Mrs. A. \V. Emerson, ! bad a church in Islesboro, and lu-l.t h;s lareand Mrs. T. 11. Emerson of East Weymouth. weil services tlcre lost Suuday. Ib 'health
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Emerson accompanied
it tiivim-ut which ms many
has compelled
the remains. [Bucksport Herald.
Belfast friends lmpe may pi vo only tempo“Advertising Pays.”
rary, and they say an revoir, and not good
man,

I

j

bve.

anomaly has been discovered in the
liquor question. A restaurant keeper has
brought suit against a prominent Good Templar for stating in a public speech that the
former soul liquor at bis place of business,
claiming that the statement damaged bis
Aij

Mr. ami Mrs. II. I’ White ami Mr. ami
Mrs. Frank W. Butler returned last week
most
from their vacation trip, which was
j delightful one. They first, went to Portland,
;
business.
If, as it is so often claimed, such thence via Maine Central railroad to Quebec
a business cannot be successfully carried on
where they spent three days visiting points
without selling liquor, how can an advertiseof interest, the Shrine at St. Anne de Beaument like this be an injury?
[Piscataquis
Observer,
pre, etc.; thence by Canadian Pacific railway
to Montreal, where they spent, a day. From
F. (). Young of New York, a former resi- there they went to Albany, N. V. via the
dent of Lincolnville, last week made a won- Delaware & Hudson route, and visited the
score
at shooting, equaling the
derful
capitol and other State buildings ;then taking
He shot 50 yards at a four
world’s record.
the day boat they sailed down the Hudson
inch bullseye and his poorest shot out of 10 river to New York city—a most enjoyable
was but three and one-half inches from the
trip. After visiting Mr. White’s brother in
His revolver was a 44. Mr. Young
ceutre.
Brooklyn ami transacting business in New
has long been known as an expert with a reYork they returned via Fall River steamers
volver and this performance shows that he
ami usual railroads. They were absent from
the
His
score
is
more
reto
best.
iq equal
Farmington two weeks and enjoyed every
markable from the fact that he is a cripple, minute—even the little ride on the freight
having the use of but one eye and one hand. train into Quebec,said Harry. [Farmington
[Kockland Star.
Chronicle.

Belfast in the
Dear Old
visits

John P. Altgehl has offered to stump
the State of Nebraska for Bryan.

Your weekly
of old times that I

me

ment.

abt ut.

O.,

ment

audience.

dropping

And what a wonderful improveI found in the dear old city by the
when 1 visited it again, after more

sea

than twenty veins absence, last summer.
1 found front yaid fences fortunately a

Makes
Women
Look

thing of the past, and their place taken

well-kept lawns. Belhas certainly kept up with the times.
1 lea; m d the *art and mystery of piinting”
by

beautiful and

fast

the

iu

Main street

loom on

occupied

now

printing office by Bro. Brackett.
Edward E. Avery was owner and editor
of the State Signal and Ii. K. Kimball
a

as

Tbe Journal

foreman.

was

Young

then

bad

and

just moved iuto its new and splendid
The
quartets in McCiintook’s block.
genial, jolly and witty Geo. B. Moore

Feel

and his associate in the
wap its editor,
proj>iietorship was D. K. Wing. Among

Young

the boys who worked at the case and at
the press were Frank Bird, Francis Marion
Swan, bettei known as “Fran,” Jeff Burgess and his brothsr, George, known to
the boys as “Pod,” who entered that
ii

<

is

I

time

appientice about the

an

[Read

same

Oct.

Tbi- Journal
.‘

:o

win that

t:

reference to

a

were held in Portland,
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. U4th. The early
part of the afternoon was devoted to the
Quiet Half Day and was conducted by
Rev. Thus. Stacy of Saco.
Many of the
delegates offeied prayer and spoke. The
first address was given by Rev. Aqnila
Lucas oi Sussex, New Brunswick, General
Secretary of the New Brunswick Sunday
School Association, on “Joy of our Service." He spoke of the great work which
the Sunday school is doing in New Bruns-

“brig-

a

of

cut

a

designation having

a

square
the cut in questn»i
tint i siq po.-e the topsail referred to
must bo a main topsail, as there never
have not

1

topsa

a

seen

rig » any kind, (except the cage
oand on a inan-of-wai) that did not
1

was a

have

Now 1 have

j sail.

ret*

idea

an

competent witness for the
;s 1 distinctly remember seeing,
a
\g
ng-i-.a- tin* wharf in Searsport,
v■ hi.
about liity-four or fifty-five

t!..;t

a:

a

s

ii

at

v

u*

to

me

['he foremast

,g.

age

as

a

new

and

rigged

was

pri

bat .-1 an; square-rigged vessel of the
<1. and I think she carried a stavsail

-et

n a

ikt

foi-auast

the mainmast head.

in

she

luan.iuas;

man.sai.

ait

airied a

an; a

sai.

an

tip

n-b*
tin

i

regular

n

st

l.

to.'!. •:

saii

:

n.

le

>

th»

ught

was a

I have

‘-jiickass frig'.’"

o.

t:

fore-and-

square main topsail and
Is that the rig which the

ilc told that it

*

On the

d The Journal doubts'.’

assi m ai

Nt w

from the foot ot the

ay set up

s

1

briganan

the latter

idea

desig-

appi• i-riate one.
Yours truly,

J. 0. Thompson.
"W est Virgiuia. Oct. -1,

Keys*-:

The uickass brig is a horse of another
kino from the brigantine. Vessels of this
were Hjuare-rigged on each mast,
allied only topsails and topgallantsails, while the full rigged brig and
if
We
ntii:> ,.ave i«*\al yards across.
_.

si

ni.i■
•;

p;

he

that

e

has

News much. The vessel

certainly

was

saw

correspondent

our

tlu ]>.,ng-

not

a

brigantine.

There may have been such a rig as menth-ned b\ the News se me time in the past,
but not oLi this sole of the Atlantic within
the past fifty years. The hermophrodite,
half brig, and the brigantine,
same thing.
The latter is the
or

are

designation.
To Cu.

the

English
common

Take C loveland's

Lung Healer,

E7 cents.

1 rem

Ortgon.

h'iVI-j.. Cj.ho

Oct, is, lSttO.
the Hoed Liver valley
sevria: week-, looking it all
over, but can
not say that we like it much.
We do not
think much
Eastern Oregon anyway; it
«i:

h

is rough, r cky and veiy uncertain in its
Tins valley (?) here is all up-hill
crops.
and down, and it takes all d y to go nowhere with a team.
The valley is only a

should say it is about 7 miles wide by 10
or 1? miles long. It is famed for its straw

apples,

but there is

no

apple

crop here this year, or anywhere in the
State. Besides, this*valley is over-estimated and puffed up about 100 times its reality.

trying to work up a boom and
the papers (one especially) publish yarns
w ith no truth in them at all.
In our jourThey

are

ney here we came over almost the entire
length of California and across the State of
Oregon to ilie Columbia River, the boun-

dary

line between Oregon and

Washing- j

ton.

Hood Liver town is on a rocky bluff,and
the river from The Dalles to Portland runs
In our jourgorge.
ney of l.gtX) n;iie> with a 1 horse caravan,
we 11:se seen iu u 1. of the country, and to
v.
his Kast< m < uegon is the poorest of it.

thiougb

)i

mountain

all

uise,
right for those who
like iL oi jaihnjs to those who already
live here, but for us, we will journey on
it

<'

other]

arts,

We will

see

to

it.

This is

a

.s

bye

and

bye.

the country while we are in
rough, rocky and rugged sec-

tion, both in Oregon and Washington.
The chief industry is lumbering, as tlu
.hills and mountains

are

covered with

good quality of pine, fir, and

some

a

hem-

lock and spiuce. The fruit crop here,
other than strawberries, lias been a com-

plete failure.
After all, dear old Maine is good
enough, take it all in all, for home and for
business. This is my advice to young
men there.
We are all well—never better—and enjo ying life.
Clarence H. Luther.
Used by British Soldiers in Africa.
is wrell known all
commander of the forces that
captured the famous rebel Galishe. Under
date of Nov. 4, 1897, from Vryburg, Bechuanaland, he writes : “Before starting on the
last campaign I bought a quantity of Chamerlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remv,which I used myself when troubled with
•'el complaint, and had given to my men,
n every case it proved most beneficial.”
le by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists.

Capt. C. G. Dennison

over

Africa

as

begin

the
Pan-American Railroad, running front the
City of Mexico to points in Texas.
soon

to

on

The census office is sending a large
number of letters and circulars intended
to perfect the work of making a complete
census of
dairy products.
There is so much grain at Fort William,
that the government has suspended the law prohibiting American vessels
trading between two Dominion ports.

The

general depth on the
Fully twenty people have

level was 3 feet.
lost their lives.

Coaster.

Coaster.
T. M. Nicholson,

ing

j

increases the circulation in
the scalp, gives more power
to the nerves, supplies missing elements to the hair
bulbs.
Used according to directions, gray hair begins to
show color in a few days.
Soon it has all the softness
and richness of youth and
the color of early life returns.
Would you like our book
on the Hair? We will gladly
send it to you.

ests.

j

!

Ann, sell., Boston, sold.

Little Liver Pills.

^^The

T

Relief from Sufferirg %
the First Two or Three Doses

Giving

459
408
108
2G5

THEY CURE PROMPTLY
Even in the Most Obstinaie ana
Aggravated Cases Whrrea!
Other Remedies Have
Failed.

Chromo, sch., Franklin. 138
bkn., Boston. 402
bark, New Bedford. 3:58
Cyrus Wakefield, ship, New York.2,118
New York. 307
E. V. Glover, sell
El wood if. Smith, sell., New Haven.... 430
Eunice H. Adams, bgn., New Bedford.
107
Florence Randall, sell.. Port Jefferson.. 741
Franklin Nickerson, sell., l>eer Isle.... 213

Clara E. McG.lvery,
Commodore Morris,

^

vk‘o.

eueison.

snip,

Munyon's .">7 remedies
so
convenientiy | ut
labelled,
up. so plainly
with all direetii ns
dear
and sii ip!«*, that
their
in
presence in a home
case of illness
allays all
fears ol
a
doctor.
Munyon ha- a
tried and proved specific
for every disease ami ailment of voting and old,
with thousands ot testimonials endorsini; it. lhs
remedies cure h'heumatism.
kiduev
Iroiihle,
I
er < '■ unpiaiut s, I >\ -pej
sia. ludiaestion, Kiood Impurities, Fevers. Colds,

nani.i.ss.i

arc

George It. Skoitield, ship, cut down to
barge. .1.7
Grace. Andrews, sell., Thomas!.m. fibs
117
Hattie E Worcester, sell (Gloucester.
Henry B. Cleaves, bgu Portland. bsp

Merabi »f the Morning, seh New York.
Ida I> Hull, seh., Barnstable.
John \. MelCie, seb, Boston.
John 11. Tingue, sell
Plnlidelphia
John C. Haynes, seb, Thouinston*. 1
1

....

Katahdin. bgu

so

Ids
Ids
JJb
.V>g
•''4<)
Jib
lb.'d
IPS

1

|

Bangor.
Lewis A. Edwards, seh., Shieldsboro.
ijotJuskia. seh E Nwortli.
New York. .‘bb
M. B. Milieu, seh
Maggie J. Chadwick, seh New York... ‘Jot)
New
York.
1_Mildred, seh..
Minnie Bergen, seh
Philadelphia. bs7
Newton, seh Boston. oS<)
Peuokee, sell Detroit.;bj
Priscilla, bkn
Baltimore.
bib
Boh! W. D ise.y, sell., Philadelphia.'-bii
Sarah A Fuller, seh
New York.
IdJ
Sarah N: Ellen, seh., Port laml.
">sg
T. W. Dunn, seh
Thoiuaston..
7«*7
Thos. W. Holder, sell Boston.
j: 1
Cm-le John, bkn., Eureka..14
sell
lbj
YicksPurg,
Bueksport.

«

a

1

-,

‘.ijir s,

Pitch. 15.'! Federal

F.

St

lie benefactor
His Rheumatism «'
all my rheumatic pains am .m1
Hi.' ('• b < iii1
c
i: red me ot
lore 1 had used a hail a bottle. It
a bottle. I would pay t he price ra he*
out it.
Mv family al-o us< Mem.,
and with the most satisfa<;tory i.-mi<d

days

j
1

i

ne

list the barkeutine

Vidette, sells. Benj. G. Cromwell, Emma
L Cottingham, James A. Gaitieid, Mary

Threw

Aw

II is (

ay

nti

Mr. John V. Conkson, masr< r *1
van."'I'homastoh. Me. says
,v>
rheumatism t »r some time; was
be<l, and my weight dropped
|
pounds. 1 spent .ver s'j->n ;
endeavoring to _:et re!:*I. Final'>
Munyoii's Remedy. Within two u..-i
»o throw my crutches away ; :n a <>
completely cured."

ail
is

o

[Two id' the vessels in this list, sobs Lo
duskia and T. W. Dunn, are not lost. The
Dunn was repaired at this port, and the
Loduskia is now undergoing repairs here.
Ed. Journal.]

That

Wonderful

(

ON

rill-;

ATLANTIC

\”i

hit

T. R. Swift. Worn- Mi
-aw
troiihleil tor some time with mm.
t>• *r11
of Muoy
tistn, and tw
Cure has removed all the trouoie.

COAST.

The schooner, like the brigantine, brig,
barkentine, bark and ship, is about played out. Some idea of the small number
of schooners that are left on the Atlantic
coast may be had from the following table
compiled by the editor of this paper from
records that are indisputable.
The table
takes in every schooner over 100 tons
gross register that hails from any American port on the Atlantic coast or Gulf of
Mexico, whether engaged in the coal,
ice, lumber, rock or merchandise trade,
and also includes fishing, whaling and
wrecking schooners:
Size, of Vessel.
100 to pip tons gross
200 to 200 tons gross
300 to 000 tons gross
400 to 400 tons gross
500 to 500 tons gross
0(H) to (100 tons gross
700 to 700 tons gross
From 800 to soo tons gross
From OoO to 000 tons gross
Frem l'HH) to 1000 tons gross
From 1100 to 1100 tons gross
From 1200 to 1200 tons gross
From 1000 to 1000 T.uis gross
From 1400 to 1400 tuns gross
From 1500 to J5PP tons gross
From 1000 to 1000 tons gross
From 1700 t<> 1700 tons grass
From 1800 to 1800 tons gross
From 1000 to 1000 tons gross
From 2000 to 2000 tons gross
From 2100 to 2100 tons gross
From 2200 to 2200 tons gross
From 2000 to 2000 tons gross
From 2400 to 2100 tons gross
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

M

)

ALL- KHO.I.l*

Munyon's Rheun

Mum ■
forms ot

Munyon's

1

I

j
j
I

j!
;
!
!

|

j
j
j
;

i

From

| From
From
; From
j From
! From

j

0(H)
1000
1100
1200
1800
1400
1500
10(H)
1700
1800
10(H)
‘2000
21(H)
22(H)
22(H)
24(H)

to
to
to
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

000
1000
1100
1200
1200
1400
1500
1(500
1700
1800
1000
2000
2100
2200
2800
2400

tons

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

tons
tons
tons

a

pi>
lew h.

o«

u,h

on.

ms

P-1.

Cun

soreness,

stoj

ami

Price 25c.
<

ne

sped
and a’.!

he back, I "ins u gnu us
disease. Price 25c.
Munyon's Headache Cure
three minutes. Price 25c.

:

s

-t •,

-h

p-

Women.

Munyon's Vitalizer

restoics

Price .$ |
h dt-ea-c.
separate •■tire bn c
gists, mostly 25c a i.t
(ub
..■
Minium's
tier
r
chit is. ami all diseases of tin- hr
Price 1 The hat d runber inli
and unspillablc.
men.

register....
register.
regiser.

o

register.
register....

0
2

...

V

n

s

!

.-

Personal letters
street. Phi
ion advice

to

Pr.d.

adelphia. Pa
for

any

at

v utmn
swer- d v.

di-ease.

riunyon’s Remedies and Muny
following

may be purchased at the
in Belfast
R H. ,*lood\
Kilgore & Wilson.

Y KSSK1,-.

M

1

Poor

(>.

D.P.PALHFR
is offering

a

splendid

assorttm

1 '.*05
•

gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register..
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register..
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.
gross register.

•

—

t!s

Furnishing

In FA
and \Y i

Style.-.
The line <>! I urnishin^s is (vn:|
i.revery particular. Fine, s«j■-1
-THE

LAMSON & HUBBARD
for which we are airenr-. i- a
hat in every way -none better.

4»»
II
11
5

I

12
1

11

for

11

1
1
1
1

Total.--IT"
Dissolve a small quantity of Snow Boy
washing powder in your tub before starting to wash, it will lighten your task of
washing.

j
j
|

i

ij

in >YS

in

tlie

city for

Men’s Wool Fleece I
Underwear, ft;.;,',ft « $l

2
0

I

I

Cur«

Munyon'" Kidi.ey

To hear the average shipping merchant'
talk one would suppose that the whole j
Atlantic coast was lined with coal barges,
and yet less than 800 barges, “over 500
tons gross register” are owned on the
Atlantic coast from Eastport, Me., to
Galveston, Texas, and a number of these
never carried coal and never will.
A compilation of all coal barges along
the Atlantic coast is now being made by
ti e Maritime Journal, and will be published in a few weeks, but from data up
to date we are sure that, the following
table is about correct :
Number
Siz.H of vessels.
From 500 to 500 tons gross register. 2«»
From (500 to (500 tons gross register. 22
From 700 to 700 tons gross register. 17
From 800 to 800 tons gross register. 71
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From
From

Cold

allays

sweats,
lilt gs.

-*

Iiyspepsia Pure p..siti\e\
n
indigestion am! ■.;< i.

breaks up a cold in
Muny* m*s (

COAL UAKOES.

j!

REMEDY

at

->

j
0
1
!

008

..

20
10 |
Munyon's i'i;< ointment
25 ! forms of piles. Price ::5<
IS
M inis "i.'s Blood Cur.
>di< oof the'blood. Price 25c
o ;
Remedies
Female
Munyon's

register....
register.
register....

040

>

n.

i>m Cure
lieve in one i,■ three boms, am;
days. Price 25c.

The following table will show how the
square-rigged vessels owned on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts have disappeared
since Jan. 1, 1870:
'
Total
Years.
Bgs
Ships. Bks.
2 205
Jan. 1,1870. 701
880
075
opo
Get. 28, 1809. 107
240
07
Decrease. 024

K*

Robins'>n,

MUNYON'S FAMOUS

whaling schooners.
Sql

m.

find my condiiion has been so n
do not need any more medicine."

Total.1.453 !
* About 100 of the 550 schooners between !
1(H) and 200 tons gross register are ashing
and

F

ge

(

>,

op

register....

register
register.

<iei’i

r.

Trouble

Counry, Mr., says -l still'ered '••r
kidney trouble. accompanied b\
ab< ut the hips, which increased v1
ing. After using Munyon's Kni

..

register....
register....
register.
register...
register...
register.
register.

Kidney

Hi-

Number
*559
220
register..
register.... 170
register.... 154
00
register....
OS
register..

register..

<

Mr.

>

SCUOONEKS

t

IV;

Munyu 1 r.s Ren
hesitatingly say that Professor Mum

j
|
j

Boston. 1 7‘u,
Wiilt* Awake, seh
Rockland. 117
San
Franc seo.l.-Db
Wilna, Park,

E. Morsv. and Warren Adams are
ashore near Apalachicola, Fla., and it
even chances ol saving any of them.

adat
etc

WHAT YGUH NEIGHBORS
S.

Vigilant., ship,

Besides the above

■

lies,

"iilitis.

bus, Measles, etc.,

...

J

Carter’s

|

1ST

LOST SINCE JULY

Reppard, sch Philadelphia.
Shultz, bkn., Baltimore.

Instantly.

they act

j

Aoinie E Stevens, sell., Philadelphia...
Augustus Palmer, sell., Bach.1,287
Bounding Billow, hark, San Francisco.. 230
JBramlial), sch Calais. 142
Carrie E Philips, sch., Proviueetowu.
115
Ciias. E. Moody, ship, Bath. 2,003
Chas. M. Patterson, sch., Philadelphia.. 834

After this address the nominating comMount Kenia, in British East Africa,lias
mittee reported.
Mr. Smith Baker of the at last been climbed.
Mr. Mackinder of
Williston Street Church was elected presi- Oxford
University, is the first man to
dent.
Everyone felt that he was just the reach the top, which is 18,000 feet above
man tor the place,
with his expeiience, sea level.
quick wit and broad views. The next adSeven out of ten Spaniards who served
dress was by Prof, Hamil of Illinois,on “A
Mighty Power in the State.’* He said the in a Filipino artillery command have been
several denominations by working to- killed by the Filipinos because of the dis| gether along lines and methods common covery of a plot to surrender the artillery
to Gen. Otis.
The three surviving Spanwick and elsewhere in the Canadas, and and vital to all would do greatei work for
|
the Sunday schools of the State than would iards are now in hiding iu Manilia.
;
to
ties
toreferred
the close
which bind
be possible foi the denominations to do
A French ollicer, Capt. Gerard, has inWrite usf
getlier New Brunswick and the State of severally for themselves. It was educating vented an
army bicycle w hich promises to
If you do not obtain all the I
Maine.
With only a narrow river to t ie teachers iu the Sunday school by giving do
it folds.
At the word
good service.
henefits you expected from I
divide them, with no guns, sentinels or the counsel and experience of the line of command the soldier riding the bicycle
the Vigor, write the doctor
school specialists in all departSunday
dismounts, tolds the machine in two,
other warlike barriers between the two ments of work.
about it. He may be able to I
whips out the handlebars, attaches two
the
workers
sections,
Christian
The newly elected president, Bev. Dr. broad
mingle
something of value
suggest
it
his
over
back
anti
straps, slings
to you.
He said walks off with no more iuconvieuce than
Address, Dr. J. C.
with one another and carry on the work Baker, then spoke a few words.
there used to be religious instruction iu if he is
Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
his pack.
iu Christ’s service
Over here in Maine
carrying
the majority of out New England homes,
Stories of wonderful corn crops are
they love one liag; over in New Bruns- but it is safe to say that at the present
Stalks
wick the Sunday school workers love an- time not more than one-third of the homes told in ail the Western States.
It is not beyond the from 12 to 1.") feet high are common, but
to have any.
other.
But in their labors they love a pretend
...THE,..
iu
truth that if three-fourths of the youth of
Kay County, Okla., one stalk has been
single banner. Mr. Lucas words were re- our land have any religious instruction it found that measures over 20 feet, beating
the record made by a Texas stalk in Isos,
ceived with much enthusiasm.
must come from the Sunday school; and
unless they receive it iu the Sunday school which measured 10 feet and 4 inches, i
At the evening session the church was
This stalk has been sent to Washington
they will not receive it at all.
crowded, and an inspiring song service
Wednesday morning the leading address to compete for n place at the Paris ExWe
then
Mr.
was conducted by
Stacy.
was by Mr. Lucas of New Brunswick 01.
position.
received a most cordial address of wel- “Principles and Methods of Organized
The next great celebration in Yew York I
Here he emphaLuther Freeman of the Sunday School Work,”
come
is likely to be held in September, 1909, j
by Re
sized the fact that each township should
and
it will be the oUOth anniversary of the
in
Che-tnut street Methodist Church,
have committees from the several societies
discovery of tlie Island of Manhattan by
He said meet once or twice a
which the meetings were held.
the
besides
year,
Henry Hudson. The 200th anniversary,
they had extended the invitation all over County and State convention, and also' in September, 1S09, was modestly celehave
a home department; for home reaches
the State for the Sunday school workers
j brated by a dinner, held under the auspices
out to individuals.
of the Yew York Historical Society.
to meet with them, and now “you are
inuvsciay morning rroi. uamn spoxe There is
already talk that the anniversary
here.”
on “How to Train the Teachers.”
He
be celebrated by a world’s fair.
had a number of blackboard exercises may
It was estimated that about 400 deleSEEDS and
A Brooklyn physician recently performHe
which helped to explain his ideas.
gates w ere preseut,and all w ere amply pro- divided his subject into three sections: ed a remarkable operation. A little girl
vided for.
I observation, book, and practice. A teacher swallowed a screw 11-2 iuclies long.
A
GROCERIES
should never go before the class without surgical operation would have endangered
Following came an address ou “The Busstudied the lesson so that she the child’s life.
The doctor took some
of Salt.
having
Importers
iness Man and the Sunday School” by E.
knows just which pa?t to emphasize the tine strands of raw silk and mixed them
S. Everett of Portland, lie said the probmost.
There are a great many helps by with some bread, which the girl was in- dealers in the finest quality of
The Interna- duced to swallow.
lems of Sunday school work are too hard the best of Bible scholars.
He waited eight minand far-reaching to be solved by our local tional Lessons are used at the convention, utes for them to revolve iu the stomach.
and for practice he gave several illustru- Then he pulled on the threads, and the
All of our churches have
schools alone.
lie asked members of the audience screw came out, having been enmeshed
tions.
I
men
their
business
numbers. Our to give any five Bible names, like Solo- in the silk.
among
Sunday schools, however, have the in- mon, Joshua, Buth, Paul, Stephen, these
OKDEKS IMiOMPTI Y FILLED
fluence of but very few, comparatively, to be named in their chronological order;
Question! Answered.
j! but few could do it at first sight. Another
Flower
still
lias
the
Yes,
August
largest
at
and seldom see their faces
their ses- j exercise was a horizontal line on the
sale of any medicine iu the civilized world. I US, 3.5, :t7 Front St., Belfast, Me
sions.
How may we keep our boys be- ! blackboard, each end marked C, repre- Your mothers and grandmothers
never
the time between the Creation and thought of using anything else for Indigestween fourteen and twenty in the Sunday
senting
j
TBI,El‘H.OjlE4-a.
It;
or
tion
Biliousness.
Doctors were scarce,
time of Christ.
This line was spaced off
school is a question often brought before i
and with a date and initial letter of the and they seldom heard of Appendicitis, Ner;
conventions.
It may be that they do not event in the Old Testament it stood for. vous prostration or Heart failure, etc. They
used August Flow er to clean out the system
consider it a manly thing to do.
Now the | He emphasized the fact that the teacher aud
stop fermentation of undigested food,
should
ask
j LA UNDR
from
that
would
draw
out
homes
where
the
father
is
abboys
questions
regulate the action of the liver, stimulate
the scholar as much as possible without the nervous and organic action of the syssent, or not a church attendant, are still
more difficult to influence, and the only
tern, and that is a 1 they took when feeling j
explaining it themselves.
There was a Question Box, answered by dull and bad with headaches and other |
argument of weight to them is that Mi.
aches.
You only need a few doses of Green’s
Prof. Hamil and Miss Stock, the Primary
A.. B. or C., whom they know7 and trust,
in liquid form, to make you
whose name appeals to their ambition, 1 teacher.
Several questions were asked August Flower,
satisfied there is nothing serious the matter ;
He with
and whose business they sometime hope concerning the Temperance lesson.
you. Sample bottles at Poor & Son’s, i
to equal in lines of their own, is a teacher thought it advisable not to skip it, but
Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow ’s, Freedom.
or a
constant attendant at the school.
bring it before the class often and make
One question
Their reasoning is strong, vigorous and, it as attractive as possible.
A Frightful Blunder
to a certain extent, correct.
They think asked was, is it best to offer money as a
Will often cause a horrible Burn, Scald,
something lie this: If a business man reward to children in Sunday school Cut or Bruise, Buckien’s Arnica Salve, the
Miss Stock answered that she best in the
like him thinks it maniy and not beneath work.
world, will kill the pain ami
If there was any extra promptly heal it.
his station or dignity to mix in with the thought not.
Cures Ohl Sores, Fever
in
not
to
it
to
the
the
class
give
Sores, Ulcers, Boils, Felons, Corns, all Skin
children, surely it is not for me, and he money
for
Best
Pile
cure on earth.
but
to
the
librarian
fix
Eruptions.
and
is
to
Only
Sunday
thoughts, scholars,
helped
goes, enjoys
25 cts. a box
Cure guaranteed. Sold by R.
principles and habits in his mind aud life j school books.
H.
Moody, Druggist.
which will be a part of his nature and
Thursday afternoon Miss Stock taught a
All Hand Work, no bleach, acid, or chemicals a
stay with him while he lives. The schools class of little children the next Sunday’s
A Victory for the Boers.
It was wholly a
need the touch of the business man in | Sunday school lesson.
in
colored crayons.
their management.
Why, if the business black-board exercise
THE HAND
Ladysmith, Natal, Oct. 31, 1899.
of the stores was carried on in the happy- She made the Golden Text as attractive as The result of
yesterday’s
engagement beand
asked
them
to
it
after
most
which
characterizes
possible
of
repeat
go-lucky way
tween Gen. Sir George Stuart White’s C. A. SI EVENS.
J. 31. STEVENS
her. She thought it well to assign some
our Sunday schools a year’s life would be
British forces and the Boer troops under
58 Church St., Belfast, .Me.
a long time for them to exist.
No busi- Bible story or special work on the lesson Commandant-General Joubert was a most
for each scholar the following Sunday.
ness will run itself; neither w'ill a Sunday
disastrous defeat for the former.
The
E. F. WHITCOMB.—Searsport Agent.
school be expected to flourish if no pre- She closed the exercise by a little prayer
Royal Irish Fusiliers and the Gloucester
parations or plans are made for its policy which was repeated in concert by the regiment, with a mountain battery, makfrom week to week.
What is true regard- children.
SHERIFFS SALE.
ing a total of between 1,500 aud 2,000
Outlie whole the program of the Assoing the schools is also true in regard to
men, were surrounded by the enemy, and, State of Maine. County of Waldo ss.
the class; thought must be given it out- ciation was intensely interesting,and those after
desperate fighting, during which
side the hour, interest must be sought ou who usually attended said there seemed there were a
Taken this twenty-third day of October, A. I).
large number of casualties, 1899, on execution
dated September 30, A. IJ.
the part of the pupils, and a regular plan to be more enthusiasm this year than the British force were
to sur- 1899, issued on a judgment rendered by the Su
compelled
of work 1 .id out for the session. Business ever before, and they were favored by
and are now prisoners in the preme Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at
render,
the term thereof begun and held at Belfast, with n
regularity in attendance and in money most delightful weather.
camp of the Boers.
•and for said County of Waldo, on the third Tuescollections naturally follow' in classes
The remainder of the British command day of September, A. 1). 1899, t<> wit on the
where business men are at the head.
Waldo County Crop Reports.
succeeded with difficulty in retreating to twenty-eighth day of September, A. I>. 1899, in
Have you noticed that the largest, best !
favor ot Daniel R. Nutter of Palermo, in said
Ladysmith.
County of Waldo, against Hollis F. F<»\ ol Palerknown and most successful schools iu our 1
mo, in* said County of Waldo, tor four hundred
the Board of Agricultural Bulletin. |
country have business men as their super- j [From
ami thirty-five dollars and eighty cents, Cebt or
South Brooks—Farmers think they are in
intendents? Live, busy men they are, too, j
damage, and eleven dollars ami ninety-sevenceiits
costed suit, and will he sold at public auction at
most of them.
Men who are called upon better condition than last year, and things
Dunton hi Belfast, in said
the ollice of Dunton
to tax their judgment and decide weighty
look better.
Hay will sell well anil stock is
County of Waldo, to the high st bidder, on the
and important questions continually, all in better demand than was expected at one
twenty-sev. nth day of November, A. 1>. 1899, at
ten o’clock in tne forenoon, the following describday long. The largest Bible classes of time, and things in general look better this
ed real estate, and all the right, title and interest
adults are also conducted by such men,
which the said Hollis F. Foy has and ban in ami
year. [Joseph Ellis, (Member).
and their words have weight and their
to the same on the twentieth day of December, A.
Montville—The husbandman has reason
I). 1897, at ten o’clock and twenty minutes in the
counsels are followed. Our business men
forenoon, the time when the same was attached
for
the
season
to be thankful for the past
are doing much for our schools, and it is
a certain lot
on the writ in the same suit, to wit
or parcel of land situated in said Palermo, boniinworthy of note that our schools show the yield of the area he has cultivated. Mixed
as follows,
to
wii
Bourn U-d
and
described
ed
Poattendance of many of them.
The Chris- husbandry proves the best every time.
northwesterly by the town road leading from the
tian business man, with boys and girls
Genuine
tatoes prove the best for years in quality
Foy school-house, so-called, to Soule’s Corner;
northeasterly by the county road leading from
growing up about him, realizes that if he and are almost free from rot. Hay is about
Font’s Corner in Palermo to McFarland's Corner
Garden
wishes his children to be interested in three-fifths of on average crop.
in Montville; southeasterly by land now occupied
the Sunday school he must lead, and not vegetables rank wed as to abundance. Taken
Nicholas(i. Bryant, and southweste;ly by land
by
for
rank
1899.
all together, crops
[F.
highly
that
How
true
influence
personal
compel.
formerly * f A. Bluisdell. known as the Blaisdell
Hahn.
lot, containing twenty seven acres, more or less,
counts. So we urge as strongly as possible
Waldo Station—Very little thresliiug
Also taken on this twenty-third day of October,
that the business men in our churches has been done in this viciuity, but grain was
A. 1). 1899,oi the execution above described and
will be soid at public auction at the office of Dunrally round our Sunday schools, give harvested in fine condition and what has
ton & Dunton, in Belfast, in said County of Walthem the support of their presence, their been threshed is yielding well. Very few podo, to the high* st bidder, on the twenty-seventh
influence and judgment in all their affairs. tatoes have rotted, but tender varieties like
of November, A D. 1899, at ten o’clock m
day
Puritan have scabbed badly on ground
the forenoon, the following described real estate,
Must Bear Signature of
Following Mr. Everett came an address Early
where red varieties are large and smooth.
all the right, title and interest which the said
and
on
Lucas
“the
Benefit
of
Rev.
Aquila
by
The potato crop as a whole is very satisfacHollis r. roy lias aim liau in aim to tne same on
He
Association Work to the Church.”
the twentieth day of December, A. D. 1897, at
tory. [J. G. Harding.
said the Association has associated the
ten o'clock and twenty minutes in the forenoon,
Monroe—One of the lessons that may be
the time when the same was attached on the writ
church. There was a time when there learned from the season’s work, is that tillin the same suit, to wit: a certain lot or parcel of
was great suspicion shown by denominaage saves moisture for the use of the growland situated in said Palermo, and described as
See Fac-SImile Wrapper Below.
tion against denomination. But those days ing crops. Land that has been well cultivatfollows, to wit: Commencing at a stake and stones
standing in the northwest corner of said lot;
have passed and it is not thought strange ed has stood the drought better than that
which has only received its regular one or
thence running a southeast course crossing the
Tory small and as easy
to-day that Christians of different branch- two hoeings.
town road and running to a stake and stones at
I am not able to suggest any
to take as sugar.
es of the church should labor hand in
the northwest corner of land now or formerly of
new improvements that would be applicable
C. E. Wood; thence running south to the Hubhand for the saving of the world. He said: to all farmers. Each must manage his own
HEADACHE.
FOR
bard brook to a stake and stories; thence east by
“I do not lose sight of the fact that this business as seems best under his conditions,
the Hubbard brook to the stream running from
FOR DIZZINESS.
but it is certain that we can all learn somewas brought about by other means than
the Pullen pond, so-called; thence following said
to
be
a
if
There
seems
we
will.
good
stream southwesterly to the easterly corner of
The thing
the Sunday School Association.
FOR BILIOUSNESS.
land conveyed to said Hollis F. Foy by Josiah
demand
for cows of suitable size and quality
its
did
and
Bible
British
Society
Foreign
FOR TORPID LIVER.
Foy; thence northwesterly on said Foy lot to a
for shipment, and farmers who are in the
stake and stones; thence northeasterly by said
part toward bringing unity in the church, dairy
business might do well to breed more
FOR
CONSTIPATION.
lot and land now or formerly of Jane H.
but the S. S. Association has done the of this kind of stock.
Foy
Some grain has been
Blaisdell to a small brook; thence following said
He spoke of the fed unthresbed and, generally, the results
most in this work.”
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
brook eleven rods to the town road ; thence followhave been satisfactory, as the waste is in no
ing the said brook twenty five rods to a stake and
FOR THE COMPLEXION
OASTOniA.
instance equal to the cost of threshing.
stones; thence northeasterly thirteen rods to the
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or
other
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to
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Where
place of beginning, containing fifty acres, more
Kind
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stock, it pays to feed in the straw unless the
Dated this twenty-third day of October. A. D.
straw can be used aloDe to a good advantSAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
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sell., Bucksport, 128; Fish-

VESSELS

SAILING

Aaron
Albert

Vigor j

The preparations of an immense force
for sea lias given vise to a rumor that
Great Britain is in fear of some foreign
power’s movements inimical to her inter-

Because

110; |

Olive, sch., Sliieldsboro, 17J; Coaster.
Pendleton Bros., sell
New
York, 858; !

Hair

The heaviest snow storm in October for
twenty years fell in Montana lust week.

Gloucester,

Fishing.
Mary T. Quiuby, sch., Tliomaston, 1.172; j

Ayer’s

Canada,

Popular Wild to Peon

!

Coaster.

Lucinda I. Lowell, sch

thirty.
Gray hair

is starved hair.
The hair bulbs have been
deprived of proper food or
proper nerve force.

REMEDIES

1ST.

BUILT SINCE JULY

John Maxwell,sell New'York,532; Coaster. 1
Lizzie ,1. Parker, sch., Thoniastou, 1,398;
j

LAUNDRY.

small depression in the m ountains, filled
with hills that are all sizes and shapes. I

berries and

expected

at

Improved Homoeopathic

Blanche, sell Gloucester, 109; Fishing.
Edw. Sewall, ship, Bath, 3,‘JOG
J. .1. Flaherty, sell., Gloucester, 1G2; Fishing.

No matter what the cause,
you cannot wish to look old

A fund has been started among the
American women in London to equip a
hospital ship for South Africa.
Work is

|

Perhaps sleepless nights
caused it, or grief, or sickness, or perhaps it was care.

The Geological Survey parties in Alaska are pushing well into the country,
with some results.

j
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Trial E.;;e free.
Ii it tails to cure, your
money wi'i he refunded. A. A. Howks

Letter

San Francisco.

Hawaii,

]

To Cure Hoarseness in One Day
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send to

j
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Day
p Coiu in Cue
Day
Sore Throat in One Day

Cure

leper, whom it

Todd, the
to

Blacksmith

Journal.
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To Cure
T
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Mrs.

sought

SAILING VESSELS

Anthracite and

the

and the former the American term for this

rig; and brigantine is

independence.

Thing

Havana,
they get

FEED.

but

ii

Kuis Rivera, civil governor of
says the Cubans w ill fight unless

NIUNYON’S

antines and 34 schooners owned on the
Atlantic coast have been wiped out, and
only 1 ship and 8 schooners have been
built, and 1 purchased from foreigners,
and four of those built were lishiog
schooners.
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d
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Sunday

School Association

number of

recent

a

remarks about

some

and

in

see

morals of a mining district, thoroughly
and radically reformed by two men who
The
were Sunday school workers there.
Association not only plants Sunday schools
but elevates tli Sunday schools we have.
The best business men in the country are
uow leading iu the Sunday school work.
At the Sunday School Association in
Pennsylvania, lleiuz.the great pickle man,
sat on the platform with John Wnuamak-

at the North Church Sunday evening,
L’lKl). by Miss Edith Stoddard, and

The first services of the State

I.'-y the way I

!

published by request J

signal.
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The great health giver and beautifier for women is Dr. Greene’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy, that great vegetable compound for women, so
pure,
harmless and healthful, for nothing in the world so surely and quickly restores lost health, gives strength and vigor to the nerves, purifies and enriches the blood, and makes women
strong and well as does Dr. Greene’s
Women Need Skilled
Nervura.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura clears the
Advice.
complexion of that dark, sallow, pale
Dr. Greene is (he most successful specialist in curing female
look, removes eruptions, blackheads,
complaints, the physician to
and humors, makes the skiu velvety
whom thousands of women write
in regard to their diseases and
and glowing with rosy color, the eyes
who gives consultation and adbrilliant, the lips red, imparting a full
vice absolutely free of charge.
round contour to face and form.
Many thousands of women have
regained health and strength and
Above all. Dr. Greene’s Nervura
become happy wives and mothers
banishes melancholy and restores the
through the timely advice and 4
counsel of this skilful woman's j
lively spirits, vivacity, light, elastic
physician. If you area sufferer
step, and exuberant life, energy and
from any of the weaknesses and
enjoyment which constitute happidiseases peculiar to women do not H
ness in women. Dr. Greene's Nervura
fail to write to Dr. Greene about *j
does all this, because It makes women
I/our case at once, at his office, 4
84 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., j
well and strong, and thus prevents
and by following his advice based
them from growing old before their
J
upon his long experience and re- ;
time. It makes thorn look young and
markable success, you can be abfeel young, for it braces women up as
sohUely certain of being cured.
nothing else in the world can. Try
Write at once. It will cost you
n othing to get his advice.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura. You will never
*
regret it.
J. J.JL JL JL JL .ff. .t. .1. .t.

The flame Sunday School Association.

office of the State

lie

entered

Bryan’s speech at Findlay,
interrupted by hisses from the

Hon. W. J.

Statistics.

[Maritime Journal, Philadelphia J
From July 1, 1899, the loss of American sailing vessels has been heavier than
for the same months for many years past.
Five ships, 3 barks, 4 barkentines, 3 brig-

omg

The Alaskan Territorial Convention
will not favor a territorial form of govern-

you a line, but
put it off till to-morrow’. But bow well I
remember the Belfast of 1851 and tliereoften feel like

Shipping
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50’s.

Journal:

remind

so

Early

Don’t for* et where ><*u >•..
Fa tter
wear at this price.
\
ter prices if you wish.
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TO LAUNDER LACK CURTAINS.

Shake all the dust from the curtains, and
soak them overnight in plenty of cold water.
In the morning rinse them out in several
waters before putting them into suds; then
use a tablespoouful of Gold Dust Washing
Powder to a quart of boiling water, and
wash the curtains by squeezing up and
Rinse thoroughly, and it you wish
down.
them very white, slightly blue the last water.
Dry them in the open air, then put
them through a thin starch and also through
If you have curtain frames put
a wringer.
them in, but if not, tack old sheets on the
door and pin them to it.

Thomas (iushee. Hailey t'otta
Shore. Value, J27o.no; tax. >.*

Isn’t our laundry lovely? Yes, my dear,
it is washed with Lautz Bros. & Co’s.
Marseilles White Soap!

Brick house ou
Thurlow house.

Collector’s Notice of Sale
Unpaid

taros

on

land

of

non

■<

situated in the town of Sort
County of Waldo f»r the yrar lv>~

Collector of
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t.txes for

.1. W
town

KM
N

Northport, Oct. 17, 18PP

For Sale

or

Congress

Reut.
^
C.;MAKM1 .t

street,

WM.

Belfast, .July B, 1800.-271 f

i,

NO REMEDY EQUALS PERUNa,
SO THE WOMEN ALL SAY

Last Look at Matanzas.

A
),

Second City in Size but First in
and Historic Interest. Oddities of
rin

i'»

fairly doubles
hills, through

torrent.
The ramshackle frame
elected over a hole in the

\i,,ilt*Mi Fife in the town tbat was Chris,i san Carlos y San Severino.
lal
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indeed, do most
in Cuba persist in saying the
after they have learned better?

easier it

h

seems

to

adopt

thirty years ago. Plowing his yam patch
day, he tumbled a huge boulder

one

an error

out

for “slaughter-pen,” demntnr, “to kill.” This san-

was
bestowed upon the
three centuries ago, because
European settlers (a colony of

name
some

Islanders)

went

cattle to

;ng

Miss Husan

iuto the business

supply

eh, king Charles and the patron
clung to it, as a bad

the old title

good

icut

deeds.

Matauzas

u

man, whatever his

a

has been

often

so

.iaphed

and pen-pictured since the
at 1 shall not inflict any further
upon you concerning its innumerof interest.”
Everybody
ibat

the north coast of
from Havana, borof the most beautiful bays in
it

lies

sixty miles
ne

'lid;
it

but

on

east

who has not experiform no idea of the indetinof the place—its broad and

can
irm

one

now

There is every reason to believe that only a small portion of the chain
of caverns has yeb been seen
by human
eyes, for comparatively few of the passages nave Keen explored, and fewer followed to their end.
For several years
the marvels of Bellamar enjoyed
quite a
boom. Everybody who came to Hatanzas
visited

subterrenean chambers.

The most interesting things are a mighty
collection of
milo'/ros1' in gold, silver,
bone and wood, entirely e >\eriug one wall;

a

less than tiftv

thousand, but indicating that she is the special patron
is when it boasted of 200,000souls,
of sea-faring people.
The image is of
was in the golden days of long ago,
wood, rather squat and square, with face
the old capital was the outlet of the and hands of
inky blackness and the insugar-producing section of the congruous features of blue eyes and a
What lias become of the people, blonde
wig. The word milaijro means
two

r

■

ask’.' Consult the annals of the
md the bursting Campos Santos for
swer.
For personal safety, hundreds

“miracle,” and each symbol denotes

food-supplies

in

some

Henry McLellan, ofHamilton, III.,

New York Fashions.

Dresser, formerly of this place, where
will remain until after Christmas and
then return to Ler home in Burlington, Ver
mont, with her son aud wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Anbury Call, who are successful teachers in
a High school.. .Dr. W. C Marden attended
the recent meeting of the Penobscot Medical Association in Bangor-J. H. Davis is
putting in a new cellar wall under his house.
.Mrs. J. S, Davis had a sudden and severe ill turn about three weeks ago, caused,
she

said, by indigestion. Ihe doctor
the time and J. H. Davis, who
for many years lias made medicine a study,
administered some of liis wonderful heart
tonic, which very soon restored her to consciousness and the next day slie was about
again. ..Mrs. Mary F. Robinson of Hartland,

Spangled Nets and Laces.
**Tlie
Olympia” Collar.
Short

.Jackets.

Furs.

Small
to

Capes!
Correspon-

dents,

spend

to Pittsfield to

come

raiQIIJ

PSICOC
lldaCo Hilt
UUl rtf
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I till

daughter,

her
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rible disease made its appearance

on my side.
It was
malignant Cancer, eating inwardly in such a way as
to cause great alarm. The disease seemed beyond the
skill of the doctors, for their treatment did no good
whatever, the Cancer growing worse all the while
MRS. S. M. IDOL.
Numerous remedies were used for it. but- the Cancer
grew steadily worse, until it seemed that I was doomed
to follow the others of the family, for I know how deadly Cancer is, especially
when inherited. I was advised to try Swift’s Specific (S. 8. S ), which, fro.in the
first day, forced out the poison.
I continued its use until I had taken eighteen
bottles, when I was cured sound and well, and have had no symptoms of the
dreadful affliction, though many years have elapsed. S. S. S. is the only cure
for Cancer.—Mrs. S M. Idol, Winston, N. C.
a

Our book on Cancer, containing other testimonials and valuable
information, will be sent free to any address by the Swift Specifio

Company, Atlanta, Georgia.

the win-

AND

Mrs.

The three children, Dr. J. W.
Auburn, and the two daughters,
Mrs. Mary Morse and Miss Addie Robinson,
have the sympathy of a large number of
friends. Mrs. Robinson was 58 years old and
died of cancerous humor of the stomach.
Robinson of

a

A
A

Lure rOURu 21 L2Sli

G. H. Morse,
died alter a brief illness of only four weeks.
She was a woman much beloved by all who
knew her and leaves many friends to mourn
with

scratch, a pimple, or lump in
t'ie *3reast- too small to attract any
notice, until, in many cases, the deadly
as a mere

disease is fully developed.
Cancer can not be cured by a surgical
operation, because the disease is a virulent
poison in the blood, circulating throughout the system, and although
the sore or ulcer—known as the Cancer—may be cut away, the
poison remains in the blood, and promptly breaks out afresh, with
renewed violence.
The wonderful success of S. S. S. in curing obstinate, deep-seated
blood diseases which were considered incurable, induced a few despairing sufferers to try it for Cancer, after exhausting the skill of
the physicians without a cure. Much to their delight S. S. S.
proved
equal to the disease and promptly effected a cure. The glad new*
spread rapidly, and it was soon demonstrated
beyond doubt that a cure had at last been
found for deadly Cancer. Evidence has accumulated which is incontrovertible, of which
the following is a specimen :
Cancer is hereditary in our family, my father, a
sister and an aunt having died from this dreadful
disease. My feelings may be imagined when the horp

tlieir loss.

[Correspondence of

with

had

who

Waists.

Answers

away at

was

ter

single net dress convey the impression of varied costumes. The newest
vas thoneycomb.
Therefore, some fortu- net, lace or applique circular skirts open
nate discoverer may one day come across up the back. That, however,is not obligaa regular Captain
Kidd treasure; and tory, and waists are a matter of individual
that is one reason why the wily Chinaman taste, many net bodices showing somewhat

so-

gone to Washington, D. C., to
sister, Mrs. James
Robbins.W. L. Puslior and family and
James F. Connor returned recently from an
extended visit in Bostou and vicinity_The
annual meeting of the Somerset Educational
Association was held here Oct. 23d and 24th,
at the Maine Central Institute building.
There was a large attendance aud the meetings were considered very interesting aud
instructive... .Mrs. A. B. Call has been visiting friends and relatives in the village for
several weeks, hut will soon go to Ocean
Park to stop with her sister, Mrs. John
winter with her

Dr. Warden

of the

and the banditti of the hills also had their
secret storehouses in other parts of the

lidified prayers for divine interposition in
the devotee’s behalf. According to Cuban

lithy

Parker has

spend the

Silk appliques, either in white, black or
spangled nets and lienaisance or
colors,
outlying
chambers.
It is said that since time out open meshed laces are leading materials
of mind, smugglers and buccaneers have for evening dresses. Striped or fancy silks,
hidden their plunder in the sea-ward however, have their share of patronage,
caves, reached by passages known only to yet the latter do not readily admit of
themselves; while the highway robbers variations, while several colored slips worn
and

Virgin, black as the hackneyed ace
of spades, whose altar is heaped with
shells, coral and other marine growths,

of the

Among them were Mrs. Annie
Milliken and Mrs. A. H. Burse, Miss Ada
Coffin and Miss Mae Dobson... .Miss Mae

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for F le People
sold by the dozen nr hundred,
but always In packages. At all druggists,
or direct from the Dr. Williams Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., 60 cents per box.
6 boxes $2 60.

surgents had only to row quietly in under
cover of darkness and
store their arms

a

advantage

vicinity.

It has since de-

veloped that they actually did so, in spite
of Spanish soldiers posted at the Bellamar mouth, for there are other
entrances,
miles away, along the coast, and the in-

persons took

fare recently and went to visit
Boston and friends dwelling there or in that

This fearful disease often first appears

RpCIlltC Patallu III
in 111115
Nino

ncduild

half rate

are never

When the war broke out the Spanish
authorities closed this entrance and stationed a guard over it, fearing that the
rebels would make a rendezvous in the

should be, tilled with gruesome
representations of the Saviour’s pain.

and

them, and the lucky proprietor

adandoned his yam-patch for the bountiful harvest of “tips.'’

Calvary

lever.”

population of the city is

labyrinth.

three

girl....Many

a veteran of the 10th Illinois InfanHe said:
“For more than 15 years I was a
sufferer from gastritis In its worst
form. I was much reduced in flesh
and strength and unable to attend
to business.
Finally my wife persuaded me to try Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Palo People and to my surprise 1 began to get better. Three
boxes effected a cure that lias been
permanent. When I began to take
the pills I weighed 136 pounds; now
1 weigh 1G3. These pills did me more
good than all the other medicines 1
have ever taken,
II. K. McLellan”
Subscribed and sworn to bofore me
this second day of December, 1K97.
R. R. Wallace, Notary Public
—From the Press, Hamilton. 111.
To any sufferers from stomach or
bowel trouble Dr. Williams’ diet
book Is free ou request.

only to
clue, the

CANCER IS DEADLY!

B. Warren has returned from
week’s visit to relatives in Massachusetts.
Miss L. S. Folsom is stopping with her at present to care for her little
....Mrs. G.

a

try.

in some manner known
and without their

guides;

Paragraphs.

Dutton

S.

of Skowhegan was
recently on business and called
on friends and
relatives, who are always
glad to see his smiling aud genial face.

Stomach
Is

E.

in town

Guilty

stranger would surely lose himself in the

the enclosure, brought
formerly
when baby trees from the Balearic Islands.
The interior is bare and cheerless as a

“See Matanzas an(]

to

marked
the

shaded

md the queer social life and cus> Spanish to-day as those of
any
-pain—all of which have given rise
amending of the old saying, “See

die,”

was

exploration disclosed fresh wonders. Miles
of tunnels, winding in and out
among the
coral foundations of the island, have been

Address Dr. Hartman, Columbus,
for a free book for women only.

p-hill streets, with their dim old
>‘S and rows of
royal palms; its
low-walled casas, with their flat,
•ofs, inner courts and grated win-

and

and

considerably scared, curiosity led him to
investigate. Following the tobogganslide made by the rolling
stone, he came
to an immense circular
chamber, wal! led as by art, from which many narrow
passages diverged to unknown regions in
total darkness beyond.
Every subsequent

^catarrh.

mg sheet of water, bluer than the
sky that bends above it; its ram-

>

Wymar.

Miss Susan Wymar, teacher in thl
Richmond school, Chicago, 111., wrihf
the following letter to Dr. Hartman re
garding Pe-ru-na. She says: “OnlJ
chose who have suffered as I have, can
know what a blessing it is to be able to
find relief in Pe-ru-na. This has been
my experience. A friend in need is a
friend indeed, and every bottle of Pe-runa 1 ever bought
proved a good friend
to me.”—Susan Wymar.
Mrs. Margaretha Dauben, 1214 North
Superior St., Racine City, Wis., writes:
x feel so well and
good and happy now
that pen cannot describe it. Pe-ru-na is
everything to me. I have taken several
bottles of Pe-ru-na for f* male complaint.
] am in the change of life and it does me
good.” Pe-ru-na has no equal in all of
.the irregularities and emergencies peculiar to women caused by pelvic

Havana with

1 he city itself was christened with
ml sol cum ceremonials—San C arlos
»verino; but somehow, in spite <>f

will stick to

way,

Though

Spanisli

■

the

amazed to
see it slide through a thicket
and sink
out of sight, with hollow
reverberations
from the depths of the earth.

correct it.
The best way of curself of this mispronunciation is to
nind the meaning of the word—Ma•rom

of

Mr.

The
Remorse
of a

building,

ground which
caverns, is guarded by a
Chinaman and his
servants, who act as
guides. The former explains, in excellent
Castilian, that the land roundabout is his
private property, and that he, himself,
discovered the hollowness beneath about

anzas;” why,
veil

Pittsfield

leads to the

\xzas, Cuba, Sept. 28, 1899. Why
;hat so many people in the United
-peak of this well-known city as
ms

upon itself as it climbs the
the dry bed of a mountain

“I have long thought
it my duty to write

AFTER USIN6.

DR. MOTT’S
NERVERINE DILLS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of the generative
organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost .Manhood.
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every
$5 order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at *1.00 per box
5 boxes for $5.00. UK. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.

For

R.

Sale**, by

Years

Fifty-eight

Old!!!

years rolled by and the original members
of its family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast to-

Pierce's Favorite Prescription has done for me."
writes Mrs. Euphemia Falconer, of Trent,
Muskegon Co., Mich. “I am twenty-seven
years old. have been married ten years. I am
the mother of four children.
My first two

day,

with faith in its teachings, and confidence in the information which it brings

to

their homes and firesides.
a natural consequence it

As

enjoys in
vitality and vigor of ir.s
youth, strengthened and ripened by the

its old age all the

experiences of
It lias lived

<

j

Maine.

It's ci lung life, but devotion to the true
interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the

a

Castilian families fled to fiie
belief, no wish of the heart is too insig- of Bellamar refuses to let anybody go in indefinite patterns with a view to matchnames were stillIndependent waists are born. and I sufcountry; thousands of Cubans nificant or purely personal to be brought his way without guides in his owu em- ing any skirt.
fered
factors
in
this
1 led in three years' skirmishing, or before the
everything
and
potent
direction,
any
all-sympathizing Mother, in ploy.
but death.
My
At present, the trip is not void of dan- and all fancy materials are used, so extendath in Spanish prisons, and more the form of a small
friends all
blessed
the
image,
by
thought I could
is the variety.
ed
in
various
in
forms,
Cimmerian
undred thousand men, women and
darkger,
never recover.
I
priest and hung before her shrine. Though
FXJliS
was
reduced to
» n starved in the streets
during the the collection embraces some queer things, ness,but faintly relieved by tallow caudles,
iog
pounds.
Are
a
of
increased
interest after
subject
When I was
period of reconcentration,
the spectator feels no inclination to smile you go down insecure ladders into the
three months j
of the earth, cross shaking bridges C. C. .Sliayue’s opening; which fact deter- I
the stranger in Matanzas, tlie at the
along for my
simple faith, but rather stands depths
mines the extreme popularity of the
child, I
fluffy I third
'-•st w ay of
was
taken with
spending a day is in a abashed at his own lack of it. There are over unknown waters,and skirt precipices
j
such
as
kinds;
blue lynx, stone marten,
abovfl black abysses.
hemorrhage or
The same haudi
First he should diive to the so- miniature
legs and arms without number,
flooding and
silver fox, black fox, Hudson Bay sable.
came near hav“palace”—the very large, two- crutches, trusses, even ears, noses, mous- I work of Nature that appe irs at Luray, in
a miscarriage
Alaska
and
ing
the
;
sable,
chinchilla,
and the Mammoth Caves of Kenluxury from
time-stained structure, faced with
female
taches, sets of teeth, breasts with cancers I Virginia,
of the rich, liussian sable, of which the | weakness.
Fur
and
iu
minthat
Plaza
iT
fronts
the
tucky—stalactites
stalagmites
Portals,
in them, little men and women and babies
two months I was under the care of our doctor,
j iature
dealer just mentioned has the largest
but was getting weaker all the time until one
s— and
organ-pipes and cathedral-spires,
h\ei y imaginable disease and inpay a duty-visit to the Gov- galore.
stock in the world.
day I sent and got three bottles of Favorite
It is economy to
and minarets, frozen cascades
tlie province. The instant your
Prescription and one bottle of 'Pellets.' 1 imfirmity is portrayed, from a sabre cut to a mosques
spend
money upon fur w hich may be
proved so fast. I continued to take your mediand
delicate
of
woven
flowers—is
tracery
approaches the curb a swarm of snake bite, from scrofula sores to elephancine until baby was born, and he is healthy and
transferred to any costume, and this is
all right. He* is four years old. My baby girl is
aits
old and young, appear to tisis.
Thousands who came on crutches here, wrought by water in tile slow course illustrated in the
two years old.
My health has been good ever
great demand for large since.
of
I now weigh 165 pounds and when 1 beof
out
of
the
lean
dozens
ages.
earth;
and now walk <>u perfect legs, attribute
ip
neck boas, requiring an entire skiu, and gin to feel badl\ 1 take ‘Favorite Prescription
Fanxik
Brio
ham
Ward.
■ire outstretched and soft
voices tlreir recovery to the
which always helps me. ! always t.<-11 my ;>< ighVirgin’s notice of
finished by the head and fore feet at
bors what helps me and a good many have taken
a ntavos—
‘por amor de Dios, their blessed iiiilayr >: and the long childFavorite Prescription’ with v >od results.”
one
with
the
your
tail
and
feet
end,
at
the
Big Master soap, the biggest 5c. bar of
in the name of Sanctissima Marie less mother presses her
has cured
The “Favorite Prescription
baby to her breast, soap made.
For sale by all principal other.
Or a head may trim both ends,
women than all other medicines for
more
Al- undoubting that, like Sarah of old, .-he
the Saiuts in the ealander.
grocers.
It is the only preparawomen combined.
additional expense.
this,however,involves
reconcentratiou is so long a thing owes the little one to supernatural aid. Is
tion of its sort devised by a regularly gradThe fashionist now wears a tailor suit
Lake .Navigation.
uated physician—a skilled and experienced
past, some of its horrors will lingei a poor woman’s cow, or pig, or donkey
with one of these boas drawn
specialist in the diseases of women.
closely
.it
to come, Dot only in actual siltshe
once
to
skilled
lost,
goes
Other medicines arc sometimes sold on
somebody
Many of our readers may not be aware around the neck, or thrown
open—always
the plea that they are ‘just as good as the
'd the,orphaned and homeless, hut in whittling, pays a few pesetas to have a of the
4
of
the
commerce
on
Don’t
magnitude
a graceful and
Favorite Prescription.
elegant accessory.
believe it.
its of beggary become chronic with representation of the animal cut in wood,
Counterfeits are
Don’t be imposed upon.
those inland seas commonly known as
COLLAliETTKS
as the genuine.
as
never
good
and
the
to
bless
it
and
priest
gets
>i!ig generation. According to Spaubang it the Great Likes. The advent of the
Boast this season ot peculiar
Over 250,000 women have endorsed “Fabeauty; vorite
stom, the ground floor of the palace on the sacred wall; and then she kneels steamer Angeline, the monster new ore the
They say there is
“Olympia” being made of four small nothingPrescription.”
before it and patiently waits, firm in the carrier
“just as good” and they know.
•n up to quarters for soldiers, serjust launched and put iuto the skius, one at each
the say-so of one
rather
have
Would you
side, the heads and fore
belief that heavenly hands will guide the
11*1 police, offices and store-rooms,
Marquette trade by the Presque Isle claws meeting at the back with a cluster dealer who makes an extra profit on the
>
substitute, than the provable words of
and kitchens, while “up-stairs” creature home.
Those who have more of
Transportation Co,, offers an opportunity of tails between, and the other ends at the 250.(XX) women whose only
object in recomthis world’s goods, express their hearts’ for some
is the official residence of the Govis
Favorite Prescription
interesting comparisons showmending the
the large, rolling collar composed
front;
Does a young
their desire to help their suffering sisters?
't the province.
You go up a wide desires in gold and silver.
ing the wonderful development which has of the two
skins.
This shape
remaining
man want a sweetheart, a young woman a
stone steps, in deep hollows worn
been made in lake freighting from this
conies in all the Huffy furs.
The “Star”
passing feet of two or three cen- lover: nothing is easier than to have the port in the past 50 years, says a Mar- |
collarette, slashed on the shoulder and
through a dim anteroom, bare of silversmith manufacture his or her coun- quette correspondent. Fifty years ago j trimmed with
Winter Joys..
tails, is very jaunty, and
terfeit
the
twain the vessels were small, and 200 or 300 tons
presentiment. Perhaps
'hing but a secretary’s desk and a
None of them are equal to the 1
!
all
fashion’s
c prices
the
through
e of sentinels
pacing to and fro, and meet at the altar before their respective ! of ore was a cargo for most of them. The “Worth” collar
survives.
Small capes
delight afforded by mince pie
utly And yourself in an enormous mild'jros, and the Virgin helps them out Angeline can carry nearly 7,000 tons, but with
America’s greatest delicacy—J
collars are rendered charming
|
high
old
in the good
<»r rather, feel yourself lost in the
ways approved of lovers the ore
It always can'
carrying record from Lake Su- by wide twists of colored velvet around
when its good.
hoing expanse. A livered flunky, since Father Time was himself a boy. At perior is 7,023 gross tons, held by the the outside of the
trouble or
without
and
be
w
good
ith
collars,
long ends
pistol osentatiously protruding from any rate, the newly-wedded couple always schooner John A. Roebling. The lake at the
care if you will buy
i
|
in place by four handfront,
kept
pocket and a machete dangling at come to give the priest a bonus, and to lleet has at present 25 boats of the 400-
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Moody,

NEARLY

few lines to let
you know what Dr.

you

H.

over

half

its

on

a

centurj.

merits,

support of progressive Americans.
It is “ThefNew York Weekly Txibune,” acknowledged the country
leading National Family Newspaper.

and

on

the

cordial

over

as

the

Kecognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the State and Nation,
publishers of The Republican Journal (your ow n favorite home paper) have entered

■

the

into

an alliance with
“The York Weekly Tribune” which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trilling cost of £2.00 per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to the community in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works ‘.>nstantlv and untiringly for liis interests in every way, brings to bis home all the news

and

happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends, the eondhhm and prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in tact, is a weeklv visitor
which should be found in every w:de-awake, progiessive family.
Just think of it!
Send all

Roth of these papers for only £2.00 a year.
to The Republican Journal Publishing Co .Belfast, Me

subscriptions

>

■

FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

■

Representing

Over

Twenty

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
E^STEAM BOILER INSU RANCE AND INSPECTION
Security Bonds fnr Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited,
Real estate bought and sold.
..

Maine Central R. R.

—

•els,

at

meets

the door and

offer their mutual

pon

which

<»fas,

set

are

vis-a-vis around

a

pawn-shops of every Cuban city you Andrew Carnegie.
buy plenty of these second-hand Coralia.
Crescent City.
prayers, so to say, for a few pennies each; Empire City.
the

as any of his titled
Tliis shabby “palacio” is
sthout its tragic, as well as brilliant

gentleman

may

'•'“essors.

and the proprietors will
their virtue is uudimined.

The

history.
beauty and chivalry
venty generations have danced and
ast

sala,

crystal

voluptuous

the danza “soft eyes looked love
that spoke again.” Within these

of
*’s

walls decisions have been reached
sent

enemies of Spain to
and death; men high in

numerous

N'ument
nment

favor

to-day

have

found

the grim for'fives to-morrow
•f San Severino, and a few hours
in

kneeling
.-quad.

with their backs to

the

is young, the visiuld better drive up the hills to the
while the

day

assure

you that

From Montserrat chapel, the visitor will
do weli to continue his drive to the caverns of Bellamar.
Descending the heights
to the old highway known as Belle Vista,

chandeliers of

when to the

! (“Beautiful View”) is an experience to be
! remembered. The prospect is glorious_
a
tranquil sea, emerald valleys dotted
| with palms and villas, and the old city

j

following the semi-circular sweep of

the

with its three rivers running through;
but the shaking-up one gets as the reck-

bay,

less Jehu urges his wiry horses over the
boulders at the top of their speed, threat-

400
413
406
405
Sir William Fairbairne. 425
Robert Fulton. 425
Hendrick S. Holden. 408
Douglas Houghton. 456
William R. Linn. 400

Maricopa. 406
Samuel F. B. Morse. 456
358
North Land.
Northwest. 358
407
Isle.
Presque
Queen City. 401
Senator. 410
Sir William Siemens. 413
George Stephenson. 407
Superior City. 429
L. C. Waldo. 387
James Watt. 405
Schooner John Fritz-. 436
Schooner John A. Roebling. 436

4,521
4,300
4,331
4,213
4,118

4,328
4 223
4 936
4.244
4.244
4,578
3 980

’he Spanish soldiers knocked out eroues.
Among other vandal acts of

days was the cutting down
of twenty splendid oaks which

troubled
’’t ewood

CASTOniA,
>*The Kind You Have Always Bought

5i»n the

preferred colors
crimson

or

are

green,

clasps. The
blue, purple,

cerise.

j

VEKT SHOUT

>

to me,
American

a

wonderful

and Matanzas is

of

a

sure

optional

matter.

■

Gold Coin Mince Meat;

Comes to you all ready to put
in the crust. We make it as(

daintily, neatly and carefully as t
you could yourself. Fresh beef,
and selected green apples are S

and our receipt is the one
that made Maine famous for
her mince pies.

) used,
)

J

Muffs

c

Only io cents a package at your Grocers.
Prepared by Thorndike & Hix, Rockland, Me. !sl

has been

or

to

invalids

as

a

health

so

“Indestructablesilk crape”

called because uueffected

is given to chiffon from its exquisite
softness.
W'kite silk sasheB with wide
knotted fringe and a bouquet of colored
velvet flowers at each end are considered
very

of Cuba.

Will Mot Shrink Your
Flannels and Woolens.
A LAUNDRY SOAP—Containing all the Qualitie*
of the Finest Toilet and Bath Soaps.

Made by LADTZ BROS, k Cfl. BUFFALO. N. Y.

elegant.

Verona Clarke.

A. A. Howes drug store guarantees
every
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
and
will refund the money to any one who is not
satisfied after using two-third of the contents. This is the best remedy in the world
for la grippe, coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough and is pleasant and safe to
take.
It prevents any tendency of a cold to

Remedy

result in pneumonia.

will

run as

follows:
FROM

4ms,

BELFAST.
AM

I'M

7 15
Belfast, depart
Citypoint.17 2c

Waldo.+7
7
Brooks.
Knox
17
Thorndike. 8
I nity. 8
Burnham, arrive. 8
Bangor. 11

30
41
53

on

10
35

40
A M

|

easy

40tf

terms.

M. V.

HILL,

39 Miller St,, Belfast

7 00
1 30
5 57

P M

7 00

!ED.
j W D.

A

11
Thorndike
ill
Knox.
Brooks. 11
Waldo .112
( itypoint. +12
12
Belfast, arrive

15
30
57
15
35
45

p M

P M

11 00

1 20

A M

0 2»>
7 15

M

Burnham, depart. 10 20
Unity. 10 55

4 30
4 35
P M

AM

8 50
9 09
9 19
+9 5<»
9 41
+9 52
tlo 04
10 00

05
22
31
38
62
0 03
10 14
0 20
5
5
5
5
5

station.
Limited tickets for Boston arc now sold at
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North*
'vest, via all routes, for sale by L. W. Gkokoe,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent:, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 23, 1899.
+ Flag

85

FLOUR! FLOUR!!
I have just received two cars, 300 bids., of the
Best Patent Michigan Flour. 1 have in store,
Snow White, Darrali’s City Mills, Albion, Lilly
White and Pillsbury’s Best, which I offer at low

prices.

Also

retailed.

WATERVILLE

car or

Belfast, July 13 '1899.—28

Business

o’clock e. m., at the homestead house of
the late THOMAS M. SWEENEY, on Elm street,
in the village of Searsport, Waldo County, State
of Maine, the following described real "estate
being a part of the estate of said Thomas M,
Sweeney, bounded and described as follows: On
the west by Elm street; on the north by land of
heirs of James Carr and Henry Carr; on the east
by land of heirs of John H. Lane, and on the
south by land of Eliphalet Eaton, together with
all the buildings thereon, and all the privileges
and appurtenances thereunto belonging.
Seal sport, Oct. 20, 1899.—3w43*
BENJ. O. SARGENT, Admr.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Boston for S2.25.

Commencing Monday, Oct !<*, 1 sjm>. tare be
tween Belfast and Boston reduced from S3 ( 0 to
S2.25.
ja
Fare between Searspoit and Boston reduced
from §3.1(* to §2.30 and a proportionate reouction made in the price of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on the Penobscot RiveTlie prices of rooms aecmnn •-dating tw.. per--'
each, is reduced from §2.00 amt
.,*>0 t.
1
and §1 <)<) each.
Steamers Penobscot and ( in oj Bangor will
leave Belfast, alternately, for R. -t >n via Uaunh
and Rockiand, Mondays, Wednesday, Thursdays
and Saturdays at (about 2.;' > u. m
For Bangor via way-landings, ’lucsdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturday, at an. ut's on
or upon arrival of steamer iron: Boston.
>

RE ri KMM:

From Boston via way-landings. M.u.duxs lues
m
days. Tbursdays and Fridays at
From Bangor via way landings. M. udavv \\b 1m
nesclays, Thursdays and Saturday' u >
CALVIN AUSTIN, t Jei
Snpt.. iWoin
WILLIAM H. HILL, den

get
\/'0Uof.
can

a

fivt ounce,

Manager. Boston

screw

«]> jar

College Va line

WATERVILLE, MAINE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he will
sell at public auction to the highest bidder, on
Saturday, the 25tli day of Novemoer, A. D. 1899,
at two

to

00

bale. Straw
ALBERT 31. CARTER.

hay by the cargo,

Belfast

A M

900
30

8

A M

Northport. two miles from Camp
land, nice buildings, large
Good soil
orchards. 350 bbls. apples last year.
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on

3 10
5 35

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.

TO BELFAST.

Bangor.
acres

3 30
<3 37
+3 52
4 15
+4 33
5 00
5 25
don

AM

2 15
4 (,u
4 10

Waterville. 9 60

Fine farm in

I'M

120
1 25
+135
1 45
+2 00
2 1o
2 2-»
2 40
4 35

I* M

Portland.
E D..
Boston 4
BOStOll,
yy

Administrator’s Sale.

erance

fully furnished,
value;
become again the

ton

Port laud...

the waist.

’“Leila Cameron:” Sashes of all kinds
are fashonable, but with net or
lace, pref-

for

TIME-TABLE.

Hoiton
Boiton,

Ground, 135

WINTER RATES.

On and after Oct. 1. 1899, trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains lor
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos-

Waterville.. 9 08

j

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

to

splendid

metropolis
The melancholy impression produced by
so much departed
grandeur is happily
dispelled when Belle Yista boulevard
abruptly ends at a sharp turn of the
shore, and a wide marine view is unfold- j
ed. Swinging close to the surf, the road j

no

an

by dampness or even a thorough
wetting. These
are proven facts, while moreover the
dye
is perfectly fast and pure.
Nothing is so
elegant as a long crape veil and crape
trimmings on the skirt,sometimes reaching

tithe of their
to

show

“Widow:

of them

mansions,
may be bought for
some

opportunity

Scores

capital.

being

is

to

is

front

preservative,
3,693 restorative.

dislocate every bone in one's body.
I The bay road is lined for some distance
ens

in capes, many of which are not deeper
than twenty-four inches, rounding at the

4.693

Spanish

•f)4 days.
It is a quaint structure
one-mellowed stone, surmounted by
1 on cross and
surrounded by once high
of masonry, in which, two years

Khine stone

“Angora:” The Dr. Jaeger underwear
long in use, its great superiority consisting in the fact that the
wool used is absolutely pure, beiug una4.048 j dultrated
by dies of any nature, while
4,344 !
4 566 coming from the best breed of sheep it is
4.795 delightfully soft and pliable.
Physicians
4,244
4,090 recommend it to well people as a health

the sea. But most of them are now
America, up whose facing
d via-Doloroso penetenties go once empty, their once wealthy owners being
•t: on their
knees, and thus obtain ab- dead or returned to Spain, and silence and
ion for all the sins committed in the decay broods over all. Bight here, it seems
iu

or

extremes, but those with heads
attached are of course more expensive
than plainer grades.
4,936

4 220
4 2::0
4,444

chapel of Montserrat, perched
with handsome residences, Moorish, Greek
near-by spur, overlooking the farand
Italian in architecture, all with elabVumuri Valley—“Vale of Paralt is the usual Calvary of all old orately ornamented facades and verandas
old

steel

either
straight
tons? When the walls become over-crowd- Twenty-three of these boats are steamers. tight-fitting jackets,
The list, w ith length and gross measured around or having a rounded point at the
ed, the oldest are taken down, the wooden,
tonnage of each boat, is as here given.
back, with collar and levers of contrastones are presumably used
to cook the
Feet.
Tons.
ing fur, are coveted by slender young
4 644
priest’s dinner, and those of more value Angeline. 423 9
Sir Henry Bessemer. 413
4.321 women; older persons finding consolation
are sold for the benefit of the church. In
Clarence A Black. 413

marble-

heart; and in a moment you are exjing the glad hand with as true and

ted under the

some

this

shrine.

<1 table laden with the china vases,
dogs and toy saints so dear to the

'•mis a

thanksgiving

at

foot, 4,000-ton class, the tonnage being
holy
their measured tonnage and not their carWhat becomes of all the milagros which
rying capacity, which is roughly half as
cane-bottomed chairs in course of years must accumulate by much again as the measured tonnage.

you
you across the desert of marble
u
to the central oasis of Turkish
con-

Million Assets

....

Complete modern equipment and up-to-date in
every particular.

POOR’S

Full commercial and shorthand and
typewriting

AT....

Drug Store.

courses.

Book-keeping taught by the “Actual Business
Method.”
Court reporters and other shorthand writers,after
years of experience in the old style Pitman sys
terns,are adopting our system (Demerit’s Pitmanic)
with great enthusiasm. Mr. Dement is the fastest
shorthand writer in the world.
Board and room are provided
Home” for $2.25 per week.
Call

or

write for

particulars.

F. B.

DR. W. L.

^Veterinary

the “Student
3m34

ELLIOTT, Principal.

Surgeon.**

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario

at

i

WEST,

Office and

Resldnece and
Office

Veterinary|College.

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery to.
Hospital 17 tongress street.

Telephone 8*2

Residence

Telephone 21

!

BELFAST. THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 9, 1899.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

MORNING

BY THE

The returns thuB far received from the
State elections Nov. 7th, while somewhat
meagre, are unexpectedly favorable to
the Republicans.
is

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

usually
to

verse

CHARLES A. PILSBI

Manager.

City

iu

braska fusion

Populist

practically a
Monday,
big Republi-

reported

the worst

Moulton,

Portland,

in

Machias in the

is

for

Maine

one
a

long

of the first newspaper aud

proprietors

The loss to many
very meagre.
of the depositors is severe.
as

m

:

Thanksgiving j
reasons why the
j

his

in

lamat-.on gives manj
rtd states should be

thankful

this

but he does not cite all of them. The

vear,

..'ountry holds
its

...

that position.

President

The
;

1 i!!

u»>w

higher place in the regard
citizens and the opinion of the

wn

v

would than it

a

tilled before, and every
this.
Tue designation

over

know*

iti.o-n

American is

badge of distinction

a

to

its

part of the world in which
he finds himself.
.v. nei

in every

e

President

e

est

oil

op;

as

unity

year took the earliuf.er this emphatic

r ext

to

disclaimer
T an. a ir.nuing mate for no man. 1 am
the Fivsidei.: pr>> tem ot the Senate, and
w hat
end be the object to induce a senate to thandon bis office foi the privilege
ot being the piesiding officer of the Senate,
pi aetica 1 nullity, with a vote only in the
I have never countenanced
case ot a tit :
ti
us. of nn
name in this connection.”

interest

active

in the

us

from

pointers devil, which
pointment at the time.

preach

Aug. 26, 1793.

the island of

Oxford

as

a

missionary

Brunswick,

New

married Al-

encouraged
public is becoming
we

are

to believe that

the
surfeited with
what may well be classed as pernicious

literature.
We print on the Till page what may be
a bird and bonnet
symposium, in
which the birds seem to have it by a large

forty-six years
Illness compelled

paper.
the retirement of Mr.
Yates at the end of the first year and his

was George
W. Drisko.
In
ISofi Mr. Furbusii sold his interest to Geo.
A. Parlin, and bought the Machias

majority.

and proprietor.
the Union a few years ago to enjoy iu
tirement a well earned competency.

an

fr*

a

a

ments

The

Atlanta

first article

exchange

Boston paper, and
the other.
It was

taken

was

and the second

fitly suppleonly a few days

M.

one

is still the editor
Mr. Drisko retired from

C.

the

on

of which

Dilworth,
Uuion, later

he

the first

re-

journeyman

moved to Belfast and

expressed himself was for some years foreman of The ReHe has passed
very forcibly on the subject of protection publican Journal office.
for the birds.
He v. t. audei the impres- the allotted three score years and ten, but
sion that the newspapers do not give the is still an active printer and may be found
i.Ti atter attention, which is a mistake.
He at the case in the office of the Belfast
:s right, how eve;, in the
position that if Printing Co.
Mr. Y'ates was for a time, we think, edthe birds are not protected we shall be at
the meicy of insect pests and that it will itor of the Ossipee Valley News, a paper
be web nigh impossible to farm or garden that has gone out of existence, and later
that

ago

a

Belfast

successfully.
decreasing is
V

man

That the birds
manifest to every

Oionel Philo

are

rapidly

one.

Hersey, general manager
County Fruit Exchange,

of the >auta Clara
is

reported by the

as

follows:

California Fruit Grower

Tt is safe to assume that within a few
years the largest prune production of any
cue season thu.- far will be doubled.
In
the year lS'.'T the produce of cured fruits
:n California and
exclusive
of
Oregon,
apples and raisins, was 150,000,000 pounds,
of which 100,000,000 pounds were prunes,
25,000*000 apricots, and 25,000,000 pounds
peaches and other fruits.
When Col. Hersey was in Belfast last
summer he gave statistics of the fruit

production of the Santa Clara valley which
simply astonishing. But when you

were

.bind California fruits, fresh and dried, on
^ale everywhere you realize that the production must necessarily he enormous,
aud

steadily inert using.

fruit pioducts

are

a

The California
boon to the whole

country.
critics declare that
President McKinley is an Imperialist, and
charge him w ith attempting to establish a
While

;e

set

<*i

monarchy on he
glorious liepublic,

iui:s of

J

lie-^

publican,

from

ter Susan went

successor

called

—

Deafness Cannot

by local applications,

imports carried

our

Hag,

our

exports aud all

ships and

under
and would make every American
captain an intelligent agent for the sale of
our goods and the extension of our com-

merce.”

in

our

[Senator Frye

at

Portland.

Do you buy inferior soaps from peddle rs
when you can buy Big Master, the biggest
5c. bar of best soap made at your grocer’s.
1 he News

ot

Brooks.

A. E. Chase made a business trip to
land and Lewiston last week.

as

Alfred Card is moving to Swanville, where
he has bought a farm. His house here is
for sale.

Bowden talks of going to Palatka,
Florida, this winter, where he has worked
before several seasons.
Ira

little son at B. F. Stantial’s,
born last week. The new comer is also a
grandson of Dr. Whitney of Thorndike
a

thus
Rockland to

tension of the line

once

Station, who is

Stockton Springs.

Loring Griffin left
Monday for Jacksonville, Fla., where he
will be employed in ship-carpentering with
Master A. J. Crooker during the winter_
Adelbert Lanpher is at home with his sister,
Mrs.
Wilbert West....Miss Lida Sbute
spent Sunday in town, returning to Bangor
Monday in company with her aunt, Mrs.
Olivia
from

Ryder-Mrs. D.
Searsport Monday

with her nieces, the
fore

going

to

G.

Harris

camo

spend a week
Misses Hicliborn, be-

Portland

to

for the whiter_

a

another

the

hostilities,
Philippine problem on our hands.
But having gone to war there is no turn-

Treas., Inez Hutchinson ; Guard, Grace Jenkins; Sentinel, Charles Bessey. The lodge
is in good condition and is constantly taking

ing back.

in

We must face the resultant
consequences, and deal with the complica-

tions that may arise in a manner consistent with the dignity and honor of the nacan be no turning back; no
lowering of the flag. It is worth while to
recall here the fact that those who are
now accusing President McKinley of Imperialism were the most persistent and
vociferous in their demands for the war
with Spain; and their present position is
illogical, to say the least.

tion.

There

new

members.

Momt Succommfui Phymioimn
in tho Wotid.
\ There are fete, if any, physicians in the world
who have had the vast experience and wonderful
success in performing cures that Dr. Greene, of
Nervurafame, the famous specialist in diseases of

the fact that he gives his valuwomen, has had,
able advice and counsel absolutelyfree should cause
every weak, sick, ailing and discouraged woman to
immediately consult or write to Dr. Greene, U
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., about her case.
and

Genuine

High ten=button,
LADIES’
Cloth Overgaiters for

there will be many improvements in the accommodations offered to the traveling public....Mrs. Maria Richardson is quite ill at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank West....
Boston papers report the rescue of Capt.

John Gaskill, sole survivor of the wrecked
steamer George L. Colwell, fifty miles east
of Charleston Lightship, by Capt. John N.
Staples of steamer Navahoe, Oct. 31st. Capt.
Staples is a native of this place, a son of
Capt. Horace Staples....A handful of ripe
raspberries were picked Oct. 5th by Arthur
Colcord and it is safe to say these are the
latest of the season.

m

|

can

ARI: AuPNTS

OK* 1HI; liliM
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Dress Li ni
Always look for the

(Form-flu

||

select from tin* finest

display

name

!'■

1

Mun

Hot
Water

WALLETS,
BOOKS,

BILL

LETTER CASES.

same as

THEbuttons,

above, with

FEESII

IT'LL

A

LINE

OF

seven

..Bottles,..

'"pHE

same

in

seven

THE

Kersey

AT

Syringes

Fountain
Bulb

Syringes,

rfubber Tubes,

Established in lN3b.

Nipples

$33,000

SURPLUS,

'XAc

A

DEPOSITS SOLICITED
deposit boxes

ten=Button

for rent at

*8

a

$3, $5

$0.50 and

and

14c.

new

LINE

COMPLETE

IE

RUBBER GOODS,

year.

ALL NEW

unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED 1,1 security against tire
Our

23c.
buttons,

REIS,

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

J

Cloth, high

M ANTFA-'Tl

m III II.
Safe

Cheviot
GENUINE
Gaiters,

FROM

POOR'S DRUG STORE.

AOr
*

A 75c. value.

vault is

burglary in the country.

renting boxes can liaveithe exclusive
rivilege of taking their boxes to and from the
Those

REST I,1' I I I I >'•
LOWEST PUK ES.

vaults

A. CLEMENT
.will continue liis.

A. A. HOWES &

(1

Odd Fellows Block,
B jlfast.

Picture Framing and Moulding

giving a
Baugor.

toward Belfast.’

Wrappers
Shrunk Tuxed<

YOUof.

Opportunity Sale of....
Ladies’ Overgaiters. -$•

ear.

Belfast,

Flannelette

Fred Ai Johnson^ Mas°.nHijhestpr

does not contemplate any extension

from Bangor to
trolley service from

sdc up

LEATHER GOODS

they

Mrs. F. E. West returned Saturday from a
frequent visitor here.
set accuses
There will be a grand concert aud variety fortnight’s visit in Boston and vicinity... .F.
him of having no policy and merely drift- entertainim nt at Grand Army hall Thurs- H. Cousens has taken the agency for the reliable firm of Brown Brothers, nurserymen,
ing on the current of events. Those of day evening for the benefit of the Brooks
of Rochester, N. Y., and will receive orders
band. The boys are working hard and a
sane judgment will say that the critics
during the winter for spring delivery....
is
are wrong in both instances.
Nothing good time confidently predicted.
Willard Berry has bought a half interest in
of
Brooks
are
the
officers
Lodge
could be plainer than that President McFollowing
the express and livery business of John
for
the
of
present quarter:
good Templars
Kinley strove earnestly to avoid a war with
Lancaster and they will occupy the new'
Chief Templar, J. G. Stimpson; Vice Temhotel stable as soon as ^completed, thus asSpain, despite the clamors of the yellow
plar, Vesta Rose; Secy., Mabel Rose; Asst.
suring to our people a very good livery serjournals and their followers, and no doubt
Secy., Foster Small; Supt. Juvenile Temple, vice....The hotel is now open; and under
he would Lave succeeded but for the
Sophia Rowe: Chaplain, Mrs. W. O. Estes; the management of Mr. and Mrs. Ezekiel
blowing up of the Maine. The Cuban Marshal, Lewis Godding; Dep. Marshal,
who have had considerable exquestion could have been settled without Amy Lancaster; Fin. Sec., Afiie Godding; Harriman,
perience in the Fort Point House, it is hoped
and we should not now have
our

■■

i

ON

and Skirts.

—

coming year, there is an interesting report, which comes from a pretty reliable
source, to the effect that a line will be built
from Camden to Northport .and Belfast,
either next year or in 1901.
At the same
time work will probably begin on another
line

and (rent s Outing
Niiiht Dresses at all priees fi

I^AIUF.s'

Wool Waists

AND

The Thomaston branch of the electric
railway is receiving 2,000 new ties and is beThe work will probably be
ing ballasted.
completed before winter weather sets in.
as also will the Highlands branch.
While
the Rockland, Thomaston & Camden Street
the

J OWEST PRICES

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

An Electric Rumor.

Railway

ALL OTHERS

Night Dresses

yyl:

THE DINSMORE STORE.

Cured

diseased portion of the

have a few dozen only of broken
sizes in Gent’s MV. Underwear
which we shall close out at
CciCh.

WE

Cure Treatment for Itching, Burning. Scaly Humors.
Hot Baths with CUTICURA SOAP to Cleanse the Skin, gentle anointings with
CUTICURA OINTMENT to heal the skin, and mild doses of CUTICURA
RESOLVENT to cool the blood. Price, THE SET, Si.25, or, SOAP, 2'c.
OINTMENT, 50c., RESOLVENT (half-size), 50c. Sold throughout the world.
All About
Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Sole Props., Boston. Send for
the Skin, Scalp, Hair, and Hands.” mailed free.

on

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.
The Camden Herald in copying this item
says: “Camden would be glad to see an exPort-

Hay is selling fer a good price and large
quantities are hauled to market here.

They have

he

Case Gents’ Heavy Fleeced Lined Shirts
and Drawers, good value at 7">c., at

47c

Speedy

cannot reach
There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
remedies.
constitutional
Deafness
is
by
caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When
this tube gets inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is
entirely closed Deafness is the result, and
unless the inflammation can be taken out
ami this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are
caused by catarrh,
which is nothing but an inflamed condition
of the ujuco s surfaces.
We will give Oue Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh
Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENE V & CO., Toledo, O.
ft^’Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

the

lie is a graceBiddeford paper.
ful writer and a bright paragrapher.
“I would have all

Hebrou

to

|

Pure and sweet and free from every blemish is the skin, scalp,
and hair cleansed, purified, and beautified by CUTICURA SOAP.
It removes the cause of disfiguring eruptions, loss of hair, and baby
blemishes, viz.: The clogged, irritated, inflamed, or sluggish condition of the pores. CUTICURA SOAP combines delicate emollient properties derived from CUTICURA, the great skin cure,
with the purest of cleansing ingredients and most refreshing of
flower odors. No other medicated soap ever compounded is to be
compared with it for preserving, purifying, and beautifying the
skin, scalp, hair, and hands. No other foreign or domestic soap,
however expensive, is to be compared with it for all the purposes
of the toilet, bath, and nursery. Thus it combines in ONE SOAP,
at ONE PRICE
namely, 25 CENTS the best skin and
complexion soap and the best toilet and baby soap in the world.

horseback,
accompanied by his cousin, William Ripley,
and his sister Lucy, and Josiah Chandler
and his sister Mary.

was on a

our

Gents’ Underwear

Susan,

of the paper, but, unfortunately, he
had not included the departures iu his rec-

OUR PRICES ARE POSITIN'TIEN

Underwear, 25c

| Children’s

married

born Nov. 7, 17b4; married Deacon
Crabtree of Hancock County, April
1(5, 1822; bad 5 children; died in Etna June
14, 1874.
When Rev. Job Cushman came to Montville he took up the farm on which Nathaniel moved in 1817,and where he died, and also
the farm above, joining where Albert lives,
and the farm back of the Mountain.called the

OUR LINE OF BLANKETS IS SI
TO NONE IN THE Cl I N

LONN

Daniel

sue

THE KEENEST CRITICISM INN HI

tiOOl) VALLES IN

g.XTKA

22, 1792;
Mary
Brown July 3, 1823; had 7 children; died
Sept. 22,1875.

Union made its appearance tlie
wliter had begun recording the arrival of
shipping at Machias, and was called upon
to supply the shipping list for the first is-

Blankets.

25c

Sabra, born in 1790; married Thomas Donnell Sept. 11, 1817; had 8 children; died in

loie tlie

Case Jersey Ribbed Fleeced Lined
Vests and rants, good value at ;Wc.,

Others at 50c., $ 1.00 and $ 1.25.

1875.

Lee many years ago.
Thomas, born Aug.

to

dozen Ladies' Jersey Ribbed Fleeced
Lined Vests and Rants,
17c

25
[

Lois, born Aug. 26.1789; married Elisha
Brown, March 18, 1805; died in Lee, Jau. IS,

great disapSome months be-

tide

Ladies’Underwear

PREVENTED BY

Chandler, Jau. 16, 1805; hail 10 children;
died in Hebron Oct. 24, 1828.
Samuel, born July 22, 1782; married Maria
J. Salter in May 1812. They had 12 children.
He was an eminent lawyer in Portsmouth,N.
H and died there May 22, 1851.
Sarah, born Oct. 28, 1783; married John
Cousius March 15, 1801; had 14 children, 7
now liviug; died in Poland, March 4. 1860.
Eunice, born Aug. 6. 1786 ; married Robert
Choate July 21, 1806; had 9 children; died in
Montville Oct. 8, 1866.
Eliza, born March 19, 1787 ; married Rev.
Daniel McMaster, Jau. 27. 1807; had 10 children ; died in Etna about 20 years ago.

was a

a

moulded

county many years ago.

Priscilla, born Sept. 10, 1780;

the role of

is
the
newest
fashions.
Every price down
to the b o 11 om
notch.

Every

ilen

new

purchasing.

you;
I

1865.

n<

and

AFTER

Using Cut icura Soap.

h

Pimples, Blackheads, Red
Rough, Oily Skin

at

n•!.;>!
journalism is not always
ords.
That was as near as we came to
table; or, rather, we should say that
to the first, number of tlie
contributing
it is
ecomiug less profitable. Pulitzer
Machias Union.
Not many years later
has n ude piles <>f money with the New
we did contribute some letters
describing
York World, but it is not paying now as
a journey south.
A schoolmate and playit did. am Hearst is said to be sinking at
mate of the writer, George A. Parlin, who Spear farm.
In 180b he built the two-story
least £100,000 a year in The Journal,
entered the Union office as devil, is now house in which he lived before moving
the
sensational book
Tennyson Neeley,
the editor and proprietor, having spent away.
In 1813 Thomas Cushman and his sispublisher of New York, recently failed,
in the service of the
t

j(

i<oo.

He died suddenly at

Campobello,

time
to
It’s
think of furs.—
Here you will find
a wealth of high
grade goods for

Nathaniel, born in Plymptou, Mass .March
22,1779; married Lydia Smith Nov. 23, 1805;
had 15 children : died in Morrill March 19,

paper
the first issue

assuming

was born

Jan. 8, 1826, and was buried in Hosea
Wheeler’s tomb.
He said before he died:
•‘My Jesus prepared a place for me long ago,
and now I am going.” His wife Priscilla
died in Montville July 5,1822, aged 72 years.
The children of Rev. Job Cushman were:
Keziah, born Jan 1C. 1774; married Luke
Ryerson of Paris; had 8 children; died in

than the write]-, who saw
worked oil ami was a frequent visitor to
the office.
But a parental obstacle prevented

Aug. lo,
He married Keziah Thomas, who died in
1778, leaving one child. He then married
Priscilla Ripley and they had ten children.
Mr. Cushman was licensed by the Baptist

large,

job

Our first journeyman was a bright Nova
Scotian named Martin Dilworth, whom
we discovered running a lath machine in
a Whitneyville saw mill.
He was a rapid
compositor and did excellent service in
helping to launch the Uniun on the rising
tide of success.
Another enthusiastic
helper in the formative period of our little paper was a son of Hon. Albert J’ilsbury of Machias, who was that yeai Democratic candidate for Governor.
The
slender b > printer of the fifties would
hardly be recognized to-day in the dignified aiid able editor of the handsome Belfast Republican Journal.
We doubt if any one in Machias took a
more

andidate for the nomination

le
ici

been mentioned

hating

Fite

>i

j

BEFORE

Using CaticuraSoap.

denomination to

printing business in Machias. That was
forty-six years ago, and the paper was the
The story Mr. Yates
The news of the very serious illness of Machias Union.
Vice President Hobart has been received tells of the starting of this paper on a
b\ tbe country with general expressions cash capital of less than twenty-five dolof sorrow. There is no prospect that he lars, with a lot of second-hand type and a
will evei again preside over the Senate; borrowed hand-press, is most interesting.
indeed, bis end is thought to be very near. Such an enterprise would not succeed toThe ’position of Vice President is not day, but it succeeded then, aud “the
i.led when vacated by death or resigna- Union still lives.’’ In the following paration, and the senate chooses a President graph Mr. Yates falls into an error, which
pro tem t< preside over that body. Sena- is, perhaps, excusable:
Frye

came to Montville from Hebron he stopped one night at a
j Mr. Babcock’s on the Kennebec, was at
j Squire Greeley’s in Palermo the next night,
and the following night, Feb. 23d, he arrived
at Davistown, now Montville. The house
he built, and in which he lived while in
Montville, I think, is still standing. Thomas
Cushman lived there in 1859, and the house
then was in quite good condition. The
White Mountains can be seen from the

Rev. .Job Cusbman

publican his recollections of Machias in
Mr. Yates was the senior
the fifties.
member of the firm of Yates & Furbush,

But little is known as yet in the
way of details, but the liabilities are estimated at not less than *.'>00.000, and the

for

NEW
FURS

place.

Board of Trade excursion and since his
return has written for the Machias Re-

of

time.

assets

Fifties.

M. Yates of Old Orchard went to
Washington county on the recent State
E.

The failure of Woodbury ifc
bankers and brokers of

vie-

Democratic

a

sas.

walk-over in the First District
a

rather than

a

Republicans have carried New
tory.
Jersey by about 20,000 and have a good
working majority in the legislature. Republican gains are reported all over Kan-

gave up his cash.

and goes to Congress with
can majority behind him.

successful, but this is

was

The

bouth Portland last week; and the dispenser of lacteal tiaid took water aDd

Hon. Amos L. Allen had

JOHNSON’S.

Their father’s name was
Samuel.
Thomas.
He was born Oct. 11, 1730, and
died of smallpox Oct. 30, 1777. His wife,
who was Anna Chipman of Halifax, died of
the same disease Jan. 4, 1778, as did their
Thomas Cushman had been
son Samuel.
attending the legislature in Boston and
caught the disease there. He lived and
died in the house in which his father, Benand

and
Pennsylvania give
heavy Republican majorities. The Democrats have captured Maryland, and to
offset that it is claimed that Kentucky
jamin Cushman, lived.
Iu Ne- |
has gone Republican by 10,000.
When Rev. Job Cushman

milkman in

a

there

Massachusetts

County

and

Subscription Tfrms. in advance, $2.00 a year,
$1.00 fui six months; 5o cents for three months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one inch
length in column. 75 cents for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.

Three robbers attacked

year”

der Tammany control, the Democratic
vote shows a great falling off.
Iowa,

People.”

Largest Circulation

“off

an

Republicans have retained their
majority in the Assembly; and except in
New York city, which is completely un-

‘The journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafaring

In

We have been furnished with the following notes concerning Rev. Job Cushman,
one of the first settlers of Montville, writ !
ten by Mary Cushman, a granddaughter:
Rev. Job Cushman moved with his family
to Montville Feb. 23, 1804. He had several

light vote and majorities adIn New brothers—Bartholomew, Zebedee, Chipman
the party in power.
a

York the

| lf,,siSs

RY,

Rev. Job Cushman.

Elections.

Tuesday’s

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

_

Papers

and Periodicals.

Bankrupt’s

J. W. Brackett, j ublisher uf the Phillips
Phonograph, has gone into the steamboat
business, having bought a one-half interest
in the Rangeley Lake Steamboat line.
November number of the Entomological News of Philadelphia reprints five
The

short
cent

articles

on

“Nature Work”

from

re-

issues of The Republican Journal.

)

[

Bankrupt.)

In

Spain’s Greatest Need.
P. Olivia of Barcelona, Spain,

spends
nerves

his
had

A. D. 181)9.
A

true

copy of

the nerves, puts vim,
into every muscle, nerve
body. If weak, tired or

stomach, strengthens

vigor and new life
and organ of the
ailing you need it. Every bottle guaranteed,
only 50 cents. Sold by R. H. Moody, Drug-

A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
petition and order thereon.

Attest:—A. H. DAVIS. Clerk.

Nursery Stock.

of his

gist.

[L. s.]

Orders taken for Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Shrubs, Roses, Grape Vines and Small Fruits, by
C. H. SARGENT,
Agent for Chase Brothers Company, Rochester,
V. Office Hours 8.30 to 11.30 A. M and Satto 4.30 F. M. in the City Clerks
Office, Memorial Building, and Residence at 44
44tf
Street
Cedar
Belfast, November 1,1899.

N

urdays 1.30

NEW RUBBER
Is better than old.
Just received from the fad

Orders

can

be left at the old stand.
43tf.

Rubber Hot Water Bottles,

17RANK

VVeaa
winters at Aiken, S. C.
caused severe pains in the back

head. On using Electric Bitters, America’s greatest Blood and Nerve Remedy, all
left him. He says this grand medsoon
pain
All Americine is what his country needs.
ica knows that it cures liver and kidney
tones up the
blood,
the
trouble, purifies

UP STAIRS

AT NO. II MAIN STREET.

JUmkrDj.tri/.

To the Hon. Nathan Wkhh, .Bulge ot the District Court of the United States lor the District
of Maine.
St. CLAIR of Searsinont, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, m said
District, respectfully represents, that on the ISth
day of March, last past, he was duly au judged
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating
to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and hie- tuily
complied with all the requirements of said Ac’s
and of the orders of Court touching his bank

Rev. J. O. Thompson announces in the I
last issue of the Mountain Echo, of Keyser, J ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed by
West Virginia, that his health will not per- |
the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
mit him longer to continue to work as hard
provable against his estate under said bankrupt
Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law
as he has been doing for some years past,
from such di-charge.
and he offers the paper for sale. Mr. ThompDated this 2d day of August, A. D. lS'd'd.
FRANK ST. CLAIR.
son visited in Belfast the past summer.
Bankrupt.
We h ave received the October number of
of notick thkkf.on.
under
The Uni versalist -Monthly, published
District or Maine, ss.
the auspices of the Universalist Parish of
On this 4th day of November, A. D. 1800. on
the foregoing petition, it is
Oakland, Maine, Rev. Frank Fay Eddy, ed- reading
Ordered by the C ourt, thata hearing be had upon
itor and publisher. Among the regular conthe same on the 25th day of November, A. I>. 1800,
at Portland, in said District, at
tributors is Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bel- before saidinCourt
the forenoon; and that notice there10 o’clock
fast. It is neatly printed and full of matter
of he published in The Republican .Journal, a
newspaper printed in said District, and that all
of interest to Maine Universalists.
known creditors, and other persons in interest,
time and place, and show
The Biddeford Journal issued last week a may appear at the said
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
edition
of
lie
not
twelve
trade
should
illustrated
granted.
special
petitioner
And it is further ordered l>y the Court, that the
pages, finely printed on good paper and conClerk shall send bj mail to all known creditors
this order, addressed
taining 129 illustrations of houses, churches, copies of said petition andresidence
as stated.
places of
mills, stores and interiors and portraits. An to them at theirHonorable
Nathan
the
Webb, Judge
Witness
excellent presentation of the business|interof the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portests of Biddeford and Saco was made.
land, iu said District, on the 4th day of November,
Mr. R.

BUSINESS

Petition for Discharge

In the matter of
Frank St.Clair,

I

Mrs. E. Lancaster, Rubber Syringes.AU
pHIHOI

wI>ISi

\J

>1 \M< I K1N».
and
SII A MHM)IN(i.

35 High Street.

Belfast,

Announces to the people of Belfast and vicinity
that she is practicing her specialty, and all wishing treatment will lie satisfactorily treated by dis

implements and with modern methods
2iu24*2m
experienced chiropodist.

infected

by

an

Rubber Bed

Ill/ taking advantage of
the clearance sale at
CABLE «( JOKES',
Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Pans. Nipple

valid Rings, Tubirg

Atomizers,
And

full line of rubber

a

Yl’liY

For s;ile ;it

Save 20 lo 50 per cent.

->v,,

l.tH\ I’KH

Wm. 0. Poor & S
fancy goods, small w \

A. FRENCH & CO
F l XV I

GOODS,

SMALL HARKS,

Dr. John Stevens,
OPERA

HOUSE

OFFICE HOURS:

BLOCK.

11 to 12 A. H.
2 to 4, 7 to 8 P. JV1.

Special attention given to EYE, EAR, NOSE
1>34
and THROAT,

HOSIER I
We make

a

complete line

FOR SALE.

a lull o
of.—.

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR
ASH.

..

INFANTS’ FURNISHING Gi"
4J)

One Hay Mare, 900 lbs., 8 years old, good driver,
sold for no fault, as I am going away—also, 1
harness,
punt wagon, 1 piano box, 1 single work
1 driving harness, 1 one-horse sled, 1 sleigh, 2
stoves, 1 row-boat; also 31 acres of land, on back
road to Searsport, cheap tor cash.
CLARENCE F. WYMAN,
at Ginu & Field’s.
2w45.

anil GI o > 1

specialty of

To

<’litireh

Street

Rent.

A nice tenement to rent, either up
down at t»2 I'nion street. Enquire ot
MRS.U. J. MUDdETI.
Or H. W. CLARK, 83 Man
Belfast, October 12, 181*3.—41

NEWS OF BELFAST.
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Eugene L. Cook
house
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Does the
Baby Thrive

rebate Court will be held next Tuesday,
14th.
L. West dehorned the herds of catf John Berry and Daniel Meservey of
.11 last week.
W.

'r

U. will meet with Mrs.NickUnion street this, Thursday, P.

W. ('. T.
70

er

Clinical Club will meet in this
21st. at 10 o’clock a. m.

Waldo

u-sday, Nov.

by

will be read

pliysi*

number of

a

Seiiivan. the well known eye and ear'
.list of Portland, Me., will be in Bel-

Wednesday.

1J-14 13.

Nov.

girders for the court house extenorived Saturday, and the only drawiron

pushing the work is a lack of
.-layers. The work is progressing as
*s >■ ‘iiId be
expected with a short crew

having

ties

of Probate Court

requested to
nt the same promptly on
court day,
14th. as both the Judge and Register
be absent after the 15tb at
; robably

erm

are

Gov.
ty,

Goerge Havener fell in his
Saturday Horning and received a

He was at work in the
shaking up.
ii a hoard broke under him ami lie
the stable below. Wilson Ellis took
on
the express wagon that day.
H. was able t«. resume his duty Mon.1,

inmissioner

W.
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of
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matter
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the paper it is impossible to attend U ail
of it.
If our contributors would take a
on

hard laid linen twines color- little more, pains u preparing their copy,
red. white and blue, j avowing ahiirevatious and writing plainly,
wire r;asp at one end which can be ; .? iv m'.i g"-ati> I gMen a very irksome duty

three
t

sections,

1 r. ish
in
h matter that
instant!>. Tliey an be re-used t; and enah1 us n
‘in
Under the present method |I must otlici wise 'in i its way into the wu-te
I.
ie working of the mails a large amount,
j| a s k *11.
ine.
used in tying up letter pa< kages.
Felt Bros of Lvuu, who l» eight the lug
t .s thought tic* new ties will cause a
overalls ma le
Foster as
ups m .V
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it saving of expense in that line.
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New Advertisements.
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ranuot

over-
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month

or
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two any rate.

tises new

furs this
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Liberal

The
i’

The Kind You Have

H

.tim;

Tiie number of -leer kill-

has liar-

lines of seasonable goods_

quoted

pri<

'!>ington Tower .Belmont.
rt Dean, (2).Linoolnville.
rice
'*eu

Clark.Prospect.

Sibley, (2).Freedom.

-—, (2).Liberty.
Linscott..Searsmont.

Plummer.Monroe.
Webber.
W. Wiuterport.
m Thomas
.Morrill.
...

11

H
•!

Ham..Searsport.
Heal.

.Searsmont.

Mudgett.Monroe.
Johnson.Searsmont.

darriman.Stockton.
Ties

Thomas.Belfast.

CASTOniA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

T GS&tfffisSi

I Main

Dyer,

appointed Secretary

who lias been

the Grand Lodge of

Maine, I. O. O. F.,
Davis, deceased, will be a candidate for election at
the Grand Lodge meeting next October.
of

for the

unexpired

term of Joshua

Opiuiou says further:
The names of Major Oreu B. Whidden of
Portland and Mr. A. N. Lovejoy of Augusta
are also presented in the newspapers as canIt has not been customary to disdidates.
cuss
society matters of this kind in the
as a canvass in behalf of the
but,
papers,
gentlemen named lias been begun, we may
properly say that the Odd Fellows of this
section will present with practical unanimity the name of A A. Beaton, Esc]., of
Rockland, for the place, when the Grand
Lodge meets, provided that gentleman is
then willing to accept the position.
And, as
Mr. Beaton has exceptionally good qualitications for the work, and as lie will he presented by the largest and one of the best
managed lodges in the State, which lias
never had or asked any other office in the
Grand Lodge, we think his name should and
will receive favorable consideration at the
hands of the order.

F.

Skerry

Nov. o
Amos L. Allen.
Portland, Mi*
for Congress in the
First Maim* district, was elected to-day by a
majority of mure than 4,000 votes over Luther F. Melvinley, the Democratic candidate.
With the town of Dayton in York county to
hear from, Mr. Allen’s majority is 4.0.17.
Diytm wi'l d mb t less reduce this by ."'Dor
10 votes, but not enough to bring it below

Republican mtudidate

NY.

Ogier.

will hold

gratifying that a greater interest is
being taken b\ the farmers of Somerset, in
raisiug beef and mutton than in some forAn occasional yoke of oxen is
mer years.
seen these days that have been raised on
the farm, but they are few in number to
what they should he.
[Somerset Reporter.
It is

address
of Saco.

for

special
men's, v-mt !h' and hoys'
it
Harry VY Clark's, 83

tins

week

street.

Custom

& Sibley Co.Sch.

oil,

went to

Frankfort Nov
the

pulpit
F

much-needed and well-earned

of the fruits of this vacation.

His

supplied during his absence by
Winslow, the presiding elder,and
Haley. A great interest was manifestwas

Rev. G
J

a

G.

ed. and all goes well. There have been some
conversions of iate.
We hope for an outpo

guaranteed-Girl wanted

Ben Hazeltine’s, No. 5

Northport

at

Mrs.

avenue.

Just

received,

prices very much lower than obtained
regular millinets.

av

Smith will begin next
Sunday, at the Universalist church, a series
of sermons on “The Essentials of Religion,”
or the new Uuiversalist declaration, as ratified at the National Convention in Chicago,
in October, 1899. Following are the dates and
subjects; Nov. 12, The Universal Fatherhood
of God; Nov. 19, The Spiritual Authority
and
Nov.

Ashley

A.

Leadership of His Son, Jesus Christ;
2(>, (Thanksgiving) ; Dec. 3, The Trust-

of the Bible as containing a Revelation from God; Dec. 10, The Certainty of
Just Retribution for Sin; Dec. 17, The Final
Harmony of All Souls with God. The subject of the Young People’s meeting next
worthiness

Sunday

at

0 13

p.

m., will be

‘‘The five talent

man.”

annual meeting of the North Church
Christian Endeavor Society was held SunThe

day, and the following otlicers and committees

The

I
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following prices

long

as

the

goods

Splendid goods

for COUFOR FER LININGS.

AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY OF

Children’s Sets, Etc.

little stock to count a:
are good for the month of Nolast in November:

!

10-10

Gold Traced and

•*

5 <><)
striped with gold.
1 12 Pc. Decorated, striped with
.12 00
gold..

WAS.

G.W. BURKETT, Odd Fellows Block
SPECIAL

5-13 2 IV. Dec. Dinnei Sets anti
traced..
S-l 32 IV. Dec. Dinner Sets anti

3.30

—

(5 50

The above sets are all first-class imported
goods, and each set comprises (Juart Pitcher,
Ewer and Basin, Covered Soap with Drainer,

HARRY W CLARKS.

craze.

If you want
from 25 to 50 per
of this sale.

etc.

a

sets

35.00

10.0

gold

guaranteed

dinner

cent,

SUITS, $5.00,
Kegular sT.-'O

gold

17.5

piece in all the

35 MEN'S

7.5

traced.25.00

ferent shades of

Yellow,

$6.5

3 3.7

Each

Blue, Pink, Browu, Green,

..

traced. 20.00
3 144 IV. Dec. Dinner Sets and gold
traced.25.00
5 130 IV. Dec. Dinner Sets and gold

Tooth Brush Vase, Handled Mug and Chamber with cover. Elegantly decorated in dif-

R)R TH15 vv-hk at

NOW

>>.."><’
5-312 l*c. Dec. Dinner Sets..
10-3 3 2 IV. I>ec. I>inner Sets.1 o.oo
...

RICH FURS, *

*

DINNER SETS.

WAS NOW.
10-10 IV. Decorated Toilet Sets_ s‘2.75 S1 ,.S5
8 10
Gold Traced...
3.75
2.85

WHITE

^
\

set

you

12.5

case.

WASH

size, only

BOWL and

Cuspidors

Would b* u«iod trades

18 MEN’S and YOUTH'S OVERCOATS

not to

,i;!

h.\,

eptiouallj

5 cents.

AGATE WARE.

piece Sets (covered Sugar and Butter,
(’reamer ami Spoon Holder), regular price

7 5 ce n ts good s, now.
50 8-inch Glass Bowls only..

quality, Porcelain lined, Pearl, Grey an
Blue Agate Ware, in Kettles, Sauce Pans, Pail
Codec and Tea Pots, Bice Boilers, Basins, etc.,
per cent, discount from regular prices.

2^

A

Girl to do plain cooking.
MRS. BEN HAZELTINE.
No. 5, Northport Ave.

COATS

lam

Street.

-!.

Vary greatly in quality of
goals, but the selection
have made f«>r

the best

d eases ‘-Chic” Loundry Soap, 1 1 bars for
It's the best Laundry Soap made.

ROOM PARERS AND CURTAINS.

grade
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satisfaction guaranteed.
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4c, per roll.
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for
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Stock contains nothing but

SOAP.

10c.
5c.

l'in;

i
i

No. 43.

'Belfast, Mr.,

COATS

fashionable
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0 inch Borders to match, at

112c. per yd,

15c., 20c. and 25c. Papers at
.9 inc/e Border to match, 2 1
All Curtains at 03

10c. per roll.

2c.

inc/i Border to match, 5c.

|
E-FFA LP (1-2) regular price.

making. For instance: We have a lot of best
regular 50c. goods that we will sell you during
this month, while the stock of them on hand l£sts,

no

fault of the

5®“Seventh

goods

•-

—

that the

annual

lOth and 11th.

j

j
j

o3

THE SEA BREEZE

we

35c.

200 Pieces 10c. Glass Dishes at.

It’s

\

My Clothier,

TOP

Best

25 cents, now.
13c.
50 2-Quart (Hass Pitchers. 10c.
10 Glass Water Sets. 7 pieces, per set.
22c.
2 bhls. Glass Tumblers
2c.
2 bills. Plain Thin Blown Glasses, regular

]

J
]

WE CAREFULLY FILLED.

HARRY W. CLARK,

TOP

50 4

Papers

T.

We have the best assortment of tin ware in th
city ant) during this sale we will make a di:
cent on all purchases when yo
count of
'^A per
attention to this advertisement.
call our

GLASS WARE.

Or. and Sc. Boom

■

you VISIT OVli STORE..

TIN WARE.

Mixing Bowls, Lipped Howls, Nappies, Bakers
and Mugs at
less than regular price.
|

at.25C

prices have been

cut

in

two.

TOP

TOP

,OUK
COATS

COATS

Lamp Opening Friday

SPECIALTItS,

This lime.

Wedding Cards
5l«u

WILLIAM

A.

CLARK,

by Express, Statje, or nail.
BRACKETT & CO..

10 Main St.

PRISTERS. BELFAST. MAISE.

Necessity is the mother of reduction.
and

Saturday,

Xnvember

(See special ad )

Manufacturing Ciothier,
Notice of Foreclosure.
Phenix Row,

Belfast, Me.

OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL AFTER CHRISTMAS..—._•

YOURS TRULY,

WANTED,

llest Bade you ever saw.

VXTIL

12 1-2 cents.

wood value.

DOX'T 1:0’ A DOLT. A ITS Worth OF I'Lo’THIX

5 cents.

YELLOW WARE.

$5.90.

BOY'S REEFERS, ages 3 to 10, SI,50.

PITCHER,

100 Decorated 10c. ,Tardineires at

;

BOYS' VESTEE and REEFER SUITS. S2 00

can save

63 cents.

lOO Decorated 15c., 20c. and 25c. .lardineires at

so.iiii

it

Worth at least sj.OO niore,

by taking advantage

at,

value.

25 MEN'S SUITS, $6.90.

ORDERS liY MAIL ol:
100 Decorated

from

) cure your

GRANITE
full

Doctor whom Women Msjot
Oonmult.

Dr. Greene, 34 Temple PL. Boston, Mass., discure for women suffering
complaints or other diseases. Dr. Greene's JS’ervura, and who is without
doubt the most skilful and successful woman’s
physician in the world, gives consultation, advice
and counsel free of charge, to women who write
him about their cases. All communications are
confidential, and he will tell you exactly how to

|7C

1000 yds. Silk Finish Pongees only

Do you realize the prices we are
quality gilt decorated Curtains,

coverer of that greatest
ill health, female

at the

All Wool Dress Goods

uring.-’

Rev.

new

Clark, manufacturing clothier, Phenix
Row, Belfast. Prices reasonable and satis-

exhibition.

nowon

Collarettes, Muffs,

we want as

TOILET SETS.

/Foil's

A.

faction

vember.

Laura & Marion dis-

4th, to load stone.
schooner Pendleton Bros., which were shipped from Lebanon, Pa., Oct. 17th, arrived here Nov. 7th.
They were side-tracked somewhere eu route
and the delay has caused the owners of
the vessel considerable annoyance and loss,
going away... For top coats call on William
-The chains for

possible.

M,t> will l»e brought up.

makers wanted.
Finn & Field’s

charged corn from Portland for Swan &
Sibley Co Saturday.... Sch. Copy arrived
Saturday from Orland with bricks for the
court house exteusiou-Sell. May Standish

Surplus

take account of stock and

quarterly

Herald, in its Conference News has
the following from| Grace Church, Bangor:
"!b-v. ,J M
Frost, the pastor, his just re-

Flats

GOLF MATS, UNTRIHMED HATS.
QUILLS. WINGS, BREASTS and BIRDS.

Stock.

We have several reasons for this sale. The firs'
IM/^'T'p
^
of which is that we NEED the money and w<
need it NOW. Second reason is that this is the year that w<

the church in this city toFriday, evening, at which the quesentertaining ti.e Conference next

are some

Fancy Trimmed

in

outerence
of

Our

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Tlaine Beef and Hutton.

Always Bought

Sale of

will

Rev. \\

trict.

$nillinery Goods.:;:

CLOSING OUT

meeting of the Last Maine Conprobably be held in Belfast,
Presiding Llder of the Rockland Dis-

m

as,,s|wd

ONE CASE MORE OF THOSE

Congressman Allen.

Ministers held

Perkins. Portland. An

2 Cases Outing Flannels, Worth 10c. only
6k;
t Case Flannelette Wrappers, worth $1.25, only
98c
Novelties in Flannelette Night Robes from
87k: to $ 1.00
2 Cases Jersey Underwear, worth 25c„ now
17c
2 Bales Remnant Wool Carpetings for Rugs,“"t?r 25c
Fur Collarettes, Boas, Etc., Jackets, Golf Capes,

The

the

I tins more store

tab.- Tins week of a
splendid line of women's overg.uters at very
low prices.
Read the a-1.
s.-e

suits

The Rockland Opinion says that Russell
G.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

75 Dress Skirts from $1.25 to $5 Each.

next

rence

d

at

were chosen:
President, Mrs. C. M.
Craig; Vice President, Mrs. H. M. Prentiss;
\\ aide i-oiiiity in letober is even less
Recording Secretar If. M. Prentiss; CorreClarence J'
Wyman a:
ournaTs estimate of last week,although !
sponding Secretary, Miss Edith Stoddard;
offers a hay marc, wagons, i. truess. row
v
persons thought our figures too low.
boat, etc lor sale 'be;i[ f.
asl as be is Treasurer, Warren W. Ivnowlton; Lookout
’‘then stated there were propably some
Committee,Maude Steward,Mabel Mathews,
and eate.ii at home, and not reported,
Itfms
Ciim.Mi
Tile far.- of the new
Gussie Brown, Clara Steward; Prayer Meetis
the hst as reported by The
wing
Bucksport fishing schooner T M. Nichol- ing Committee. Maude
Russell, Mrs. Frank
,t
correspondents during the month: son was sold to (i i-ct. ,-ster parties and she Carter, Ada Warren,
Margaret Harrison;
sailed from bucksport for that port Nov. ‘jd
Farrar.North port.
Social Committee. Sarah Jones, Louise Fer«■ Drink water
(_’ i.Nortliport.
with (’apt. John Devereaux in
command, guson, Edith Stoddard, H. M. Prentiss, OsFlanders.Nortliport.
making the run m a little loss than 14 hours borne Lord ;
/n>
Flanders.Nortliport.
Missionary Committee,Cordelia
with a heavy load of fish.
"-kett & brother.Nortliport.
Sell Win. Slater
Hills, Mrs. G. S. Mills, Elizabeth Jones,
!• Dnnton..Searsmont.
arrived Monday from New York, with coal
! >aggett-.Morrill.
Margaret Dunton, Avis Morison; Music
for Watervilie parties
consigned to the Committee, June
^ 1 b*.v.Frankfort.
Hills, Helen Dunton, Mrs.
.M. C. It. K. Co.Paul
Armstrong.Belfast.
St-avey arrived W. W. Knowlton, Cora Lord, B. L. Davis.
Flagg. .Linoolnville.
Monday from New York with coal for Swan
fr

S. A. Parker, J. H. Howes, W. C. Libby
F. O. Smith are on a pilgrimage to
Montreal with Kora Temple, Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine, of Lewiston.

and

For Infants and Children

temperance lesson

outing in the Mt. lvatahdiu forests. We
judge game abounded. A pastor well-browned, with smiling face, and a venison supper,

senses

a

a

turned from

do so
He •■ouuts among the
trophies of his skiii m ».se, caribou, hear,
deer, catamount, wildcat, wolf, mink, wolverine, beaver, martin sahh* weasel, porcupine. woodcock, raccoon, squirrels, wild
goose, ducks hawks, eagles, owls, ravens,
passenger pigeons, humming hints, thrushes,

The

Phcenix Lodge,
held next Monday
of
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the Methodist church next
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quarterly meeting, with sermon by liev. W.
W. Ogier. Presiding Eider, it 10.15 Sunday
si ‘bool and other services as usual.
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Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission, 58 High street, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sumlay eveiung at 7
o’clock.
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League are invited.
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Committee on Sewing School—Mrs. Joseph Havner, Mrs. A. C. Sibley, Mrs. A I
Brown, Miss Carrie Cutter. Mrs. Lucy Nick-

The sarcophagus monument manufactured
Bros, Belfast, for Mirk C.
Edgett will preach at Sears- hy Hutchins
Whitmore, lias been set in Mountain cemeport next Sunday, the Methodist clergyman tery. Camden Lt is a line piece of work,conthere, Rev. H. \V. Norton, having illness in sisting of a base, ,"> feet hy ■’ and 11 inches
high, <f Lincolnville granite; the second
his family.
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Evangelistic Work—Mrs. E. P. Brown,
McKinley.
Temperance—Mrs. Joseph Mean*, Mrs.
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Pilshury, Mrs. A. C. Sibley.
Legal work—Mrs. E. A. D. Harrington,
Mrs. J. M. Leighton.
Sunday school work—Miss E. C. Frye,
Miss Mary Wood.
Rescue work—Miss Georgiana Pratt. Mrs.
Lucy Nickerson.
Industrial Training—Mrs. M. J. Gammans,
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Liucolu-

Cramps, Diarrhoea, Colds,
Coughs, Neuralgia,

PERRY DAVIS”

paper.

Fernald

a

stove

and to the

manner,

Presentation to Pact. Patterson. Capt.
E. O. Patterson, designer and cons tructor of
l uited States dredge Charleston, was visited at his home last night by a committee
composed of Messrs. K. S. White, K. G. Sibley, T. M. Simpson and J. J. Johnson, representing the force employed in rebuilding the
Charleston. They presented him with an
elegant solid silver toilet set of ten pieces iu a
a satin case.
On the lid of the case was the
following inscription “Presented to Capt. E.
O. Patterson for ourtesies extended on trial
trip of the LT. S. dredge Charleston, Newport
News, October 14, 181
[Newport News-
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High street. Now is the time to get your
chairs, couches ami hair mattress repaired
l by a first class workman.

the
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next summer.
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Timothy Fernald, Lincoluviile,
".’i. I iwiu S. Jacobs. Burkettville,
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A Medicine Chest in Itself.

SIMPLE. SAFE AND QUICK CURE FOR

elect-

were

President—Mrs. Annie M. Gritfiu.
Vice presidents- Mrs. C A, Pilshury, Mrs.
Sanford Mathews, Mrs. Albert. Gam mans,
Miss Mary Jackson. Mrs. G. A. Ryan.
Secretary ami Treasurer—-Mrs. M. E. Hubhard.
Superintendents. Press work—Mrs. C. A.

and will open a branch repair shop for a few
weeks in the store occupied last spring, No.

.hemists. New York.

superintendents

and

I

Pain-Killer.

ed

nominated Owen G.
agent to prevent cruelaccordance with the request of the

in

in \t

seems

SCOTT & B( )WNK

line be’
Monro,- ami Brooks from the Jackson
t- to
Toddy lVnd. This line was es.■ i
by tie Legislature in 1 ss:>, and this
union .s t« verify the bounds, moil’s
t•
Tit*- Selectmen of Brooks and
has

Powers

CURE ALL YOUR PAIRS WITH
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance held
its annual meeting on Nov. 3d at the hospitable home of Mrs. Kate Conant. The weather was fine and all arrived with faces radiant with joy. The supper table was laden
with fruit and flowers, also appetizing deli-

ing officers

Swift & Paul had cucumbers, spinnaeh
8th, iu addition to a large
line of more seasonable goods. They will
have something to say in an advertisement

Should be taken In summer as
well as winter.
all druggists.
50c. and $1

<

rt

a

Belfast Humane

to have a
magical effect upon babies
A fifty-cent
and children
bottle will prove the truth
of our statements.
It

effect.

ii>knts

lit

dime sociable at the Good
Tt m| Ur's Hall tomorrow,
Friday, evening.
Ice cream anil cake will he served at II o’clock.

White, Belfast,

W. c. T. A.

Mrs. Conant
which all enjoyed.
wished it mentioned that she had fresh raspberries on the table, picked Nov. 2*1 from
the garden of Mr. Fred Griffin.
The follow-

of

There will be

Annual Meeting N. P.

cacies

friends gave Mr. aud Mrs.
Walter S. Hobbs a surprise party at their
home in East Belfast Mouday evening.

Half a tcaspoonful three
or four times a day in its
bottle will have the desired

theNovem-

business before

large party

A

and radishes Nov.

it. line.

!

The ladies of the ITuiversalist
parish will
•‘t'ld their annual fair the first week iu December.
Further particulars later.

Lt>

w

place Tuesday.

nell's

elements of fat required for
If baby is not
the baby.
nourished by its artificial
food, then it requires

Monday. Tuesday

the Revere House

li

Constable J. R. Mears seized
liquors
at the Revere House aud at Daniel O'ConState

If not, something must be
wrong with its food. If the
mother’s milk doesn’t nourish it, she needs SCOTT’S
EMULSION. It supplies the

2 JO o'clock.

is extending the L of his
Miller street about 10 feet.

on

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Maine.
SEg^CUT THIS AD. OUT AND BRING IT WITH YOU.

CAUTION NOTICE.
"'her- 9 my wife, HITT IE O. WING, has lof
my lied without just cause,
1 hereby forbid al
persons harboring or trustin g her on iny account
as I shall .pay no bills of her
contracting afte
this date.
Montville, Oct. 27, 1899.
”w44*
AUSTIN B. WING.

TJREDERICK R. .M'>()RE of Frankfoit, on the
31-t day of December, 13t>2. l»v hi- m ,rll,au,
1
deed of that date, c nit eyed to Rhineas G. Warren
of Searsport a certain parcel of land situated
Frankfort with the buildings thereon, on the
main road between Brown store lot, so-called, and
the Lord bridge, so ealled. and containing about
one and one-half acres, more or less, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 23o,
Rage 143: and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, therefore 1 claim a
foreclosure of the same and give this notice according to the statute in such case made md provided
RHINEASG. WARREN.
Dated at Searsport. this 4th dav of November,
A, D. 1899.
3w45*

“Mis. Brown assures us that—nothing is
in that room.
And, besides,”
iu
a
more
cheerful tone, “we shall
ot eii be out late at the concei ts, and it is
only just as twelve o’clock strikes that
iliai
Doises
are
heard
it
strange

“JEFFREY.”

Science churches.
Warren F.
Park Square, Boston, Mass.

ever seen

How Mrs. Pinkham

We liad thought ourselves very fortunate in securing such comfortable,
HELPED MRS. GOODEN.
the small
old fashioned lodgings at
country town in which we had expected seems.
to spend the w liter.
The past months
[LETTER TO MRS. PINKHAM NO. I2.733]
In the end we yielded to the entreaties
had been very anxious ones for my young
“I am very grateful to you for your
>»f our landlady—and our own necessities
wile and mysell; an attack of scailet fever
kindness and the interest jrou have
—and agreed to remain, and still occupy
had laid me aside from my work as a
the “haunted chamber,” the only bedroom
taken in me, and truly believe your
once
and
a
connection
drawing master,
Mrs. Brown could oiler us.
medicines and advice are worth more
lost is difficult to regain.
Helen and I
Sr range as it may appear, we actually
to a woman than all the doctors in the
were both orphans; perhaps it was out
became iu time accustomed to ourghost—
world. For years I had female troubles
lonely position which had drawn us todid to their
just as the
and did nothing for them.
Of course
gether w hen 1 gave lessons at the school “Jeffrey.” Wesley family
where she was a governess.
I became no better and finally broke
Any way,
t
fortunate that we
was. perhaps,
we made what is called “an imprudent
down entirely.
My troubles began
were, at first, so often late, and did not
marriage,” and were supremely happy enter our bedroom until after the fatal
with inflammation and hemorrhages
until my illness.
Now, however, 1 was hour of
from the kidneys, then inflammation,
midnight, for we soon discovered
strong again, and a kindly former pupil of that the
congestion and falling of the womb
mysterious noises which so
Helen’s had written to ask her to assist
and disturbed us always recurred
and inflammation of ovaries.
at a series ot concerts which she was puzzled
with fixed and undeviating punctuality at
I underwent local treatment every
organizing at Fallowlield in aid of the the same hour. The last stroke of the
funds of a local charity.
The terms offerday for some time; then after nearly
church clock at midnight was invariably
two months the doctor gave me permised by kindly Mis. Clayton were sufficiently
followed by the triple deliberate knocks
sion to go back to work. I went baek,
liberal; there was a prospect that 1 also at the head
of our bed; and if we delayed
but in less than a week was commight liud employment at Fallowlield, entering our bedroom until a few minutes
and Helen gladly accepted the offered
pelled to give up and go to bed. On
twelve o’clock at night, we were safe
past
engagement, which was to extend over from the annoyance of hearing them.
breaking down the second time, I desome three months.
It was an added
For a while we did this; then “facided to let doctors and their medieine
piece of good fortune to alight at once
alone and try your remedies. Before
miliarity bred contempt,''’ and we did not
Mich
and
reasonable
cosy
quarters trouble ourselves about our nocturnal
upon
the first bottle was gone I felt the efas we had found in one of the Fallowlield
as
we
had
named
rapper, “Jeffrey,”
fects of it. Three bottles of Lydia E.
by-streets.
him after the equally mysterious visitant
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a
“1 only hope there is nothing wrong
who had haunted Epworth parsonage in
about the drains here,” remarked Helen,
package of her Sanative Wash did me
the last centurv.
I
with a sudden alarm of hygienic suspicion;
more good than all the doctors' treat“Why, there’s Jeffrey! 1 had no idea
-he rooms are really so cheap tor their
ments and medicine.
it was so late,” Helen would exclaim,
landsize: but then, of course, country
“The first remark that greets me
as the usual triple raps sounded as she
ladies would not ask the prices of city
stood brushing her hair at the glass.
now is TTow much better you look!* and
ones.'
1 think the fact of our indifference to
you may be sure I never hesita te to tell
! lie house m wheh we had now located
this certainly singular nightly occurrence
the cause of my health.”—Mrs. E. J.
'lo-r'v. s was one of thosesoldily respectbe partly attributed to the fact that
Goodex, Ackley, 1a.
able-looking boui-.es common in every may
we were both at this time so very much
proviucai town, comfortably provided with
and busy people are seldom
furniture of an antique type.
Our land- occupied:
Literary News and Notes.
preys to supernatural terrors.
lady was a kindly-faced widow woman,
Helen’s beautiful voice attracted much
and her assurances as to the unimpeachattention. She was engaged to sing at
Wireless Telegraphy, about which we
able sanitary condition of the abode had
concerts given at local I hear
so
much and we stiil know so
the ling of truth in them, and were also many private
1 had obtained many
houses.
country
is
little,
borne out by the evidences of our own
fully described and exMrs. Clayton's recompupils
through
plained by Prof. John Trowbridge, of
senses.
our
mendations.
prospects
Altogether
Harvard
hired with our journey, we went early
University, in Appletous’ Popular
were brightening, and our days were fully
Science Monthly for November.
A numto bed, and soon feel asleep.
So it
was
and plensantiy occupied.
ber of illustrations help very much in
‘Rap. rap, rap/’ three slow, sonorwhen
the
actual
fell
our
raps
upon
ous
blows apparently struck upon the only
simplifying the text.
ears
that we thought much of our
head of the ancient four-poster upon
The coming volume of the combined
“Jeffrey.”
which we were reposing, startled me out
Some two or three months passed away. Little Men and Women and Babyland will
of my lirst sleep.
Then a strange thing happened: the noises have mauy new and interesting features
1 spjang up in bed, to see Helen sitin addition to those which have won
suddenly ceased.
ting up equally awake—and equally alThere will be four new'
and even absurd, as it sounds, favor in the past.
Singular,
armed.
this circumstance really made us more serials, many short stories by well-known
“James, did you knock?”
uncomfortable than had the familiar writers, and mauy pictures. Little Men &
The house was as still as the grave—
sounds to which we had long ago grown Women Co., Troy, N. Y.
it
was
folk
country
keep early hours;
accustomed. 1 think, though we never
The important subject of Food Poisonjust past midnight and the whole of confessed it to each
other, that both my iug in its relation to health is disFallov field, certainly the whole of Mrs.
wife and I had a half-formed dread that
cussed by Prof. Victor C. Vaughan in ApIrowu's house, were apparently sound
“Jeffrey” might be only preparing to
isleep. Our bed-room door was locked, manifest himself in some other and less pletous’ Popular Science Monthly for
November.
lie calls attention to the
not a creature besides ourselves was in
endurable form.
But days wTent quickly
the apartment, and yet I could have
danger from poorly canned foods, especto
to
accustomed
and
we
grow
by,
began
sworn that those blows bad been struck
ially meats, and the desirability of buying
the absence of our raps as we had formerly
on the bed just above our beads!
only from reputable makers who have a
been to their presence.
“It must have been some noise in the
reputation to sustain.
excitement was noticeable in so
Any
street which awoke us, 1 suppose?” said
The New England Magazine for Novema street as ours, and when we heard
Helen drowsily, and 1 could only ac- quiet
from Mrs. Brown that our next-door ber contains among its important illusquiesc e in this explanation for lack of any neighbor, a retired military officer, with trated articles a graphic accouut of ‘* The
other.
Great Boston Fire of 1872,” wiitten by
a wooden leg, had deceased, Helen, like
We fell asleep again, and n<> further most of the residents iu the vicinity, paid Mr. Robert G. Fitch of the Boston Trans
disturbance broke our slumbers.
The article is one of unique value,
in which a sale of ciipt.
a visit to the house,
We the old bachelor’s effects was to take illustrated as it is with excellent reproThe next day was a busy one.
viMted Mrs. C layton, and were engaged place, as much, 1 believe, from curi- ductions from photographs,made in many
in planning the details of Helen’s conce t: osity as
from an actual intention of cases during the progress of the coullaour friend kept ns to dine with her: we
gratiou, and containing interesting remipurchasing any of the goods.
returned late to our room, and had entire<)ue or two antique bits ot furniture niscences of many who then witnessed
I
heard
the
the
sounds
the destruction of so large a portion of
were
strange
had caught my wife’s fancy—we
ly forgotten
able now to indulge in some small ex- Boston’s business district.
previous evening, until,—
Helen had already retired to bed, and 1 travagances- and we both walked into
The Trained Nurse and Hospital Review
was
making leisurely preparations to the. old man's house the day before the
Lakeside
Publishing Co., Park Row
lop.os her. standing chatting as 1 finished sale to view the trities
upon which Helen Building, New York
city, is the reeogniza>n >
to,let operations.
Midnight wished to have my opinion before decid- t-d
organ of the trained nursing profession
! ! Led i'omrl.e *: d eh arch tower, and in : to bid for them.
j
and is now in its thirteenth year.
Its
hei: iimm /lately to> .owing the last stroke,
The old major's housekeeper was still
;
pages are devoted to the theory and praca me L
me rlt ree slow, distinct knocks,
j in charge of the premises, and ushered us tice of nursing and news items concerning
apparm.t;> stin-k by an invisible hand, I up to her former master's bedroom, a
nurses and hospitals.
The leading article
jus; above the 'pillow on which my wife's roomy apartment next in the one we ocin the November number, headed ‘•.‘Some
Helen is a copied in the adjoining house, where
gold* r- he.iti wa.s resting.
ou
Views
the
Service Bill”
brave, little w< man: but 1 was scarcely stood the antique firescreen upon which should be read Nursing
by all who are interested
surprised to see her lea].' out of tiie i my wife had set her affect i>ns. As 1 was in this
measure; or, rather in what the
bed with a cry of terror.
This time there
examining it. the housekeeper, win; was hill is intended to bring about.
In this
could be no fancy about the sound-.
evidently much attached to her former article the defects of the bill are clearly
I an. not a very imaginative person,
employer, stood hy talking and wiping set forth, and it is evident that it should
and have perhaps, known too much of her eyes.
be radically amended before it is put in
the practical cares ami struggles of life to
“1 feel the loss, 1 do,” she remarked,
have been tempted to indulge in fanciful ‘‘though the mai u's behaved very kind its passage.
fcai>: but there was somethiug decidedly and handsome to me in his will.
Brilliant as the autumn tints of the
But one
unplea.-ant in this imstenous knocking. d<'ii't part with a good master—and its woods and fields it. loves so well are the
We were both broad awake; the loom was nigh 11ii v years as I've served the maj r pages of Outing for November. The buck
A of the northern hills, the bear of the
bright with lire and candle light—nothing 1 —without a wr»*nch, so to speak.
was visible to account for that strange
getitlem.iii n< vei stepped than he Rockies, the moose of Maine, the grouse
jkneier
noise—and yet our ears had assuiedlv ; was; md it he w.;s a bn fidgety whiles— of Michigan, duck on Lake Champlain,
not nliiNt u u> false on this occasion.
well, wa- all has our lotie ways, you know, sport in Tennessee, and the wild yak in
“It— t wasn't outside—it was here" sir.
Punctual to the moment the major far-away Thibet, all yield their tributes
saiii Helen, in a very quavering vnav.
of enthusiasts
was, and would lie—win, even in his huntwriting for their kind.
“A rat must have got behind the- bed."
1 don’t think he varied a Football has its prophet in Walter Camp,
ing tor rats.
I stud resolu eiy; and, with tnv wire's mimre from month’s end to month’s lawn tennis its historian in James P.Paret,
help, 1 puiied away the heavy bedstead end.'
golf its chronicler iu Charles Turner; and
from the wall; bur no such animal ap‘‘Travel in China,” “A Rice ’Round the
Are there rats here, thou?” I asked.
We minutely examined tin bedpeared.
“Not now, Mr, 1 think; it’s some while Horn,” and ‘‘Yachting on W hite Bear
stead, the wall, the lioorinti—there was since 1 ever set eyes on ’em in this house. Lake” are described by well-known pens.
absolutely nothing to ;<<■'• >inr for lie But the major he'd a must mortal aversion J'he illustrations are remarkable even for
sound ot those mysterious blows.
to these biutes, and once, a year or more Outing’s high standard of sporting pic“>nme one walking overhead." wa> the
ago, now, he seed a rat run out behind tures, and the Editorial Review of the
lame and important conclusion we tiled his bed right down on his pillow.
There mouth’s pastimes is by the foremost
to arrive at at length; but we both re
was a fine set out, aud I think we have—
sportsmen in their respective lines.
soht u to speak to our landlady next day
hy employing of ferrets, aud stopping up
There has just been issued from the
upon the subject of these curious noises. the holes—fairly cleared the place of the
of the Kenebec Journal,
When interrogated, Mrs. Brown was vermin
Augusta,
by now ; hut, if you’ll believe me, press
and
changed color, sir, up to the day of his death, the major Maine, a neatly printed and bound volume
visibly disturbed,
fenced about for a while, and firm ly he never got into his bed—which twelve of 4^ pages, with the title “Carleton’s Diburst into tears.
o’clock was his regular time for doing— gest of the Fish and Game Laws of
“I may as well speak the truth at summer aud winter—but he first upped Maine.’’compiledjby Chairman Carleton of
once," she sotbed, “but I do hope, sir with his wooden leg, aud gave three good 'he fish and game commission. The edition
of the law's ordered printed by the Legisand ma’am—as 1’ ve considered this little knocks
against the wall behind his bed,
trouble in the rent, and tried in every to make that there wasn’t no rats hiding lature is entirely exhausted, and the call
for
as
copies of these laws is so great, Mr.
regards cooking and the behind the bed-hangings. I do declare,”
way to* please
rest, that it won’t part us; for I’ll be added the good woman, w iping her eyes Carleton has w ritten this book, which contruly sorry to lose such good lodgers. again, “that the house do seem mortal tains all the laws and rules and regulations
of the commissioners to date, with explanBut the fact is sir, that noise is in the
strange now at night without them regular
ations as to what the law is, what it
house?”
knocks of poor, dear master’s.”
But w hat causes it?”
Helen and I looked at each other; had means, with a quotation of all the decis“The heavens above know, for I’m we at last solved the mystery of “Jeffrey.” ions of the courts relating to fish and
sure 1 don’t,” said Mrs Brown,
wiping
“Kan upstairs into our bedroom next game, and many forms for making comher eyes.
“I’ve ouly been in this house door and. listen.” said Helen, in a low plaints, forms for petitions, etc. It is sold
at a price to barely cover the cost, 12c. in
six months myself, and would never have voice, furtively picking up the poker.
taken it if”—here the good woman
1 obeyed, aud in a few moments heard paper and 20c. in flexible cloth, and will
checked herself, and went on more briskly the well-remembered sounds which had be sent on receipt of price.
This book is
“there’s nothing, really nothing, sir,
once so alarmed us.
copyrighted.
it seemed that Mrs. Brown’s abode and
wrong anywhere, only just that knocking
The Forum for November contains a
—which you’d soon get used to as I did the major’s had been
originally one house, j
to
in
that
bed,
keep afterwards divided into two by thin number of articles of world-wide interest.
myself: for I've slept
Puerto Pico, Spain, Finland, France,
it aired, for nights at a time, and never
partitions. Except when he set out upon
seen nor beard anything but just that—
his nightly rat hunt, our next-door neigh- China, and America are touched upon
little noise—as you noticed.”
bor was so extremely quiet that we never by articles representing each country.
the thirteen articles of vital interit was very singular; there was, as heard
him; but those three blows vigor- Among
found “How Shall Puerto Rice
far as we could ascertain, no grim legend
delivered against the lath and est may be
ously
be
connected with the house, no tale of plaster division which
Governed,” by Hon. H. K. Carroll,
separated our
S. Commissioner to Puerto
U.
a
to
restmurder or suicide
explain why
respective bed-chambers were, of course, Special
Rico.
Hon. J. I,. M. Curry, former U.
less spirit should thus play a part of a almost as audible in our
apartment as in S. Minister to
Spain, gives many pungent
“rapper.”
the major’s own.
It was one of those
on
All the oriner occupants of the abode
“Spain, Living or Jyiug?”
ridiculously
simple explanations which points
appeared to have been common-place, sometimes solve some apparently inex- ! “The Finnish Question” is discussed in a
masterly way by Prof. Rudolf Eucken, of
highly respectable folks, without a trace plicable mystery.
the University of Jena, the leading spirit
of a
-mance or a tragedy iu their uneventMrs. Brown was thankful to have the
of
the Finnish movement in Germany.
ful histories.
uncanny reputation of her house thus
But we must look out tor other removed, and, to her honor be it re- Jacob Schoenhof shows, by historical fact,
rooms,'’ said Helen with a little shudder. corded, never raised her prices to us “What the World Owes to France.”
“Civil Service by Special Training,” by
!i> this world, however, it is otteu after we had thus
successtully ex- Hoffman
A day’s plained
Atkinson, sheds new light upon
easier to seek than to iind.
away the existence of a “Jeff- an
Prof. William P.
important subject.
wandering about Fallowiield showed us rey.”
Trent of the University of the South, writes
that apartments of any description were
in
his
most
entertaining style an article
in that respectable town; while
scarce
It will not be a surprise to any who are at
on “Mr. McCarthy’s Reminiscences.”
all familar with the good qualities of Cham
rooms approaching Mrs. Brown’s in comfort were priced tar beyond our slender berlain’s Cough Remedy, to know that peoThe remarkable growth of the ChrisHelen’s engagement could not ple everywhere take pleasure in relating
means.
their experience in the use of that splendid tian Science movement is
leading to a genbe given up; we were bound to remain in medicine
and in telling of the benefit they
eral inquiry into its origin and developFallowiield tor some months to come; and have received from
it, of bad colds it bus ment. A sketch of its founder, Mrs.
Mary
when we returned to our cosy quarters, cured, of threatened attacks of pneumonia
after a weary day spent in climbing other it has averted and of the children it has Baker Eddy,contributed by Mrs. Henrietto
ta
H.
Williams
the
November
New
sets of stairs, and interviewing landladies saved from attacks of croup and whooping
It is a grand, good medicine.
For England Magazine, will therefore have
of a very different type to kindly Mrs. cough.
sale by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists.
special value at this time. “Such an
Brown, we began to reconsider the question
achievement as hers,” says Mrs. Williams,
of our removal.
“the founding of a great religious move“After all, we are so comfortable here,”
A Dreadful
Game.
Don’t you admire
ment by a woman, is a fact historically
said Helen; “and,” with a little shiver, football, Clara?” “I detest it. Percy’s got
without
It proves her qualiprecedent.
his collar-bone broken, and 1 can’t put my
head on his shoulder for a month.” [Chi- fication as a born leader of advancing
To Cure Constipation in One Week
cago Record.
thought. The movement of which she is
To Purify the Blood in One Week
the origin and head is certainly one of the
Week
in
One
$100.
most noteworthy and interesting moveTo Strengthen Nerves
ments in New England or in America, at
Dr. E. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
the present time, and her life and personMay be worth to you more than; $100 if you ality command attention.” The article is
Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea have a child who soils bedding from incontendence of water duriug sleep. Cures old fully and well illustrated with views of
25c. trial size free. If it fails to cure and
Mrs. Eddy’s home and its surroundings at
youug alike. It arrests the trouble at
A. A. once. $1. Sold
by A. A. Howes & Co., Concord, New Hampshire, with portraits
your money will be refunded.
and with pictures of the leading Christian
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast. Me.
Howes & Co.
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From Dana Estes Co., publishers, Boswe have received that treasure for
children, the genuine Chatterbox for 1899.
It is a
handsomely bound book of over
400 large double column p ges; with six
colored, full page plates; and over 200
other illustrations, many of which are
also full page. As to contents, there
are three continued stories—which run
through the monthly numbers as issued
and are now found in this completed volume— with
scores and scores of short
articles, anecdotes, historical and biographical articles, sketches of travel and
adventure, all forming a most charming
miscellany of pure and instructive reading and pleasing illustrations suited to
children of varying ages.
It is the one
book parents can put into the hands of
readers of from eight to 12 years of age
with perfect safety of its giving no disappointment, while the younger children
will clamor to have it read to them.
Boston, Dana Estes & Co.
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Kellogg,

“Keeping Cows for Profit” is the well
chosen title of the newest work on practical dairying to come under our notice. We
understand that a large issue of this little
publication is being gratuitously circulated with the compliments of The I)e Laval

Separator Co.,74 Oortlandt St.,New York,

which concern offers to send a copy to
every reader of The Republican Journal,
The book treats upon
upon request.
dairying as a manufacturing business and
discusses its problems from the standpoint
that every dairy farmer is just as much a
business man as though engaged in any
other manufacturing or commercial undertaking. It is compiled in a terse,practical manner, is easily readable, anil can
hardly fail to be interesting and instructive to every one in any way concerned in
dairying. It is splendidly printed, handsomely illustrated, and altogether ideasing. The front cover shows a lithographed milking scene, and the back cover a cut
of the Jersey cow, Ida Marigold, which
received First Prize at the Chicago Exposition.
AN IMPORTANT DIPFKRENCK.

To make it apparent to thousands, who
think themselves ill, that they are not afflicted with any disease, but that the system
simply needs cleausing. is to bring comfort
hearts, as a costive condition
is easily cured by using Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, and sold by all druggists.
home to their

A
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Night of

Terror.

“Awful anxiety was felt for the widow of
the brave General Burnham of Machias.Me
when the doctors said she could not live till
morning,” .writes Mrs. S. H. Lincoln, who
attended her that fearful night. “All thought
she must soon die from Pneumonia, but she
begged for Dr. King’s New Discovery, saying it had more than once saved her life,and
bad cured her of Consumption.
After three
small doses she slept all night, and its further use completely cured her.” This marvelous medicine is guaranteed to cure all
Throat, Chest and Lung Diseases. Only 50c
and SI 00. Trial bottles free at R. H.Moody’s
drug store.

!
That Throbbing Headache
Would quickly leave you, if you used I)r.
King’s New Life Pills. Thousands of sufferI ers have proved their matchless merit for
j Sick and Nervous Headaches. They make
pare Mood and strong nerves and build up
your health.
Easy to take.
Try them.
i Only 25 cents. Money hack if not cured.
; Sold by R. H. Moody, Druggist.
I

j
I

Register

of

Deep

j

Water

Vessels,

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
j New York Sept 15 for Hiogo.
i
A C Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from
York July 2‘J for San
j New
Francisco;
spoken, Sept 25, iat 24 S. Ion 41 W.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, cleared from
Phi la Oct 2S for Nagasaki.
Aryan, A. '1'. Whittier, sailed from San
Francisco Oct IS for New York.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
!
New York Aug 24 for Port Elizabeth.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, Philadelphia for
San Francisco; spoken, Sept 12, lat 9 S, Ion
44 W.
Emil\ F \\ hitney, A S Peiidieton, at New; castle, N ^ W. Oct 20 from Honolulu, to load
| for Philippines.
|
Emily Reed, 1) C Nichols, New York May
20 for Hong Kong, arrived at Singapore

j

j

I

Sept 20, leaking.
Gov Robie, B

F Colcord, at Hong Kong
Sept 2 for New York.
B
Henry
Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
Norfolk Sept 7 for Honolulu; spoken, Sept

14, lat -40 25 N, ion 07 10 W.
-Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Hong Kong
Sept 10 lor New Y'ork,
Mary L Cushing, F I Pendleton, arrived at
Hong Kong Oct 2 from New York.
May Flint, arrived, at Hong Kong Sept 20

from New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, C F Carver, sailed from New
Y’ork Aug 20 for Yokohama; spoken, Sept
12. lat 29 N Ion 44 W.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at San Frauciso Sept 22 from Kahului.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, at Carteret, N J,
Oct 14, loading for Honolulu.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New Y’ork
Juue 20 for Yokohama.
St Nicholas, arrived at Karluk May 21 from
San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
Hong Kong Oct 9 from New Y’ork.
Tillie E Starhuck, Ebeu Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Aug 25 for San Francisco.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Port
Angeles Oct 22 from San Francisco.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskiue, arrived at
Hong Kong Oct 14 from New York.
W J Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from Baltimore Aug 8 for Manila; passed
Cape Henry 11th.

Meeting

of

Shipmates.

Forty-eight years ago the schooner Pilot,
Orland, Capt. Peter Tyler, of Deer
Isle, made a fishing trip to the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, with a crew of twelve men,
mostly from this town.
Wednesday, by
accident, the only living members of that
of

crew, four in number, met, the first time
6ince then, in the street at Stonington.
They were Capt. George Allen of Stonington, Joseph Tyler of the State of Colorado, II. W. Knowlton of Deer Isle, and
Capt. David Tyler of Stonington. The
deceased shipmates on this trip were
James Duucau, Samuel Allen, John B.
Knowlton, John Redman, Lewis Arnold,
a man by
the name of Redman, who
made a second voyage that fall and was
and
a
Mr.
lost,
Billings, who belonged on
Little Deer Isle.
It will be remembered
that this was in ’01, the year of the great
gale. The Pilot encountered the breeze
on the homeward
passage when running
down the “Cape Shore” but did not get it j
as
as
the fleet in the Bay, and met
heavy
with no loss.
Many vessels and three
hundred men of the Bay fleet went down
in the gale, among them schooner Elizabeth, of Deer Isle, Capt. Levi Knight,
with all hands; schooner Mary Moulton,
of Deer Isle, Capt. Emerson, with all
hands; schooners Rapid, ('apt. Jeremiah
Hatch, and George, Capt. Thomas Thurston, the crews of which were rescued.
[Deer Isle Messenger.

Experiment.

What is CASTORIA
Castoria is

a substitute for Castor Oil,
Paregoric, Props
Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, .Morphine nor other Aareotio
substance. Its age is its guarantee. Ir destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Piarrheea and Wind
Colie. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures
Constipation
and Flatulency.
II assimilates the Food,
rrguliUes the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and liaturiu
sleep.
The Children’s Panacea-Tho Mother’s Friend.

ami

Kimberley’s Jokes.

GENUINE

THE CENTAUR

“I’m n-u-not, but 1 w-w-wish to
I w-w-was.”
[Philadelphia

still

COMPANY,

TT MURRAY STREET,

NEW YORK CITY.

Probably you have tried twenty remedies, and ar
Lots of so-called cures are born and die every year
Ours has been in use over 40 years, and is con
the gain.
You see the point, it cures.
The True “L. F.” ATWOOD'S Bilious BITTER"

better.

no

stantly
Moose Head For

Bought

A health Argument

“X-n-no, madam,” replied Kimberley,

A

ALWAYS

Use For Over 30 Years.

In

Mr. Blaine had not a word to say, but
the Japanese post went to another man,
all the same, and Kimberley went to Central America.
Another story is told of Kimberley
equally creditable to his nimble wit. One
day he met a young woman who threw
her arms impulsively around his neck and
kissed him. Seeing her mistake, she drew
back and angrily added:
“Aren’t you Mr. Jones?’

bowing,

CASTORiA

The Kind You Have Always

you.”

thunder
Post.

• t uiuiuviehdhh^^h;

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the
signature of
■» and has been made under his
personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are but Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against

It is said that the only time James G.
Blaine was nonplussed was while he was
One of the applicants
secretary of state.
for a consulate in Japan was the late
Samuel Kimberley of Baltimore, who
died in the service iu Central America.
After he had presented his credentials,
Mr. Blaine said:
“I should like to appoint you, Mr. Kimberley, but I have made it a rule to recommend no one who does not speak the
language of the country to which he is
sent.
Do you speak Japanese?”
“Cer-t-tainly, Mr. Blaine,” stammered
Mr. Kimberley.
“A-a-ask me s-s something iu J-J Japanese and I’ll a-a-a-nswer

on

Dewey.

Bangor, Me., Oct. 31.

A magnificent
head was shipped from here tonight to Admiral Dewey in Washington.
The antlers spread nearly six feet, and
it is considered to be one of the finest
specimens of the Maine forest ever seen
here.
The head was sent to the hero of
Manila by general manager F. W. Cram
and general passenger r.geut G.
M.
Houghton of tlie Bangor A Aroostook
railroad.
moose

Dr. To 1 man's

\\

by

Not

\

on

has arrived and we are prepared to
the best in that line, including our

Cures Othei s,

!

...The Oxford
ALSO I ME

Deerfoot

craft shall he built to sail for the Aiiioriei’s
cup, we shall insist that it be a six masted
schooner, one that will carry 5,000 tons dead
weight on 1(> feet draft of water, these vessels to he built on the same general dimensions as to length, breadth and depth and
sail area, the best sailor to take the cup.
This would he a test of skill in naval architecture that would he eti ered into with
spirit by those who are reaching out for the
best models for this useful style of vessel,
and redound to the benefit of vessels of the
merchant marine.
| Vlarine Journal, New
York.
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..Corner^',n^11 S^*’} Belfast, Maine,
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Lands of
Owners.

of

ami Advertisement

Resident
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rhe

tinthoi
residence ..i

p,

I'll uMl’S' >\.
.Justice id : in- |

,■,

STATE

of MAINE.
SlTl.TMK .1 1>!'U

~-

MAI..

I.

in
In \ At A
1
1
1
'eliiher b '.
a,
l’pon the annexed writ and »11»*•!. n i>
hy me, the undersigned, a ,l.;st»ee <d -.n■:
that notide he. giving tin libelee I •> p
an attested copy
J the same, >r an abst n
<'f. together with tins order thereon, .i.
successively in The lo p..hie 1 •«•;*-i...
paper printed in Belfast m tierip <u \\
the last publication to he thirty
lore the next term of mi id ( ourt, r.
Belfast, within anti tor said t .unity
Tuesday ot January, 1 P"o. tha he may
there appear in said Court ai.d .!usuei
lie see fit.
W.M I* WillTKlh ■
8w44
dustioi Supreme .1 udt. :.i >
—-

State of Maine.
Treasurer’s

*«-t..1

>.

1 »a111.»u

Poultry, Corned Beef, Pork

and

r-

.-

At

of Sale

Non-Resident

<:i si

lays'.i

sewer assessments on lands situated in
the city of Belfast, in the County id Waldo,
for t he year 1898.
The following list of sewer assessments on
real estate of non-resident owners in the city
of Belfast, aforesaid, for the year is‘»8, which
assessments were made for said city on the
ninth day ol Rectmher, 1898. remain unpaid;
and notice is hereby given that if said assess
ments
with
and
interest
charges are m
previ msly paid, so much of the real estate assessed as is sufficient and necessary to pay the
amount due
therefor, including interest and
charges, will be sold without further notice, at
public auction, at the cilice ot the collector of
taxes in said city, on the eighth day of December.
1899, at nine o’clock a. m.
Cyrus E Staples. Situated on Congress street,
in said Belfast, and being lot marked “Cyrus E.
Staples” on sketch of streets in the City >d Bel
fast, Maine, npon which sewers were constructed
by said city under its contract with II.,1. Morrison
and Forest E. Cottrell, A. I> 1897, and under its
contract with Richard 1’. Stiokney, 1898. drawn
by H. 1* Farrow, civil engineer, now on tile in the
office of the City Clerk in said city of Belfast;
amount of assessment due, including interest and
.1A M ES l’ATTEE.
charges, $16.00.
Treasurer of the City of Belfast.
Belfast, Oct. 17, 1899.—3w43
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Sausages

ALL

amt

ii!e them .suitable maintenance ilia;
t ranted trt'o-s and continued habn- .-i
tiou: tluit the ibesen: re-niema-.a t inis mikiiou i.
y on ! ihei a ut ami ••an;..
rained by reasonat.lc dili_eii.
I ibeiaut oia
t ha; she may i.e on
bonds ol m iMunioiiy now exist.inu
and her said husband, and that ;|
custody ot Ane-je A. I MU. >n. ; hen u.o
may be civen to her.
KTTA d. D

Sausage...

WM. A. COOMBS MILLING

Collector's Notice of Sale.
I 'll./"' i'i t'1.1
d'o/./o.
ISPS.

/s

V’

n,.

...•

»,f'/,tt4

ij-,,

„...

The following list of taxe- n real eM.am
resident owners ii. the town ot \\ a ■..
year 1.SP8. eomniit ted to iee r.n ei.ih e'i
d .liar
town, on the weir third day
main unpaid, and notice is herein
said taxes, interest and charges are e.
ly paid. -o much of the real estate tax*- I
fieient to pay the amount due there!.
interest and charges, will he sold at u
at Silver Harvest (irange Hall, in sam
same

being

The

place

t.
1

where the last po

nual town meeting ot .-.aid town was
first Monday of December, 1 .Mm, at
(Jilmore. J. S. (iilmore place. N
Dn>; value, $52<>: lax on real estate, >S 5>
John Durham pae
N
Hall, Win., estate
acres, 150; value, > DUMl; tax on real e>: ..••
\
Ellis. Charles
Wmthrop EMis pl.ua
i.-:
acres, 20<>; valued S1H25;
tax on
*22.58
t I.Alli
N
Collector of taxes for the town ot Waio
yea ISPS.
Waldo, tJet 2d. I spp.
o

SHERIFF'S SALE.

petition praying

State of Ha:lie

Waldo

ss.

j
1

s.i
Taken this 2f»tlt <la> of On..her. A. I •
execution dated September :: ». \ 1 *
••
on
a
t
rendered
lie
accordingly.
.judgment
hy
Mipieim
he
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to Court for the County -I W ai io. a
all persons interested by causing a copy of this ot begun and field on the third rno-oa.'
temher. A. 1>. lath*, to wit «>n the \m
order t<i be published three weeks successively m
:
day ol September. A I' 1 S' »;♦. m
t he Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
.m
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, i W Hupper >1 Th"iMa-Oon. n> tl;e
to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, and State ol Maine, against Kdw.trd I I
.ml >'
North port ill the t'mini.' of V.'aid
on the 14th day of November, A.I). 1899, at ten of
Maine, lor thirty eight dollars .uni i<
the clock before noon, and show cause, if ant they
or
and
eleven
dollai
and
ighten
I
damage,
the
of
said
have, why
prayer
petitioner should not costs of
suit, and will he sold
|U|! lie .ill.
be granted.
I the office id Dunton A Dnntou in '• (t.t -•
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
to
the
on
the >r<
ludder,
County,
highest
A true copy. Attest
of December, A. 1>. I s;e.», ;,i ten
(.'has. P. Ha7.ki.tim:, Register
forenoon, the following descrihed n-.d
all the right, rule and interest whi. h the
ward .). Titi'lier has i,i aial to the siimo
the twenty-third day of No\i.-mher, \ I'
two
'clock and for y minutes in tin it
the time when the sum- was attached ■•n
in the same suit, to wit A certain 1m
land situated in Northport. in said f.
W aldo, hounded and descrihed as follow-.
s
Hounded on the north hy land ot Nathan l-a
School
of
and
Shorthand and Typewriting.
on the east
hy land of Charles Piper
tl.<
DRY THEORY DISCARDED.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
hy the Helfast line, and on the west
road, containing twenty acres, more m 1.
SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.
SAMIK1.C NdRToN.s!,
Address frank l. gray. Portland, me.
October 25, A. I). lS'.iti. 3w44
3m36
••

1

CO.,

Coldwater.Mich.
League,

a

that this court may determine who are entitled
t<i the balance of said estate now in his hands, and
their respective Shari s therein, under the will ot
said deceased, and order the same distributed

makes the most wholebread, the most delicious cake because it
contains all the nutriment
of the best wheat, because
it is scientifically milled,
because it is pure flour.
Ask the dealer for it.

Members of Anti-adulteration

-.

wantoniy

ELEBKATE!*

deceased, having presented

some

BRIGS.

ike,

At a ITobate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the ,10th day ol October, A. D. 1899.
\'<>EE B. MlLLllvKN, administrator de bonis
il non with the will annexed of John M1EEIKEN. late of .Montville, in said County of Wald",

Roy
FLOUR

Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifhu, sailed
from Buenos Ayres Sept 18 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Turks Island Oct 13 from Sierra Leone, to
load for Boston.

supply
own m

matter to

Rob

Hong Kong.

j

.■

lie sifted
from Rob Roy Flour.
It
is all flour—snow white,
feathery light flour.

eign

*•

PROBATE NOTICES.

gritty

hard,

v..:i to attii -1. the
oils
FRANK o. DA.Mm\. win— i,
unknown, to the value of twenty-.u..
summon the cleiemiant it lie nay be f.,;
in your iireeinet to
appear before ..m
our Supreme Judicial Court. next r•
Heli'a-t, within and foi said County
\\
the first Tuesday ol .January. \. D
and there in our said Court to an-wei
.1 DA .MON
>| Si
KI. in Sp'uu
in
in a plea of libel lor divorce, in w
h
ant Lines the Cot it to be ii.to n.ed
lawfully n .lined t<• the said liblure a
last, oil the L’d.tli lay of dune. A. D.
•;
A. tiieer. Ks.1.. a dc-rn
u
tin
lv
has one ehiid a-the-e-uir of said mama
A., am d on. md o<
halt years
hit:
her said inai iaae -d.e
hat.
-udi
towards her -aid husband a- a rii.nli
!
♦-

JOHN A. FOOD,

Shoul 1 the time eve r come when the Marine Journal has the say as to what kind of

!
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And Frankfurters.

Six= 'lasted Cup Defender.
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from San Francisco.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Portland Sept 4 for Bahia Blanca.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Montevideo
June 7 tor Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Boston Sept 1 for Rosario.
lolani, McClure, arrived at Honolulu Sept
26 from New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared
from Portland Sept 15 for Rosario.
Matauzas, arrived at New York Oct 30
from Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at
Carrabelle, Fla, Oct 17 from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker,sailed from Rosario
Oct 24 for Rio Janeiro.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Barbados July 20 from Port Elizabeth, C
G H.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
Philadelphia Aug 31 froinNew York.
Sachem, arrived at New York Oct 28 from

——.

Monthly Uegitlarnr hashrought

HTHE SAUSAGE SEASON jj

My wife has be< n
sing Chamberlain's j
Pain Palm, with good results, for a lame I
shoulder that has pained her constantly for I
We have tried all kinds of
nine years.
lut'd .cities ami doctors without receiving any
benefit from any of them.
One day we saw
au
advertisement, of this medicine and j
of
which
we
did with the
it.
trying
thought
S le has used only -tie
best of satisfaction.
her
bottle and
shoulder is almost we 1.—
!
Adolph L
Mili.ktt. Manchester, N. II.
I
For sale by A. A. Howes .N Co., druggists.
A

WALDO SS.—')‘n the Sheriils •.f
Counties or either
SEAL,
ties,
j
j

hundreds of anxious women.
happiness
There is positively no other remedv known
to medical science, that w ill so
quickly and
salelv do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and not oust i nut erases
.ire relieved in :? days w ithout fail.
No oilier
remedy w ill do this. No pain, no danger. n«»
interference with work. The most diilinilt
cases successfully treated through rones
pen donee, a ml the most complete sat is fact ion
guaranteed in every instance ! relic c hundreds of ladies whom I lie\ er see. \Vrite for
further particulars.
Ail letters trutiifullv
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a pri vat cor delicate nature.
Hear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no alter ill ell'eets upon tin* health. Hv
mail securely sealed, >ynu.
1»,• F. M T* H,
MAN CO
IT'1 Treniont sr
Ho-om, Mass
to

Highland Liciirr, Mass., Oct. Ml. Ab -ut
MOO barrels of medium mackerel were
taken in the fish traps it North Truro
today. It is believed by the fishermen
that the hurricane now sweeping up the
coast lias stirred the sea to a great depth
and driven the fish into the smooth water
of the bay.
The seas >n has not been
successful and this good bit of luck caused
rejoicing in the hamlet.
Cliumlx rlain’s Pain Balm

STATE OF MAINE.

For Women.

Big Catch of flackerel.

Alice Reed, Alausou Ford, sailed from
Barbados Oct 11 for Trinidad.
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Oct 13

j

Qffiw&kaclTce

Leonora, J H Monroe, at New York.
SCHOONERS.

W R Gilkey, sailed from
Fernaudina Oct 29 for New York.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Brunswick,
Oct 24 from Providence.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Bath Oct 24 from Brunswick.

Georgia GiiKey,

John C Smith, Kneeland, cleared from
Wilmington, N C, Sept 20 for Ponce P R.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Bangor
Oct 16 for New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Jacksonville Oct 25 from New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Savannoh Oct 22 from Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Baltimore Oct 27 for Galveston.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Fernandina Oct 21 from Charleston, S C.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Mobile,
Oct 30 for Philadelphia.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Brunswick Oct 23 from New York.

WM.mkvkvwikix-ii I mnpi.

GRAY’S B U°SR|TNAE S COLLEGE

--

Worms?
child is ailing don't neglect
worms.
Give several doses of
a

for

(If

to

test^B

TRUE'S PIN WORM ELIXIR

B

§

If worms arc present they will be expelled. A harmless B
vegetable tonic, making rich, pure hlood. At your drug- B
gi«ts,35c. Dr. J. F. True A Co. Auburn. Me. I

Birds.
$2.00,
Singing Canary,
suiting
$2.50 and $3.00.'
can be changed. Square brass cages, $1.00; larger
$1.50 and $2.00; all real brass, best quality
Birds and cages safe by express on receipt of
price. Holden’s (new) Book on birds, 130 pages,
illustrated, all about singing, mating, food, care,
selecting, and prices, by mail for 25 cents, stamps.
G. H. HOLDEN, 11 llowdoin Sq., Boston.
$1.75: extra singer,
Any extra singer not

3m43

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Furnished for
occasions.

balls, parties, etc.,

rIOSKl’tl I

N

F
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MARY McCOKK I
2Gtf

on

Address

Hox SO,

II 1

SON.

Searsmout Me

Birds and Bonnets.
H,,. Existence of the Feathered Songsters
Birds and
1 hreatened by a Female Fad.
v

aterpillars.

millinery world,

than useless weeds.
It is evident that
birds exercise an important influence upon
the agricultural welfare of the country
they inhabit.
We cannot close this article without
impressing the farmer with the great importance of protecting and encouraging
1j
Build nesting
bird liie about the farm.
boxes about the premises, and the bluebird, martin, wren and swallow w 11 soon
make themselves at home with the farmer,
and not only perform valuable labor for
j
i him, but will gladden the hearts of every
with their musical notes and make
one
life brighter and better by their presence.
[Viola Wright Hall, in the Atlanta, Ga.,
,1 ou rual.

as in
nature,
for all tilings—the sealeaves
and
•f ribbons,
flowers, but
uav very appropriately be called the
N •
not wings, feathers and birds.
thinks her hat a la mode unless it
entire bird, the head set
;.uns an
are m front and the wings and flowing
leathers concealing the whole hat.
is no conformity to nature, how
tn the general make-up of the birds.
with tour wings and three tails,
with top-knots of jeweled tulle,
:•>
with parrot heads, and even little
r.lKI'S AM' CATERPILLARS.
*• ws
with bills two inches long,
Attached to the Massachusetts Crop
•1 certainly make any naturalist stare, i
Audubon cuter any smart milliner s Keport ter .September is a valuable bullejust now he would believe himself tin upon the subject of birds as destroyers
ti ling in a land of wonders.
What, ot lrairy caterpillars, written by E. 11.
•\Y*r, seems distorted to the scientific Forbiish. the ornithologist of the Board
As he has been for many
is beautiful and becoming in the j of Agrii ulture.
But it is uot 1 years director of the commission lor exof dress-loving eyes.
distortion that makes the omitholo- terminating the gypsy moth, he has had
heart sink, but the realization of excellent opportunity for studying his
threatened annihilation of the bird subject, and he also has had men iu his
to satisfy for one short season the
employ who were skilled and careful observer of the habits of our native birds,
beauty-loving girl’s fancy.
and the\ have taken much pains in watche other day at a fashionable openiug
anta a young lady was admiring and ing them with the naked eye or a glass
c
when among the caterpillars of the gypsy
on one hat after another until she
ud one that struck her fancy.
moth, brown tailed motli, tent and forest
how elegant! What beautiful and j caterpillars, and some of most troublesi!
colors in those soft, drooping. some of our insect pests in orchard or for1 est
1 just must have this bat.
,crs!
We have not spare to republish all
What is the j
in ver seen any like it
theii observations, but give a few of them,
replied the girl in that farmers may know how busily their
Fifty dollars,
feathered trieuds can work in destroying
ting.
ars
gasped the othei thun- 1 inserts. Of the gypsy 1110th eaterpill is
i-ilty
in less than live
nek.
“Why, what makes this hat a yellow warbler a'<
n
moii1 expensive than the one 1
minutes, a Nashvilb- warbler 42 in a halt
ast tried on- it has long flowing
leuir, a scarlet tanager ate more than 30
ii ti\* minutes, ami two together ate
ami blight, sliiuiug buckles*.'”
Miiall caterpillars u the rate of 3b a mini' was the answer, “but this is a
h minutes, a »
*w blackbird ate
mic bird, the only one of the kind in |j ute to]
>v«*r three minlo rat. ; pillars in a littlr
a imistai! at« :'.i whilt moving about
ute:
it is this veiy scarcity that sets a
—.
M uyland yellow
When one looks a!>• >ng the trees, and
i;
all things.
redeyed viro*»
the heart
d. the autumn hats
a yellow-billed
in 40 minutes, a
.t in distless at the evidences of atm T
lion of our happy,clleerful compan ! i■ tickoo ate Si in Is minutes.
;
Ot the eaterpii ar> 4 tin- brown-tailed
At the present rapid
fide woods.
Pe 17 in IS min!
Mightei. for purposes of millin- 1|j mot 1; a pair ot blur j a
o
w
warbler lb in 10
i!i.i ti'i 111 e hunter’s amusement,’ utes, ;i bijr-k an
rosbeak b7 in 20
must soon disappeai from the face i minutes, a ros< breaste 1
warbler 2S in
earth the whole of the winged I| mmutes, a rbrstnut
a: let tanager 44 in
and the world will be forced to go j about 12 minutes, a
w
bin b minutes.
mlogica gardens to see even our ;! 7 minutes, a rebstaj t l1
at.* lb and the
rinn,' n birds.
Mirely if the world ! A pair of chi kad<‘<-.
l-<-\rd
vireo 43
what a great loss it is sustaining, I other gl in 7 mi- -uie>. a
>i i"ie 34
no
in 0
Icsale siaughtei would be stopped i in 10 minutes, a !'ia
20 in the
Could the farmei realize what a 'minutes ..mi a red ye* v;
i; ag**i 43 in 12
o let
his clops he | same nine, and a
'U the birds an- TO
ta-ver
permit one to be killed, jj minutes.
mil- winged
-:
In t be cut •■ate: p
;■! ••.re!t
by law in many Mates,
:
ti *y, a redremains for the r.i ml citizen to see ! waihler ate 14 eaterpii
Jes, a 15al!iesc laws are obseived.
I winged blackbird. 22 in .7
i
imnuu-s, 27 in
:
many tanners that | timore oriole 14 in six
opinion
s
eat a
goodly part ol their crops. ! eight minutes and 1< ii *1.\ <• m mutes, ill
lb
fn-ui the web
I
three
visits:
anothei
ate
While a few eat a little fruit and |
the little ioss they sustain in that 1j in a short time and 2<! m nutc* later ate
n a little over
n outbalanced by the many in- ! nine, and a robin ate
s
iiiM'.'t> and weeds they destroy. ! foui minutes.
rile amount of insect.^ led by birds to
he much depised jay and crow pay :
It has long been theii young while in the nest is almost iu♦'their living.
Some observation* were made
a
that birds play an impoitant part eie.lible.
agricultural world, but there is a ujton this point with much care.
The
ohserv
tions made on the tent cati.ey to dwell on the harm they do
"overlook the good. < iod in His wis- erpillar were mainly before there were
-eemed always t.» have iujmind man’s youtig in the bird nests, but birds feeding
moth caterpillars freit and interest when he made rhc
| ..ii the brown tailed
and if the latter fails to dud the on* ntly took them away.
Few detailed observations have been
;i W only because he is blind, lor on [j
The following
-igation he will find there is a wise | made as yet at the nests.
!
ise m .ill
plant, bird and animal life. birds have been seen carrying hairy caterto
theii
or
feeding them, or
young,
biological survey of the national de- | pillars
merit of agriculture has toi several | both: black-and-white warbler, blue jay,
:men conducting a systematic inves- [scarlet tanager, wood thrush, chickadee,
yellow-throated vireo. red-eyed vireo,
,n of the foods of species which are
ved to he of economic importance. : crow, cat-bird, black-billed cuckoo, yellow-billed cuckoo,
yellow warbler and
\( stigating the food habits of birds,
observations will not always give j chest nut-sided warbler.
who
not
nose Dims
only eai nairy cat>f of what is consumed, foi it is not
what birds eat by | ei pillars but also feed them to their young,
to determine
11
’ring them. To be positive on the ^ are doubly useful’ because of the enora few should be killed and their I mous amount of insect food required by
Our experiment shows that
This will ! young birds.
mb contents examined.
young crows weighing lb 1-g to 1*> ounces
whet lie or not t lie birds are gain y.
blackbird is seen iu a grain field or require at least ten ounces of food each
and development.
<mdpecker is noticed in an orchard, day for their growth
are accused at once *»i doing
harm, 1’rofess*a Treadwell fed a young robin in
41
more
than its own
hours
*
percent,
investigation it is found that they
i
tuaily destroying noxious insects, weight in worms. The same bii consumhat harm they do at one season is ed nearly half its own weight in beef in a
The man who could do that would
s
more than
compensated by the day.
th.-y <i;> at another, llirds usually I1 not be a desirable boardei unless beef
For was cheaper or board liighei priced than
P *11 tood tlu* most accessible.
gi »und- feeding birds live upon ! now.
A pair oi red-eyed vireos were watched
:s
found among dead leaves and
the llyeatcher confines himself to | from 7 a. \*. until 5 i*. m.. at a time
a the nest,
t; 1 e 1 y
liiiteient element, while the when they had '.luce young
about a day old, on June
One <>i the
,ds his food in the uppei air
r.i' Fu-al value of birds ill eoutl'd- I other'of the parents visited the nest with
food 1 ~‘b times m ten liours. and at that
iisect pests should be more gener
1-g
agnized. A farmer may kill all 'season they probably began at least
hours
before the wat< her -aw them, and
inis* in his corn Held, but it would
as
much
alter
he
left.
longer
perhaps
n easy matter to destroy the harm
A pair of rose-breasted grosbeaks be.s.-ets.
After thorough examination
0 a
b u.
m.
and
m. carried food to
tween
to
a
more
!
all
und that neaily
birds,
tin ir young not less than
times.usual
«->s extent, during some time of the
ly carrying three *>i more caterpillars at
eat spiders, wasps, beetles, grain,
Only four tim* > tli.l they go
:;• s.
weed, seeds, flying ants and caten- i each visit.
as.
| with but one cater-pillar during that time,
also
probably worked earliei aud
The They
,<•
bird is the farmer's friend.
In this
kbird has been accused of many sins, I later than they were watched.
as robbing the nests of other birds I case the young weie older than the vireos
A pair of chipping sparrows
watched.
stealing fruit and grain, but these have
been seen to carry food to a nest of
I
ages are without proof.
three young 1S*J times between :’» 40 a, m.
.e kingbird is a desirable adjunct to a
It never hesitates to give ! and 7.40 i*. .m., and this food was mostly
try yard.
•
to hawks and crows in search of insects, with many caterpillars.

the

in

are

<•

seasons

eating tliem in all forms, unless it may be
the eggs of some species.
Robins eat a
great many, and both wood thrush and
Wilson’s thrush eat them sometimes.

The bluebird has also been seen eating
nearly ail forms of these insects, but they
are not plentiful, and are so
shy that but
few observations have been made on them.
The bulletin gives a list of 47 birds
known to feed on hairy caterpillars, of
which 20 also feed on the pupa or the
moths.
They are all among our common
so g birds, unless one excepts the crow,
blue jay and kingbird.
The English
sparrow does not eat many, and we tliiuk
has done more harm than good by driving many of the others out of villages
and public parks, than it can ever do good.
Many of these birds are also known to
Kill caterpillars when they will not eat
them or to take only a small portion of
the inside.
Most of them seem to prefer the smooth
skinned caterpillars to the hairy ones, and
destroy large numbers of the canker worm
during the short season they are here,
but attack other species as sooq as those
When a colony of the
become scarce.
gypsy moth caterpillars or forest caterpillars become abundant iu a locality, especially if remote from dwellings and roads,
birds of these kinds abound, apparently
att acted by the abuudance of food, and
they often nearly exterminate the cater-

■

pillars.
Hold

lican Club of Massachusetts.

Philippines”

■

1

••

■

>

*■

■

chickens or eggs, and is of equal
ection to song birds that may nest

.ug

;liners are

prone to look with suspic-

the woodpecker.
On investigafound that healthy trees are
molested, but that when a tree is
ted by wood-boring larva-, the inare accurately located, dug out and
To them more than to any
ured.
agency we owe the preservation of
>•1 fr-ini hordes of destructive insects,
•d-boring beetles make holes in the
then these are enlarged by ants,
species of which are harmful to
and the woodpecker is the only
specially fitted with beak and
a- to dislodge and devour these deying insects.
rosebreasted grosbeak is a bird |
\ prized for ladies’ bats on accouu.
It is pure black
beautiful plumage.
white with a broad patch of rose
upon the breast and under each
In consequence of its great beauty
:> been so
oiligently bunted that very
This bird is
the species remain.
<let
to : be potato beetle,
rimental
sully
here are instances where whole fields
•tatoes have been almost completely
-■d by this beetle, when the grosbeaks
ured with their young and in a few
not a beetle could be found.
brown thrasher is another bird that
;
great benefit around the orchard and
ion

it

is

■

destroyer.
acquainted

insect
•
is too well
itiuebird to need to be
us au

with
told of its many
‘■ining traits. It thrives almost en
upon beetles and grasshoppers, and
in readily be seen what au effect a
her of these birds must have on a
I of grass in the
height of the grass-

rvbody

i per

season.

sparrow must not be passed by lin'd.
There are more than forty
es in North America, but the differis too obscure to be readily recog“d.
While sparrows are noted seed
•us
they do not confine themselves to a
tide diet.
They eat many insects,
prising many injurious beetles, bugs
wasps.
treating of the value of birds this
•• has considered
them mainly as indestroyers, but as -eed eaters they
"•'form a useful function which has never
!’“i-n fully appreciated.
All over the
iutry there is a vast number of these
M'(d eaters at work during the colder
r,1"ntk8 reducing next year’s crop of more
>

I lie

cuckoos

are

said

to

be

specially

fond of the hairy caterpillars, and perhaps eat more in proportion to their number than any other bird; woodpeckers do
not take as many, but they destroy and
kill them without eating them.
The flycatchers take but few hairy caterpillars,
but take more moths, two kingbirds having been seen to kill about J'.d male moths
and many female moths in less than three
hours.
Crows and blue jays eat a great
many of the larva and pupa, and perhaps
because of their size and voracity crows
destroy more than coekoos. The orioles,
finches, sparrows, tanagers, vireos and
warblers are among the most useful birds
in this respect, at least, while caterpillars
are small.
The thrushes, or catbird and brown
thrasher, are known to eat many hairy
caterpillars and to feed their young with
them.
The house wren eats a few, but
t he chickadee is a great destroyer of them

keynote

“Aye, liold the Philippines.” The guests
speakers of the evening were Gov.
Wolcott of Massachusetts, Gov. Roosevelt
I of New York, Cnited .States Senator

„

C. Lodge. Lieut. Gov. W. Murray
and Speaker John L. Bates, the
I
last
two
candidates <>11 lie party respeetiveI
for
Governor
and Lieu enant Governor.
ly
Following aie ex tracts from the speeches:
“If we have no business in the PhilipIf
pines we have no business in Alaska.
we
ought to walk out of one we ought to
walk out of the other.
The effects would
,
j be the same in each case. If we have uo
business
in
the Philippines we have no
;
business in any State in the West.
We
j
j have bought them all, took them from the
Indians, bought them from the French,
conquered them from Spain. If we have
got no business in the Philippines we
have got no business in Florida.
We got
Florida from .Spain as we got the Philip! pines. Paid for it. and got part of it because Andrew Jackson, who ought to tu>n
in his grave as lie hears what some of Jiis
1

|

party

prattle

thoughtful
Dewey did

to
on

now,

was

sufficiently

.-^effectually

I

believe in retaining the Philippine
Islands, and have always believed in that

!
;

|
i
:

I

i

!

,

policy. They should be retained as a possession of the United States, not incorporated in our body politic nor brought vvithin our tariff.
We can trust ourselves to
govern them well and to gain the entire
assent of the governed.
1 believe that
our first and immediate
duty, to which
all others are subordinate, is to push this
war with all the
energy and resources we
can command to a
prompt and successful
conclusion, and 1 therefore shall sustain
with my utmost etfoit the Administration
of President McKinley, winch is charged
with that duty, in all measures for the
accomplishment of its difficult task.
Senator Lodge.
My

bill f- >r li
ns and ll inn ns is reduced
about me-half since I use Lautz Pros. A
i Co’s. Marselles W hite Soap.
I nited

States Apple Crop.

The commercial

apple crop of the Unitapproximates :T>,000,OOObarrels,

ed States
a considerable gain over last
year’s phenomenally short yield, but very much less
tliau in some recent years.
The sections
which have suffered most include parts o f
New England, New York and all of Wis! cousin, parts of Michigan and all the
southwest.
The great Mississippi basin
has turned off a geat deal of fruit as a
whole,but much of it is deficient in keeping qualities. The drought seriously affected
Michigau apples, and iu the Ohio
i
valley fruit dropped badly,
A moderate surplus of merchantable api
l pies is found in the Middle States accordj ing to the New England Homestead re1
port. New York ami possibly l’eunslyvania and Connecticut seem to be about the
I only States which did not go backward
during September and in the aggregate
I are harvesting liberal quantities of splenNew York’s crop, as a whole,
lid apples.
is less than half as much as be pbenomei nal yield of'(Hi, but is much better in
quality, with a smaller proportion going to
The
waste.
supply of prime apples harI vested in Ontario will be exceedingly
small.
Nova Scotia has a splendid crop,
i The foreign market should take abo t the
usual proportion of American and Canadian apples, dependent, however, upon tiie
! prices and quality of fruit.

j

CHASE & SANBORN’S COFFEES.

Burdock Blood Bitters does it.

“Tompkins: ‘That’s a handsome umbrella
you’ve got there, Gibbs?’
'Yes, Tompkins.”

‘About what does it cost to carry
brella like that?’

an um-

‘Eternal vigilance.’

Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas’ Electric

^

OVERCOMES

HaBitual'coNST'Wt.on
PERMANENTLY

__

At any

drug

store.

‘Is that a Landseer, Mr.
visitor pausing before the

Crcesus?” asked
paiuting.
it's a Durham : see how broad it is between the horns,
and see the color and curl on its forehead.
That’s a genuine Durham, sure. That ain’t
no Landseer.’
a

‘No,’ replied the host, ‘reckon

It isn’t easy to fool a woman. Tell
the facts and let her judge for herself.
That’s our way. We say TANGIN is
a positive cure for all
womanly ills
we let you prove it.
Send us a postal
at once and we will send you a free
sample bottleoi TANGIN,together
with a valuable medical treatise on the
diseases of women. It’s the greatest
medicine on earth for all womanly
troubles, and you’ll find it out so
we’re on the safe side anyway. Send
the postal along.
A. M. BININ’CER & CO.'S Successors,
—

“Little Colds,” neglected
thousands of
lives sacrificed every year.
Dr. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds—cures
big colds too, down to the very verge of consumption.
—

Buy

the GENUINE

MJN'F D

By

(AUPPMA |Tg <VYRVP(§.

Learned by Experience. Daughter:
What
is the dead-letter office, mamma?” Mamma:

fOR SAU BY All DRU6C-T5TS PRtU 50t PtRQdTTIL

‘•Your father’s pocket.”

th i:

CATARRH

CLl?: \NSINfi
\m>

iii:ai.in<;
C l Ki; FOI{

A i

are

curative

New York.

writing?'
Dewey.'

you

to

m

a

night.

a

Never fails.

‘‘Say, he’s got his Fili-o’-pn- ins.’

is

Collector’s Notice of 5ale.

3 he Great Remedy of the day is ui
quesI’ain-Kii.i KR, for the instant relief
all burns, scalds, bruises, etc., and for
pains in the stomach and bowels as well as
in sudden attacks of cholera morbus.
No
family sln-uld pretend to keep house without
it always by them.
Avoid substitutes, there
i* but omPain-Killer, Perry Davis’
Price
2ac. and oOc.

tionably

Ely’s Cream Balm
Kas\ and
Contains
ilnur.

in
the

properties of Doan's Ointment.
At any drug store, fit) cents.
‘What

—

[Brooklyn Life.

Years of suffering relieved
Itching piles yield at once to

CATARRH

Unpaid

<'f

]:]ea>aut. to list*.
no injurious

^iTi^rrcOLD'NHEAD
Passages.

opens and cleanses the Nasal
Allay.- Intlanunation. Heals and protects the
Membrane.
Restores the Sen.-cs <d Taste and
Smell
Larue Size, f»n cents at Dru-rui-ts or bv
mail; Trial Size, Io cents by mail.
LL\ BKt >TH LRS, f>(* Warren Street, Ntw York.
li
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xl.oro, in
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regulate himself according to
There was Sampson, who lost his

history
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The lollnwiiur list «»f raxes mi real est it** .»i inm-resident owners
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! I
!myear 1 SOS coin mine I to im* t >r col lee t im. t or -;ii
paid: and notice is her by trivet) thar it dd tax<->. ino*r *s. ami
m
much of tie* real estate »x- 1 a- is -Midi •, -,r i. ; *
\\
ehar*:es, will he sold at pul'lte am: iois it t..wi hill, o -a:
Mr
m
d
last preceding town meeting ui said town a a
o'clock A. M.:

“Mari can't

for
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Descriptions of K«

f Owners
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‘i

y

because be had his hair cut. and Absabecause he didn’t.”

life
lom

fa.’'ex

///c yciii' 1SRS,

Sudden
Deaths on the Increase
1‘- ople apparently well and
happy to-day.
to-morrow art* stricken down, and m ninetynine oases out of every hundred the heart Is
the cause. The king of heart remedies—
Dr. Agnew’s Cures for the Heart—is within
reach of all, and if there are
symptoms of
heart disorder it should he used without delay. It. relieves in 30 minutes, and cures
most chronic cases. Sold
bv Kilgore &
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co*.—3,1.

—

—

“Higgins Hall:
empty box story ?'
“Rustic Bridge:

Have

heard

y,.u

M T.

('•

'Wperthw.. !te

A

Drinkwater. heir- -d das..

‘It's

just

well

as

There's nothing in it.'

lot "I land
-i a
'.ictiided no tin rl h\
andliousr.il. mdi);:P.av, soiirl-erix l*\ iao«

that

town nail.'.
n
>: ol land m
i.u m:* !• -•••
bx laud of ('
i.
W;,rii'i! m
P1111 i.r-. .I-.
m
ix
east erix byOOkrys barb' r.
.1
Oeorite Hasse uv- ;.-r:> b\ l.m-l •*!' Iluhama
A lot d land and ten. un^,s d.. l-nunied m-erlx by land ol Frank K Maisliail. easterlx by
heirs ot .lames K Dnnkwater, wester.x a:

by

be of land an

A

your

money.

R. H.

refund

Single boxes $3.00.

MOODY, Sole

Belfast, Me.

A gen,

Company. Washington, Pa., writes:
“For years I was afflicted with Chronic
Catarrh.
Remedies ami treatment by specialists only gave me temporary relief until
I was induced to use Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder.
It, gave almost instant relief and
has proved the one one good thing m
my
case.” Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A,
ist.’

,l. A. Roberson..\

i.

■:

7

of

,*0
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mi

t-nl.

>
of T. \Y. Burr.
1
.*« V
lot of land bound' d north, i\ d\
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..
land of Ahratn Dodtre.
lot ot land hounded norther lx h\ land ..! {'}<,<• s
Philips, easterlx bx Snbhathdax bai.or.s.. imr
by land of Barbour and Creannr, xvester’x i-x
town road ..
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Collector’s Notice of Sale.

clever conversational-

the outcome of

•>.•
.1/
•,
on la ml situated in the tmr,,
year 1808.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-tvsideni owners in the ••

Unpaid taxes

neglect, !

bad blood, have a never-failing balm in
Dr. Aguew's Ointment.
Will heal the must,

■

stubborn cases. Soothes irritation almost
instantly after first application. It relieves

itching and Burning Skin Diseases in a
It cures Piles in 5 to 5 night. 05 cents.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson and A. A. Howes
& (Jo.— 00.

i
*

u

year 1 Hits, committed o in-* for collection tor said r..w i. ..n the tw.-nu til i. :.i
mains unpaid and notice is hereby piven thai ii '.ml taxes, nmv-.; ai n
_.•«*
a.
pay :1m anNint
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is siul'men:
s.m. n
:li
terest ami charges, will In* sold at public auction at d.
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m
said town, (the same hemp the place where the '.as: .. ..
meet ti
held on the first Monday of Invember, 1 s:1'.1, at 2 o'. : ck I M
o
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M
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-s.
ai,
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FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD,

day.

Sordid Objections. “How do you like tins
weather'."'
"Don’t like it. It's too warm
t>< advance coal and too coil to
sell ice.

[Cleveland Plain Dealer.

n-

it

>.\ •.

••

by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast, fie.

“Henpeck

is

regular

a

mouse

“Heavens, no!
slightest fear of him.’

tion, isn’t he?”

LADIES

r rjknow

DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S

Steel | Pennyroyal Treatment
is the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable care on the mar■ket. Price. $1.00*. sent by mail.
Genuine sold only by
R H

MOODY, Sole

hasn’t the

del phi a Record.

Ten Cents for a New Stomach.—This
is practically what it means to the suferer
from Dyspepsia, Indigestion and all other
stomach complaints. Dr. Von Stan's Pineapple Tablets are nature’s panacea for the

stomach’s ills—they’re a purely vegetable
pepsin compound—18 of them m a box
and popular price enough to ailow every-

Belfast,

.laine

body

PILES !

PILES !

PILES !

I>r. Williams’ Indian File Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Files. It
absorhes the tumors, allays the itching at once,

poultice, gives

acts as a

instant

relief.

liams’ Indian File Ointment is

Dr. Wil
only for

prepared
Itching of the private parts, and nothEvery box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and §1.00 per box
WILLIAMS' M’F’G CO., Frop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
For sale by R. H. Moody.
1>
Files and
ing else.

HOUSE FOR SALE.
The two story House, Ell, and Barn, owned by
E. H. Mahoney of Boston, situated on \orthport
ave., only five minutes drive from the city. It
has just been put in thorough repairs inside and
out.
Fine Location. Will be sold cheap. For
further information inquire of
CHAS, R. COOMBS,
tf29.
7 ) vlii
Sc.
Chichester1*

English

Bl-uttua.; Oran a.

PENRYROYAL PILLS
Original

safe,

iu disposiIlis wife
[Ph la-

—

Agent,

and

always

Only

renams.

Genuine.

A

w"its

Druggist for Chichester s Emjliah Pig JfFk\
kmoud Brand in Ked »nd Gold meta]lic\\Br
Wholes, sealed with blue ribbon. Take VBr
other. Refuse dangerous suhstitu- V
jno
At Druggists, or seal 4s.
f lions ami imitations.
in stamps for particulars. testimonials and
Relief for liBdlea,” in letter, by retnrn
Mall. 10.000 Testimonials. Emtnt Paper.

Chlche«tPrlJlicmlcau-o.,in«a«o« *q«ar®,
I'll ILADA., 1*A*
Bold bj all Local Druggist*.

wantedI
Apprentices to learn the stone cutters trade. For
further information apply to
MOUNT WALDO GRANITE WORKS,
40tf
Frankfort, lie.

to

enjoy good

ot

Description ot Ileal Kstate.

Owners.

health.

Sold

letin.

American

Hours.

Cure.”
It is a greet
of its exceeding promptness in relieving pain in bladder,
kidneys
and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost immediately.
If
you want quick relief and cure this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drugKidney

on account

gists, Belfast, Me.
Effectual.
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A MAGAZINE FREE.
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A WONDERFUL MAN’S POWER.

Fhysieinns ask Mr. Truth why lie has mo.v patients than a dozen do. p,
T1
,,niy
answer to this is that people who are si. k want
-.
well
and the, ar- .pink
visi't
ami talk with a man who ran make 'hem well
..Tie-;.- is a bu-'-an
.|,,,
eharge of Mrs. Truth, to whom women wr
am! if t!;. > hesitare
.:
,i ■-> •>,.
tln-ir troubles to a man. they have the assurau.r that
>.-.-s
,.|> Mrs
Tin:
i:
-1 r■ rs
tutd that their eonfldenees are kept inviolate
••
The absent tieni..
•..
is
•,
..f
the institute.
Persons at a distam-e anr.
as
.•T.-.-i ;>all\
s
it
otli.-e methods are those of the best business est abli*t:;,i ni>. and
■
;■■■
..u-i
i. ■’
the
same metliods of integrity and faith
keeping

•[•j...

FRANCIS

TRUTH, THE

6A Bowdoin

DIVINE

HEALER,

Square, Boston, Mass.

Write and he will send his monthly Magazine, “The Divine Healer," />/,':/■;/■ r.r
Thousands of ailments and diseases cured hy his absent treatment.
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SOIKKSKT.
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H< 'Ll-TON, MAINL

Actual business

by mail ami railroad. Instiuction by mail a specialty. Department of r.-lcuraphy.
bookkeepers, clerks and sten >i:'a|.hers
furnished

to

3m3b

business
F. L.

men.

Free nataim

Mrs. Justwed
baby, Umde?”

Kor Over Kilty years.
Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists in
every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
As

struggling with an underdone
when she said: “I gave a tramp a
dinner to-day.”
“Why didn’t you
save it for me?” he asked.
[Chicago Evening Post.
was

steak

good

Itch on human cured in ,30 minutes hy
Wool ford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
Belfast, Me.
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SHAW, Pres., Portland, Mo.
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:
“What’s good
to quiet a.
Uncle Crusty:
I "Well, diphtheric sore throat and a Christian Science doctor are as good as auything
I know of!” [Puck.

He

_

>

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by “New Great Soui h
surprise

z_

:
--

■

I-

Six

v

=

by Kilgore

Pessimistic; “All weddings turn out about
the same.’’ “Yes; the woman’s given away,
and the man gets sold.”
[Philadelphia Bulin

S
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Charles E. Staples. Kan.:.r 1 E. d.Chax
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i.-> r.i. 1
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& Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—80

Relief

,.

...

>

Pill-Sense.—It stands to reason that Dr.
Agtiew’s Little Liver Pills will crowd out of :|
the market many of the nauseous old-timers.
E. L.
|
STEVENS, M. D., A better medicine at loss than half the
;
price
is all the argument needed to keep the deOffce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
mand what it lias been—phenomena!—40
B3T“0ttice hours from 1 to 4. and 7 to 8 p. M.«=df3S doses 1<> cents. They cure SicK Headache, I
Biliousness, and allay all stomach irritations.
At all druggists. Sold by Kilgore &
Restores VITALITY
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—54.
LOST V GOR
AND MANHOOD
“By George, I'm glad I wasn't Metlmse- j
Cures Impotency, Night Emissions and lab !" W by ?” “Think what a strain it would j
be to pay ttie premiums for as many years as
wasting diseases, all effects of seif- that on the life insurance I carry.”
[Uniabuse, or excess and. indis- cago Times-Herald.
cretion. A nerve tonic and
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatblood builder. Brings the ment by Ely’s Cream Balm, which is
agreearomatic.
It is received through the
and
ably
to
cheeks
pink glow
pale
nostrils, cleanses and heals the whole surrestores the lire of youth.
face over which it diffuses itself.
A remedy
! By mail 50c per box; 6 boxes for Nasal Catarrh which is drying or excitlor $2.50; with a written guaraning to the diseased membrane should not he.
tee to cure or refund tlie niouey. used. Cream Balm is recognized as a specific.
Price 50 cents at druggists or by mail.
A cold iu the head immediately disappears
NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
when Cream Balm is used.
Ely Brothers
Clinton & Jackson Sts., CHICAGO, ILL. 50 Warren Street, New York.
Sold
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RUPTURES
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Islesboro, October 20,

‘‘‘Clever? Conversationalist? Why, she’s
brilliant.
She doesn’t even need to converse.
She can blast a reputation just by
the way she shrugs her shoulders.’
or

...SPECIAL ATTENTION til YEN TO THE CURE OF....

:•_>

Howes Sc Co.—32.

Running Sore?,

NOTICE.

<i;.

1

laud

.A

Geo. Milliken...

ment

CIRHIIC

causes Mlnery.
Poverty
OinUnO P.PIML'
UlllflR aixl lleatli. I non
receipt
of *10.00 we will mall you four
[4] boxes and posttlve written guarantee to cure or

ay

thereon.

<•••; Mite

erly by Ian of (>• is Childs. easterly i*> roxvn
southerly bx land ot .1. W. Porter. .vest.

—

DK. CHARCOT'S TONJC TABLETS
the only positively guaranteed remedy for the
Drink Habit, Net vousness and Melancholy caused
by strong drink.
WK (»l AllAATEE FOl It ItOXEN
to cure any case with a
positive written eua ranteo or refund the
money, and to destroy the
appetite for Intoxicating liquors.
THE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT

Is

\

southerly by West Pen**b«eot

Mrs. .1. W. Mi".ken.

you

I lie President a Slave to Catarrh
D. T. Sample, President of
Sample’s Instal-

are

1
I -ill He
lai.n ••! Sat 1. I it.
ra-ievlx
Fa-: Pen.
P o t'•■•••i. *, xvt-vi

erlv

‘No.’

'*Higgins Hall:

haven’t.
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A BRAND FROM THE BURNING

the secret of happy, vigorous
Sitnply keeping the bowels, the
stomach, the liver aud kidueys strong and

Oil.

do on land a good deal what
the sea.” [Dow Roosevelt.

Our Hag is legally there, and it. will not
retire in the face of armed insurrection.
Without faintheartedness and without
vindictiveness the revolt must be suppressed, and I misread the judgment of Massachusetts if this is not the determination
of our people.
To this end we pledge
our hearty support to the Administration
"t President McKinley.
When the guns
of our foes are uo longer pointed at the
defenders of that Hag, when order is restored and civil administration can resume
its peaceful sway, then will Congress determine what measure of self-government
will best secure justice, education and
prosperity. In doiug this 1 do not fear
that the immortal principles embodied in
the Declaration of Independence will be
ignored or trampled under foot. [Gov.
Wolcott.

What’s
health?

active.

System

the

Cleanses

Henry

expression often heard.
It is an excellent figure of
speech.
It forcibly conveys the idea of
something saved from certain destruction.
Such figures are valuable to
orators and are
freely used by them.
There is a brand called the Seal
Brand of coffee, that will never need
to be plucked from the
burning.
Chase & Sanborn don't burn this,
their most famous brand:
they roast
it to perfection.
Most anyone knows that unskilled
roasting would seriously injure any
coffee. This is one reason that Chase & Sanborn’s
Coffee, not alone
their Seal brand, but all their
high grade coffees, packed in richly colored
parchment-lined imported bags, have become the most famous of all
coffees in our country.
Experts handle it and prepare it, but first of all it is raised on
plantations famous for their crops.
What is more experts select every bean and the same care and diligence is exercised until this famous coffee reaches the consumer’s hand.
is an

on the

Bowels

and

Crane

1

v

the

was

“Hold the
of the hour.

and

|

■

The New York Evening Post says: There
a strong probability that the next challenger for the America’8 cup will be
He is a
Major Eustace Jameson, M. P.
warm friend of Sir Thomas Lipton and
witnessed the race between the Shamrock
and Columbia. Should Major Jamesou
challenge he will have the Shamrock for a
trial horse.
The Jamesou boat would
very probably be built from a Watson design, and, it is said, would most certainly
l>e built in Belfast, ex-Lord Mayor Pirrie,
the head of the firm of Harlaud & Wolff,
being quite willing now to undertake tl e
work.
The name, even, of the new boat
has been discussed aud while some of the
mutual friends of both the major and Sir
Thomas Lipton were in favor of having it
called Shamrock II., the more favored
name
was
Hibernia.
Major Jameson
might challenge through the Kingstown
Royal Yacht club, but will probably send
it, it at all, through either the Royal
Ulster or the Royal Cork.

Kidneys, Liver

Ami the audience shouted back iu cheers
and applause for these sentiments, as
plainly as if it had used spoken words,

1

n

Acts gently

Philippines!

great audience gathered in Music
Hall, Boston, Tuesday evening, Oct. :11st,
to attend the annual dinner of the Repub-

Challenger.
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A

I

■

the

The Next

CEO. F. EAMES, M. D, D. 1), ,S.

tAItSTK-VT
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The Nose and Throat.

II

V

I

N

lIKl's

\V|(| |

Date oj Wm ,\ iigu-t J 1, !
Ad damnum, s.")()<i
|
In a plea <• I land w lu-n in tlie plaintiff demands
i
the said defendant the possession <>i a
No,
Street ! against
c. itaiii
lot of land situate in Palermo. in said
ot Waldo. >>
County
-uyded and described as fol(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
1. .W'S, to w it
Hounded on the ea-t by town road leading from
ailed iu -aid Palermo to tbo
11reeley’s Cornel
BOSTON,
MASS.
town of Somerville .n the < ounty of Lincoln
on
the south by land now oeeujdcd by p m TurnerHours. 12 to 2. Other hours
on the west by land ot Wales Howard and Aaron
h.v appointment only.
j Turner; on the north and northeasterly by land of
October, 1898.—Iy45
Ablen Turner and .1 Turner, with tlie
buildings
thereon and with tlie appurtenances
thereof;
! whereof the said defendant unjustly and wtthI <»ut judgment dissiezed the plaintiiT within twen| ty years now last pasi Whereupon the plaintiiT
says that he was lawtu’W seized of the demanded
premises with the appurtenances thereof in hi*
One undivided half of a lot of and situated in | demesne as ot fee within
twenty years last past,
Stockton Springs known as the Stowers
Meadow, and ought now to he in ipiiet possession thereof;
containing one hundred and fifty-one acres, will but the said defendant hath since unjustly* enbe sold at a bargain to close the settlement of the
tered ami unlawfully holds the plaintiff o.-it."
estate of Margaret A. Stowers, deceased,
M.t». HOLWaY, Augusta. Maine,
l’lease
call on or address,
Attorney for Plaintiff.
A true copy of the order of
SAMUEL FRENCH,
Court, with abstract
of writ.
Sandypoint, Maine.
Dated August 24, 1899.
Attest;
N. W. BRAIXERD, Clerk.

Newbury

so

~

FOR SALE.

..

}.

j

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

SHIP Nh-Wa.
PORT OF

F. M. Harris of Boston spent Sunday in
Mrs.

S.

royals

Prescott is spending several

A.

weeks at Etna.

Harry Gross

spending

is

weeks

few

a

There will be a social dance at G. A. R.
Hall Friday evening.
Capt. J. W. McGilvery and wife left last
week for Alameda, Calif.
W. M. Parse is absent on
Boston and New York.

Makes the food

Adelaide D. Miller of Greenfield is
the guest of Edward Averill and wife.
morning to
N. H.

Harding left by

train

Tuesday
his work at Rochester,

resume

Rev. G. E. Edgett of Belfast will preach
Sunday in the M. E. church at the
usual hour.
next

Mrs. Frank N Fowler |of Ames. Iowa, is
visiting friends in town, after an absence of

eight

Sandypoint.

Prospect Village.

Pittsfield,Me.,

years.

is

revival

Grant’s house at the shore....L. K.
Perkins is employed on tug Ralph Ross.
T. R. Pentecost preached
at the Vose school house last Sunday p. m.
_Rev. J. Washburn of Parkman is visitHe will preach in the
ing friends here.
Halldale. Rev.

meetings

at

the school house. He is the guest of I. F.
Gould-Mrs. Jennie Doekham and Mrs
Lut Perkins went to Bangor last Wednesday.
shopping-Mrs. Samuel Strickland of Ban-

Caroline Kreischer, Capt
Clias.
C. -ssi-n. sailed Monday with a cargo of brick
Sch.

Bangor.

Sweetser will spend the winter
will, her daughter. Mrs. Agnes Colson, in
Newbury port, Mass.
Mrs. D. C.

Sunday morning-Mrs. Betsey
Poland Cunningham, aged 78 years ami 9

church next

mouths, died Nov. 4th at the home of Fred
I
Davis, where she was boarding. Her funeral
was at the Vose school house Tuesday a m
I
Rev. H. Small of Knox officiating-Mrs.
who
has
been spending
Alice Stewart,
several weeks with her mother, returned

accompanied by friends, is visiting her
brother, Josiah Colson,and family_All the
senools in town have closed, except the village school, which closes Nov. 17th....The
gt

Mrs. W S. Downs fell on some r cks last
Friday and dislocated her shoulder. It was
replaced by Dr. Sellers.

S. B. 1. S. will meet November 16th with

last Sunday.... Charlie Colby completed six months work for C. A. Hall last
Tuesday.Alvin Ayer, the travelling
preacher, is visiting friends here.
home

Mr. ami Mrs. M. H.

Haley ....Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Winchenbaek of Morrill visited her
sister, Ella M. Littlefield, and family last
week....Mrs
Lizzie Lane and Miss Alma

Letters from Capt. Alanson Ford, who has
at a hospital at Barbados,
report

been sick

rapidly convalescing.

Partridge

G. B. Putnam, machinist for Nickerson &
Bai.ey, has been making necessary repairs
on Penobscot engine No. 1.

went to Belfast Nov.

Prospect Ferry.

We have had excellent
West Waldo.
weather to do the fail work, and farmers in
this section are well along with their preparations for winter. The next thing in order is
to bank our houses and make our cellars
warm....We have some good farmers in
Herbert and Herman Paul,
this town.

6th,shopping.

school at Prospect
Ferry, taught by A. S. Ordway. closed its
fall term Nov. :>d. The pupils not absent
Mi>. Maria R. Black left last week for
one-lialf day were: Evelyn Avery, Marion
II ulton to spend the winter with her daughGillies, Mildred Grindle and George Turner.
ter. Mrs. Theodate Tenney.
Friday evening an entertainment and soFrank 1. Mortland has leased the Sears*
ciable was given at the school bouse to raise
House
for
live
and
will
take
port
years,
funds for a bell. The entertainment consi tcharge the middle of December.
ed of readings by James A. Coleman, the
As there has seen no new cases of scarlet
popular and talented elocutionist of the East
fever .n the village the school ?ommittee
Maine Conference Seminary at Bucksport.
have ordered the schools to begin again
His selections were of a high class and were
Monday.
exceptionally well rendered. The rendering
David Kane, who has been employed dur- of “Aunty Doleful” ir. costume was especial
ing the summer as quartermaster on board j ly line, and was the “hit.” Music was furnyacht Ituna, has taken the positic n of second ished by Mr. Joseph Boyd of the Seminary,
I and by local talent.
Quite a number of the
officer on steamer Evelyn.
Seminary boys were present.... Mrs. Kitty
Rev. Charles Harbutt of Presque Isle,
Goodwin of Hallowell visited her brother.
late.y elected secretary of the Maine Mis- G. A.
Avery, last Tuesday.. .Mr. aud Mrs.
sionary Society, preached in the CongregaF. T. Haley of Prospect Marsh visited Mr.
tional church last Sunday morning.
I and Mrs. W. D. Harriman
Miss
The

thrown

A. J. Crooker has secured employment in
Jaoksonv;iie. F'.a., and left last Monday by
tail f
that city.
Several more of our
*rj enters
w

ire

contemplating going

.-;.!!!-urnt
M-u,

••Yen.ng. N
I lu.maston

la':

r‘i

inducements

are

The many friends of Mrs. Harriet Achoru were saddened to learn of her
death at Fort Fairlield Oct. 31st, after along
illness.
Mrs. Achoru was the daughter of
the late Samuel Whitney of this town, and
lived here until she removed to the Aroos-

«iL"r

tL:s

:t .o:::
---q

are

to

be

adjourned

msidered at

Sunday
with

m

Mrs

May.
T

Sunday....

last

gjunday

The

members will

Smart

C.

at

11

to

instructive.

a

night,

and

Small

Mr.

leg

was

So

at

many were present on s
the warm reception given

y
i.

next

POWDER.

HEADQUARTERS for
Toys, Dolls,

t

T::e remains *-f Clifton Lee Cun-

friends

visited

Me.rose, Mass made Iks ->
at
mst the right time to he invited ruth* re
eeptmn giveu by Wyoming L Mg-:. F N
b.
M
to Capt. N. M
Dyer >f the F S S, Ha.t
in--re.

in

■

who

was

one

of

the

naval

hero--*

instrumental in making history f«.r h s .■.»•;,itry when he assisted in planting O <1 (i.. ry
<m foreign soo by tliat memorable
engtge
men: on May i. Isu.s,
Though the capt an
wished no demonstration made
by his home
lodge, the brethren could not resist the opportunity auo gave a fine banquet in his
honor.

COUNTY
Troy

Miss

CORRESPONDENCE.
Editn Bagley, who has been

spending the summer with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J H. Bagley. returned Nov. (ith to
Paiuier. Mass., where she lias a nice posi-

hospital.

brother,Elmer Bagley
accompanied her... .Clyde Harding, who
lias been spending a few days at his home,
returned to Boston Monday_Miss Luna
Ferguson will go to Farmington this week
fora short visit-Tl.e Troy Corner Reading Club will meet with Mrs. B. F. Harding
Friday evening, Nov. 10th.The Ladies’
Aid Society and the Order of the Golden
tion in a

Rule

er

will unite in giving

and sociable

an

entertainment

Grange Hall in the near
the benefit of thechureb_The
at

the

future, for
Lorse sheds
connected
with
church are nearing completion.
North
week

Troy.

gv

the

Union

The rainfall of the past

gladly welcomed by farmers
whose water supply had failed_The High
school at. Troy Centre, taught by E. L. Bart
lett of Thorndike, closed Friday.
Mr. Bartlett’s services seem to he high!
appreciated
was

he has been engaged t
teach a winter
and spring term at the same place.... Freeman 1). Myrick went to Lewiston last
week
to attend the funeral of Ins brother-in law,
Mr. Sewall Bagley-C. E. White has been
as

working on the railroad in Foxeroft the past
"■eek.Oral A Blaisdel! and Miss Grace
M. Tw'tcliell of Burnham, were united in
marriage at the home of Rev. A. P. Hatch,
October 31st....A town-meeting was held
Friday, Nov. lid, in the interests of the High
school.
Prospect. Mrs. M. Jane Downs ami Mrs.
Martha Hartshorn, both of Swanville, vi.-ite<l their friend, Mrs. Freemen
Partridge,
last week-Sanford Lane completed a successful term

of school in Stockton village
last week....John F. Libby is
filling his
store house with goods for winter sales.
William Q. Spinney is doing quite a business
in the corn, flour and
grocery trade at the
old cheese factory-As the game law is understood here it is not liked.
If a neighbor
kills a deer he is not allowed to give away a
piece unless he pays a certain sum to the
State. As the law stands it is quite certain
that more than three-fourths of the people
in Waldo county will never taste of deer
meat.Somehow Burton George got the
best crop of apples in this section, but the
Boston price is no better than last year.

bu.l

hug

They

an

have
and

ii!"uunieiits

several more.

Colson, who recentlv

A.

are

shed.

c

his former townspeople,
Wilson

d .-bb

1'

Tiiey

addition
contracts

to

their

for live

negotiating for
doing a flourishing

are

are

the loot d Oak Hi 1 i.Arthur
j and t liaries Webb are in town.
Their
mother. Mrs A T. Webb, has been quite
su k, but is
improving-Mrs. F. E. NickerU"iliess at

Mrs.

Methodist

disposition,

most amiable

a

from

all.Miss

Mabel

county

Thursday.

Clerk

Belfast

wife of

in Brooks last

veterans

were

of Courts Wadliu and

in town

Sunday.Mr.

and Mrs. Lewis

Bryant of Belmont were visOscar Meader’s last Sunday.... Two
powerful sermons from Rev. Geo. S. Hills
itors at

Sunday.... Rev. W W. Ogier is expected
to hold Quarterly Meeting at the church
next Sunday at 2 p. in.
Rev. Chas. Seliger
will preach Sunday at the usual hour, 11 a. m

Downes and friend Miss McAdam
with Mrs. B. W.
Downes.. .Mr. and Mrs. Will Ryan of Knox
were the guests o!
Mr. anu Mrs. Willard
Sparrow l^st Thursday-Dr. and Mrs. J.
U. Whitney passed a few days in Brooks
j last week with their daughter, Mrs. B. F.
i Stantiai. Tue Dr. has discarded his spec’s
j and cane since the advent of his little graudj son....Miss Flora Farnham passed a few
days in Belfast last week....Miss Fannie
Simpson has gone to Pittsfield, where she
I lias employment-Mrs. J. G. Gilley and
j Mrs. Mabel Ciiley visited Mrs. Horace Rob! erts in Brooks Oct. 31st-Mrs. Caroline
Ward visited her daughter, Mrs. Hattie
Higgins, last week-Fred Hasty, our gen....Clara

passed Wednesday night

ial

mail carrier, is suffering with another
lumbar abscess-Dr. Huinphery of Bangor is boarding at Mr. J. S. Files’_J. H.
Stevens and wife were the guests of Rev.
and Mrs. D. Brackett in Brooks last Thurs-

day night....H.

J. Stevens of

guest of V. N.
night- Mrs. S.

the

passing

Bangor was
Higgins last Wednesday
C. Files, who has been

with her parents, returned to her home in Brewer Nov. 2nd_
Mrs. Mabel Ciiley and Mrs. Addie Higgins
passed last Friday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs.
Amos
Hatch in Jackson.Mrs.
Burton Gross visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. F. O. Day, in Brooks last week... .Mrs.
Anna Dyer and little daughter visited Mrs.
Dora Philbnck Oct. 30th-J. H. Stevens
and wife visited Mr. and Mrs. Amanda
Rackliff in Unity last Saturday... .Mr. and
Mrs. Charles White were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Hatch, Oct. 30_Miss Eva
Ward was the guest of Mrs. Addie Ward
last Tuesday night....A little daughter of
Geo. E. Files fell and broke her arm last

Sunday.

two

Dr.

weeks

Dodge

of

Troy

was

called and

reduced the fracture....Mr. Fred Philbrick
has bought a farm in Palmyra and will
move thero this week.... Patrons will please
remember the anniversary exercises of Harvest Moon Grange next Monday, Nov. 13th.

E.

uarrie

Look,

I

Miss Helen

Cuminings of
nice position as stenogra-

Boston, who has a
pher, returned home Saturday after a visit
to her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis CumWilliam Weston, who built the
mings.
Swain cottage, is in Boston and vicinity
...

visiting
rick of

(White)

friends_Mrs. Maie

Penobscot

Her-

is

particulars
love affairs-Jn looking over

Assessors’

book

of

1881 the

the
changes that
a

copy of

taking place in a t >wn were vividly
brought to mind. There we re in that year
250 resident tax payers in town. Now 85 of
that number are dead, and 40 have removed
from town, leaving 125, or one half of the
are ever

original number.Northport’s quota of
deer foots up 8, and one was shot by a Belfast man-Rev. R. T. Capen of Belfast will
preach here next Sunday at 3 p. m.

PIE SEE EIIS.
This

Old, Old Command

19

fil in Belfast.

To win

Easy

to Ful-

use

you

Bruns-

Send for

wick; sld, sch Eliza J. Pendleton, Satilla
River; 6, ar. brig Havilah, Philadelphia;
schs Edwara H Blake, Fernandina; Georgia
Gilkey, do. on Oct 30 aud 31 encountered a
hurricane from northeast, during which lost
jibboom aud foretopmast, and sprung aleak ;
had six feet of water in hold at one time,
but afterwards got the vessel free; Jose
Olaverri, Savannah.
Ar, schs A Hay ford.
Boston, Oct 31.
Ryan, Belfast; Frank G Rich, Rockport;
Nov 2. sld, schs Mabel Jordan, Rio Janeiro;
Wesley M Oler, Baltimore; .old sch Daylight, Newport News; sld. bark Adam W
Spies. New York; 3. ar. schs Emma W Day.
Searsport: Lillian, Grimlle, Bangor; Hattie
E Collins, Greenlaw, Stonington; Humarock, Savannah.
Philadelphia, Nov 1. Cld, sch Isaac Orbe
ton, Fair Haven; 2. ar, sell John Douglass
Somes Sound; cld, sch Lucy E Friend
Gloucester; 3, ar. sch Humaroek, Savannah
cld, brig Havilah, New York.
Baltimore, Nov. 1.
Cld, hark Frances
Bahia and Rio Janeiro.
Portland. Nov 5. Ar, sch Break of Day
Stoningtou for New York; tug Bismarck
with barge Buckler, from Bangor for New

for

Fancy China
THIS YEAR IS AT

CARLE & JONES,

free

Main Street,

Belfast, Me

soap.

booklet—“ Golden

Rulee

WANTED.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
St. Louis

NewYork

Cylinder; Yaniper and Top Stitch*
Steady work and good prices.

Boston

COMMONWEALTH S. & L. CO
3w4,‘>

»

Gardiner,

>1-

SEVENTH ANNUAL <:•

LAMP AND FANCY CHINA OPENING
Friday and Saturday, Nov. 10th and 11th.

York.

Baugor. Nov 1. Ar, sch Flora Condou
Sellers, Port Johnson: sld, sch Wm Butman, Lowell. Boston; 3. ar. sch Mary Far
row, Winterport; sld, sch Andrew Nebin
ger, New York; 1, ar, sch, Josie Hook, U1
mer. Portland; sld. sch Mary Ann McCann
Gates, New York ; 5. ar. schs Frank A Palm
er, Newport News; Abraham Richardson
Guttenburg; 0, ar. sch Frank A Palmer
Newport News ; sld, schs Levi Hart. Pendleton, New York; Eagle, Trim, Boston; July
Fourth. Ulmer, do; 7, ar, schs Maud Snare
Perth Amboy, George B Ferguson, Paw
tucket, Nightingale, New Bedford; Na
Ayer, Boston; sld, sch Annie P Chase, Ellis
New York.
Carrabelle, Oct 31.
Ar, sch Lizzie B Willey, Rivers, Boston.
Savannah, Nov 1.
Sld, sch Isaiah K
Stetson, Bangor; 3, ar, sch Viola Reppard.
Brunswick, Nov 1. Sld, sch T W Dunn,
Boston; 2, ar. sch Melissa Trask, Savannah ;
3, cld, sch Mary L Crosby, Trim, New York;
ar. schs John C. Smith, Kueeland. Ponce,
PR; Charles H Sprague, Harper, Bostou;
Florence

Leland, SpotTord, Portland;

Anna

Pendleton, Patterson, New York; Charlotte
Sibley. Coombs, do; cld, schs Melissa
Trask. Cobb, Bangor; Willie L. Newton,
Coombs, New York.
Feruandiua, Nov. 1. Cld, sch Susan N
Pickering, Haskell. Philadelphia.
Jacksonville, Nov 2. Sld, sch Austin I)
K night, French, New Yoik.
Newport News, Nov 2. Ar, sch Wm B
Palmer, Bangor.
Mt Desert. Oct 31.
Ar, sch Henry R TilT.

Ar, sch Star of the Sea,
soli Sarah W Law-

Hopkins, Baltimore;(5,chi.
rence.

Carter, Boston.

Perth Amboy, Nov. ti.
Ar, soli Carrie E.
Look. Brunswick, Ga. (she sprang a bad
1»- ik and lost part of her deckload of lumber
in ’be

recent

Never before have

hurricane.)

Cld, ship Edward Sewall,
Bath, Nov ••
(ue'\ Baltimore, to load 3.000 tons of coal
tor San Francisco.
New Bedford, Nov (i.
ton, Philadelphia.
FOREIGN

Spoken.
Francisco
;;-j vV.

Ar, sch Isaac Orbe-

so

prepared

well

Banquet Lamps,
Reception Lamps,
Table Lamps,

PORTS.

Hand

delight the trade with superb jjoods

to

THE

BIGGEST
..

BEST

Lamps,

..

Mali

jiikI...

at su.

Lamps,
Lamps,
Library Lamps,
Dresden Lamp

Vase

LIM E

VET.

IFIPERIAL FANCY CHINA,

MI SC E L L A N Y.

BONN

FAIENCE,

Glass, Salviatis, Venetian Glass,
Porcelain,
French.
Ware,
Fancy Goods and Paris Novelties.
^^Glass

Roudolstadt,

Ship Roanoke. Amsburv, Sau
for Liverpool, Qjt '21. lat IS X Ion

Bark Doris, lvlages,
■Cardenas, Xov 1.
is
from I’tinta Gorda for Baltinu-re, was
masted during the gale of Monday night last
and has put into this port to repair.
City Island, Nov 4. Sell Clara, of and
from Rockland fur New York, is beached
near Matiuicock, Long Island Souud, vessel
or cargo apparently on tire.
He: sails and
loose rigging have been taken off aud crew
are on tlm beach.
New York, Nov 1.
Henry A. Stauton of
Rockland, Me, cook on board the schooner
Sawyer, was s'ruck by the boom while the
boat was in mid-stream, between JOth and
40th streets, North river, to-day, and knocked overboard.
His body has not been recovered.
Boothbay Harbor, Xov. 7. The schooner
Meuawa, bound from Elizabethport. for Bangor, put iu here Tuesday morning and reported that when off Seguin Monday, she
collided with a schooner supposed to he the
D. L. Sturgis. The Meuawa lost jibboom
and had had other head gear damaged. The
other vessel hail her main rigging carried
away aud had sails torn.
Advices from Houolulu, brought by the
transport Ohio, report the arrival there of
the Bath ship Charles E. Moody, long overShe was 190 days
due, from Norfolk, Va.
out from the navy yard at Norfolk with coal
for the army at Houolulu aud had uot beeu
spoken since early in June. Reinsurance
on the Moody had gone to (>5 per cent in Sau
The vessel arrived iu good conFrancisco.
dition by way of Cape of Good Hope.
The American
Halifax, N S, Nov 5.
schooner Jennie and Etta, with 87 tons of
hard coal on board from New York for Machias, Me, foundered off Westport, Digby
county, early last Thursday morning in a
heavy gale. Capt M J Walls, his wife ami
crew of four men, took the vessel’s boat and
were not picked up till Friday night, haviug
had nothing to eat in the meantime. They
were landed yesterday at Freeport, whence
the Dews was sent to Halifax. The Jennie
aud Etta was 125 tons register.
me
four-masted schooner lor .John
Emery & Co of Boston, for which the keel is
stretched at Kelley, Spear & Co.’s yard,
Bath, will he 180 feet keel, 40 feet beam
and 18 0 feet depth of hold, with a long
She will be copper fastened to the
poop.
load line, have steam for handling carg< and
will be
anchors and hoisting sails, ami
equipped with all modern improvements.
The new vessel will be named the Calumet
and will be commanded by Capt .J L Coombs,
now master of the bark Charles F Ward.
The ship Cyrus Wakefield, Capt Omar E
Chapman of Newcastle, Me, has been placed
on the list of the missing in the maritime

been

PHENOMENAL PRICES.

S1<1. bark Herbert
Barbados, Oct It».
Fuller. Pascagoula; 2(1, sld, bark Mauuie
Sw av. Pascagoula.
In port bark WilTurk's Island, Oct 24
lard Mudgett, to sail 20 th for Boston.
Stanley. F L. Oct 30. Sld. ship A G Ropes,
New York for San Francisco.
Fort de France, Mart, Nov ti. Ar, sch Ella
M Willey, Portland.
MARI N E

we

Art

—-..

Straus Cut

lioheim

_WE HAVE A BE TTER LINE THIS YEAR THAN EVER BEFORE.

tasS'AVe would like to show you the goods. A bunch of Joss Sticks (while thev Iasi
to each caller Nov. 10th and 11th, and to make it specially interesting lor pos>ible custom,
will give a discount of 15 PER CENT, on all CASH sal es nude on the two above dates of
or

10PfcK\ kmm-.s.

Fancy China.

CARLE & JONES,
sonville to New York, Lumber S7 75.
Sell
Noromhega, Fernandiua to New York, lum50
Sell
Sarah L I)tvis, Perth AmS7
boy to New Bedford, coal 80 cents.
Frkio.hts
The Freight Circular of Brown
iN Co New York, reports for the week ending Nov -4: No increase is noticed in the offerings of large tonnage for long voyage
trades.
Case oil shippers and the Colonial
lines are deaious of obtaining additional
tonnage, aud though not openly offering to
meet an advance upon last fixtures, would
probably be willing to negotiate at a slight
improvement were vessels tendered firm.
Barrel petroleum rates are well sustained,
though the demand improves very slowly.
ber.

River Plate lumber
portaut variation.
accept tonnage at
outports of Buenos

frieghts
Shippers stand ready
are

without

inito

$10.50 from Provincial
Ayres, $0 50 from Portland, $0 from Boston, and $13 from the (iulf,
but owners are not prompt in the acceptance
of these terms. Tonnage is wanted for Brazil and other South American countries, but
shippers hesitate to meet the rates that are
exacted for suitable vessels.
West India
orders are quite numerous in market, but
vessels hence are difficult to obtain. Lumber
tonnage from the Gulf to West Indies is.
however, offered quite freely upon the basis
of last fixtures.
Coastwise lumber rates
continue to show a rising tendency.
During
the week $7 75 has been paid from Jacksonville to New York and $7 50 from Fernandnia.
Coal rates to the East show a steady improvement under the influence of a good demand, particularly to ports that are threatened by an early close of navigation.

j

MAIN

VY inter port.

Mrs.

C.

E.

Littletieid Iihs

iiOltV
Cl.' ssi in. In St-(|c\vick, < ktober
Mrs. Hollo M Closson,
son.
Dow. In Haneoek, (>ctol-ei in.; MCharles H. I)o\v, a son
(Jitoss.
In Swan s Island,
triober 1
and Mrs Albion F. Cross, a
llASKK I,I.. Ill I >eer Isle. •
r 22
Mrs. .ludsoii T Haskell, .1 dan^btei

spend

Mrs.

weeks

some

in

»

town....Mr. and

C. Homer of Bueksport, with their

C.

daughter Guida

ami Miss Esther

Emerson,
MAKRIKI).

last week_
Mrs. E. G. Campbell has moved to Brooks.
.A tine boy was born to Mrs. Charles Fervisited

Mrs.

E.

A. Millikeu

Hl.Alsi>ki. 1. I\V| r«• 11 !•'.1.1.. in I'ro\, 1
by Re\ A. IV Hateli. uui A. Mlaisd.
and Miss (iraee M '!’w it. heli oi Mai id
ft A It IP »I'K- 11 V It V E V
Ill St olll n ■_ ■-1.
Mar'
24. William (
and Miss Cavey. both of Stoniimtoh.
Him Watts. In South 11« |. o
Klilon Hunt and Mrs. (iraee M. Wait

...

nald

Ban-

gor

is at

Monday.Miss Lou Thomas of
was in town Monday... Will Page

from Vermont for a short visit.... Dr.
J. H. Baker was called to Steuben again on
Saturday by the illness of his mother....
Miss Louise Kveleth has goue to Boston for
home

Koekporl.

I*f.ilicit-Kii.i.i.n*.s. Iii South Deer I21. Howard S I’eiive and Miss \ am
both of South Deer Isle.
8im-.au ,JohnsonIn Appleton. >..o
Kverett L. Spear
Koeklaml. ami
of Appleton.
Wai.i.ait McCann. In Manila,
Capt <1. W. Walhiee of Thoinaston and M
MeCann of Kriiiita. Manila.
Watson I'i nli kt«.n
In Mar Hail
2,S. Fred Watson and Miss Cora 1'cpd
of Mar Harbor

visit of

some weeks... .George L
Clark
Blanche E. Miller were married at the
Methodist parsonage Oct.-Sth. A reception
was held at the home of the bride Tuesday

a

V

.,

mother and sister in Lepton-Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Merrill and
little sou arrived from Nebraska Friday and
will also visit her

will

I

street, BELFAST

goue to New York to spend a few weeks with
her husband, (.'apt. C. E. Littletieid, and

and

evening.

■

I

WANTED

A I

S.'i Main Street, llet/'ant.

Girl
lo work in

Enquire

a

Wanted
.small

family.

at

Belfast,

1,

18i>'.». -44tf

Belfast
I*r

Price Current.

(’<>KKh<TKl> WEEKLY
oilnr» .Market.

FOR I HE .lor UN A L.
/ rin.s /nul /'roilitirra

bu,
50(a *!( Hay, t> ton,
Apples.
dried, fc> lb, 4(af [Hides, |;> It.,
1 75(« 1 H( 'Lamb, j;> lb,
Beans, pea,
•*

medium,

yel’weyes,
Butter, fc> lb,
Beef, fc> lb,
Barley, t> bu,
Cheese, fe> lb,
Chicken, fc> lb,
Calf Skins,
Duck,

lb,

doz,
Eggs,
Fowl, p lb,
Geese, |> lb,

1 l\a 1 HO LambSkins.
2.00 Mutton, t> It.,
2(Ha22 Oats,
bn, 32

N b’lioi.s.
Edward l*

0d« 10 oo
tvii; 1
12

2oa,35

I

n

lb, 25 a30
3010.35
<*$9 Potatoes,
5
40(a45 Round Hog,
10 Straw, fe> ton,
6 00(«.7 00
12 Turkey,
lb,
Ida 17
50<«75 Tallow,
1 1-2, a 3
14a 15 Veal,
lb,
d«7
24 Wool, unwashed,
17
3 ftOiaft 00
10^x11 Wood, hard,
3 ft0^a4 00
13(al5 Wood, soft,

Retail Price.

Retail Market

In

Ifueksj.ort,

Oetoh.

Nielmls. aired of* years.
Niavm.yn. In East Weymouth >i.i"
22, Mrs. Dorinda, wtih w id En.«t h V
nierly of Orlami, a^ed sti vears. 7 <>ai
Ki'iiKK ISON. Ill Monrot*. Oetoher II
Joseph iiohertson, a tret t S2 years, 2 m

(lays.

j

Kiss. In M iddietown. Ct.., Novembr;
C. Buss, aired 22 years.
Simmons. In Rockland, Novenibei 1.1
(Coffin), widow ol Cyrus K. Simmons
Appleton, njred 7S years, 2 month-', 2
Sricf.K. In Swanville, Nov, 7. H
formerly of Belfast, aged 72 years
Taoi.ky. In W est Bn>oks\ ilie. (>.
('apt. William l‘ Tapley, aired 72 ve.o
er

[

|

1
lb, 8@10 Lime, pbbl,
90@1 00
4a5 |
lb, 18(a20 Oat Meal. fc> lb,
50
3i
bu,
Onions, fe> lb,
Corn,
Cracked Corn, |> bu, 50 Oil, kerosene, gal, 12;a 13 j
50 Pollock, fe> lb,
4«4 1-2
Corn Meal,
bu,
lb
lb,
14Kal5 Pork,
Cheese,
7(9 8,
Cotton Seed, |> cwt, 1 30 Plaster. #>,bbl,
l 12 j
lb
lb
&aH Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
3j
Carnberries, ^ qt, HvO.8 Shorts, fc> ewt,
95^1 00
ft l-2(&6
Clover seed,
HKa.ll Sugar, fc> lb,
4 50(a4 75 Salt, T. I., *> bu,
3ft I
bbl,
Flour,
2 1-2
G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50(a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
8a9 Wheat Meal,
3
Lard, p p,

Beef, corned,
Butter salt, 14

1 KI >

-•

No. 47 Congress Street.
Nov.

>

Blalsoki.i..
In Orland. Oetobet
21
Blaisdell, a^ed 07 years, 7 mniiih>.
ItoWUKN. Ill I;:
kill,.
>i T del
Bowden, a^ed 70 years. 2 u.• •.»i h~. I
Bky a NT. In Deer Isle, t>, t.2 I <
Bryant, aired 72 years, m .nili 27 o.i
C Y m:it\YiM|».
I 11 1 .linden, \. .1
Seth ( alderwood. aeed 7S \e,n.->
N N MillA M.
I 'el !'• >11
Vo
In
ii nnine ham
>waii\ die, aue.
22 n
FUKKMA.N.
In ( aneieii,
Voemb.
Freeman, a^etl about 22 years.
l.l l'WM
in l.ineolnv die. (. b.-1
widow of A Ie\an'!*
I.miu
Mat llK\v>. In Telia nt's Hai l...i
Novetnbei 1
Han let
I
\ km.l(e\. (leoi’ee 1’ Matthews, D. I
a na:
vide, aired 77 years.
month-', 2 day1 >e|. .be!
NKM N
Ill I’d t la nd
2 t
Biirld Re\ Henry Vd.-'in Neeiy 1 >
Maine, ajred tip years.

HARRY iV. CLARK'S,

Nowhere in the State of Maine can the
be obtained except m
Portland, Maine. Write for information.
Iyr39

Keeley Treatment

a wager, an English Marquis stood on
register. The commander, Capt Chapman,
Bridge and offered lor an hour British it will be remembered, was m charge of the
sovereigns ($5) for five shillngg §(1.25). He could ill-fated Bath ship John R Kelley and after
not find a customer. There are several good rea- | losing that vessel took
command of the
Frankfort.
sons why the ordinary mortal could not be inThe summer home of Mr.
Wakefield, as her captain had died during
duced to buy, but no reason can be given why Bel- the voyage to the Falkland Islands. Capt
Peirce on the hill out of the village,
situated on the George
fast people will not accept the following couvinc* Chapman left, Port Stanley,
Falkland Is lauds, off South America, July on the slope of Mt. Waldo, was destroyed by
ing proof about Doan’s Kidney Pills. Read this;
tire Thursday night, Nov. 2nd.
The house
0, and has not been heard from since.
Mrs. E. Tilton, who lives on the Canaan road
Vessels Sold. Bk Olympic, 1,354 tons, lias not been
occupied for a mouth or six
between Skowhegan and Pittsfield, says: “For a
For Pacific acbuilt in Bath, Me, in 1892
weeks,Mr. Peirce having removed to Bangor
number of years 1 had some kind of kidney count, p t. Ship May Flint, 8,340 tons, built
in 1880, same. Ship
with his family as usual to pass the winter.
trouble, causing severe attacks of backache, not in Dumbarton, Scotland,
Henry B Hyde, 2,450 tons, built in Bath, Me, Most of the furniture and effects had been
constantly, but recurring from time to time. in
1884, same. Ship John McDonald, 2,128
When I did have an attack it was severe and I suftaken from the house, but a considerable
tons, built iu Bath, Me, in 1883, same. Ship
fered greatly. When 1 sat or lay down, 1 could A J Fuller, 1,782 tons, built in Bath, Me, in
amount of household effects was lost.
The
I often used simple home reme- 1881, same.
not get up again.
Slop S D Carlton, 1,788 tons, tire started, apparently, in the rear end of
in
same.
Bk
built
1890,
in
effected
a
never
cure.
I
was
Me,
Rockport,
perfect
dies, but they
built in Bath, Me, iu the barn, and quickly spread until the whole
in pretty bad shape for for some time, suffering Pactolus, 1,504 tons,
R D Rice, 2,100 tons, built set of buildings was in flames.
The lire
same.
1891,
Ship
1
when
was
induced
to
Doan’s
try
day and night,
iu Thomaston, Me, in 1883, same. Ship St. I made a
great blaze which was seen for miles
Kidney Pills. They gave me relief after taking a David, 1.530 tons, built iu Bath, Me, in 1877,
around. In the barn were some 120 tons of
few doses. When I finished the treatment my same. Ship St Frances, 1,811 tons, built iu
trouble disappeared. I found them an effective
Bath, in 1882, same. Bk St James, 1,453 hay, carriages, harnesses, etc., and all went
Me. in 1883, same.
remedy, and I believe any person annoyed with tons, built in Bath,
up in smoke. Three years’ crops of hay were
Charters. The new steel snip JLrsKine
backache, if they use them according to direc- M.
has been chartered to load coal stored there for a high price. Mr. Pierce
Phelps
|
tions, will find them so.”
at Norfolk for the U. S. warships in the had an insurance of $4,500. He has made
Bark Thomas A no
Just such emphatic endorsement can be found Philippines at $7 a ton.
plans about rebuilding. The fire was
right here in Belfast. Drop into Kilgore & Wil- Goddard, now on the way to Boston from incendiary.
been chartered
has
son’s drug store and ask them what their custom- j Rosario and Montevideo,
to load lumber at Boston for Rosario at 310
ers say.
N B, to
per 1,000 feet. 8hip Cora, St John,
A Boston Business Man
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for fifty cents per the west coast of
England, deals, 45s, Gd.
box by all dealers or will be mailed on receipt of Brig Lenora, Brunswick to New Haven,
Comfort Powder.
He
recommends
Highly
price by Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole j lumber, 87.25. Ship Mary L Cushing, Kobe says : "My wife makes me buy it for baby by
Sch
812,000.
New
to
the half dozen boxes; she says there is
York, general cargo,
agents for the U. 8.
Remember the name—DOAhi’S—and take no Scotia, Brunswick to New York, lumber, nothing like it.” Gives aching feet great
Sch ^Etna, Jack- relief. Cures all skin irritation.
12 1-2, 40 m. per day.
87
substitute.

London

Lamps and

Housework

Chicajo

<

Northfort

visiting her father, Jas.
L. White-Mrs. Lucy Rhoades is in Bangor
! for a few weeks.... James W. Starbird, Mrs.
son and two children, and Mrs.
Mary D. Nowell and family of Bangor and Mrs. Mary
j
N.okersou went to Boston Saturday.
| A. Boynton of Rockport, the last sojourners
Messrs. R. R and R. W. Spiuney of Unity
I at Temple Heights, left for home last week.
were in town Sunday.Mrs.
Shephard !-E. C. Freeman, the veteran stage driver,
a
Halloween
Hupkius gavo
party at her has the heartfelt
sympathy of the people of
father's,Mr. James Marr’s, which the young
Northport in the loss of his sou Stanley,who
people enjoyed very much.Mrs. M. J.
was highly appreciated for his many manly
Downs haa returned from a visit to Brewer.
qualities.T. Beach, quartermaster of
.Mrs. S. D. Greeley of Hampden was in
the U. S. S. Vixen, formerly the yacht
town last week.Miss Julia Chase closed
Josephine, now lying at Norfolk, Va., just
the school in Dist. No. 5 last Friday and
returned from Bluefields, has been calling
went to Castine Saturday.
Miss Alice Dow
upon his many friends at the Cove, and left
of North Searsport closed her labors in No.
Saturday for his ship... The friends of the
1 last Friday.
man who lately committed suicide should
Thorndike. Cars were loaded the past commend The Journal last week in not
pubweek as follows: O. J. Farwell, one with
in relation to his
lishing all the
potatoes; Fred Rich, two with wood ; Irviug
Thompson. Knox, two with wood; Frank
Johnson, Freedom, one with wood; C. B.
Sampson, Freedom, three with hay_Mrs.
A. V\
Ward passed last Tuesday in
Unity.

Laura, Charleston: 4, ar, schs Lizzie
Lane, Closson, Bangor; Jeunie A Stubbs,
Dorr, Frankfort; 5, ar. schs Senator Sulli-

Fernandina;

SUS^B3|1^

work your muscle
has to do when

sch

van,

Ware-

if you use Gold
Dust. It does the

PORTS.

New York, Oct 31.
Cld, sch D H Rivers,
Colcord, Havana; Nov 1. sld, sch Paul Seavey, Hoboken for Belfast; 2, ar, brig Leonora, Brunswick; sch Methebesec, Snow, Pascagoula; passed Hell Gate, sch Emma S
Briggs, Port Reading for Gardiner; 3, ar.

returned

the Waldo

ningham were brought here from Detroit
Tuesday for bur. a. He was the eldest sou
of Alplu-nso ami Emina Cunningham; he

n

Achoru.

the

last Thursday from a live
weeks \ isit in Massachusetts.Mr. ami
Mrs. F. M. Adams attended the meeting of
Hatch

meet

who brav- d the elements last Wed- was very kind hearted, and of him it might
nesday e.ening. and attended the lecture ; be truly said: “He had mi enemies.” He
astr*. c. my given by Rev. E. E. Small of I It-aves a widowed mother, two sisters, Mrs.
Lynm Mass., felt themselves well repaid, as Eihridge Lew is <.! Massachusetts, and Mrs.
the speaker showed deep research and great
Lei- Hoy Bauieuler of Detroit, and one
familiarity with his subject and his lecture brotlu-r. Harry, to share the sympathy of
and illustrations w- re both entertaining
■a-:gii‘.nrs aie; iron.is-Messrs, t. ,J. M F.
and

Sch Mary Standish, Frankfort.

Morrill, and added to her Christian ! ton, Boston.
Norfolk, Nov 4.

golden opinions

the first

o’clock

of

among his parishoners.
Every one seems
well pleased with her.
In fact she has won

Union Sunday

The S w anvil Ie

in

member

a

which caused her to be loved by young and
old
She leaves a husband and several children-Mrs. Seliger. the bride of our Methodist pastor, returned to Augusta last Tuesday, after spending a fortnight here visiting

the Devereaux brook in

Swanyillk

was

charac ter, had

Prospect Ferry now cross
comparative safety,

the inhabitants of

\V.\\

i ng.

gratim-d that

church

Wiuterport,

a few
having at last scoured from the proper ofoffered. i finals a new bridge

expected
ider.-nce at the vestry of the
quarter...M. E
-Mire), at 7 o', b.ck. Let the‘ official
u that cl. <r. b
members
plan ?>• be present
at t .-ii time, as matters of unusual
import'•

Achoru

called on Mrs. A. C. Harriman last week...
Se\ eral from this place attended George
Crocker’s funeral at Stockton Springs last
week-After a lung aud painful struggle

to hold i School

is

Hill of

husband, Cyrus

took with her

in

1 Mb. Rev

v.

days last week.... Capt.
daughter, Mrs. Annie B.

Paul,

Morrill.

Griffin of Stm-kton Springs several
A. J. Crocker and

Clara

from his
wagon last week. Three ribs were fractured and the captain was badly shaken up and
bruised about the head.
He was attended
by Dr. H. H. Sellers.
was

R.

threshed 53 bushels of oats in just one hour.
Mr. Hutchins winnows and cleans grains up
Arthur Sheldon has carried
in good shape.
on two farms this year and raised good crops
He has a
with a very little outside help.
good team and is a cheerful and accommodating man. Eli Whitcomb is another good
farmer.
He does his work neatly and does
it in season. There are other good farmers
in this town, who will be mentioned later.

j

stay.

of the late R.

sons

among the best. They raised some excellent grain this year. John Hutchins
tbresbeil for them with bis machine and
are

&

Capt. J. G. Park

brothers,

twin

Sunday....
Baiiey are receiving num- i Hattie Harriman visited friends at the Marsh
erous orders, and an- having a good run of
last week.... Mr aud Mrs. Frank Ginn of
j
work in their spool mill—another sure indiBucksport visited Capt. ami Mrs. A A. Ginn
tion that the boom in business is on, and on
Sunday-Mrs. Stis.e Barnes visited Miss
Nickerson

Capt.

Frank Curtis has moved into

Edwin

J. A. Keen of

Rev.

holding

Miss

visited

-Mr

glass, or any
kind of glass ware,
window panels and
mirrors will sparkle

SAILED.

Nov 6.

Clara Sweetser of
here several days last
Searsport
week....Mr. Robert Erskine has returned
from Augusta much improved in health....
Mr. Morris Patterson and Miss Susie Patterson are in Brewer for a few days....N. C.
Partridge has joined strnr. Cimbna as
steward_The intaut daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.Chas. Heath was buried last Sunday.

Centre Montvillk. Mr. Freeman Johnand wife returned from Boston last
week and are at E. A. Sprowl’s-Mrs.
Horace Barker has been .^’ute ill, but is improving under the care of ner daughter.
Miss Inez Barker, who is a trained nurseMrs. William Churchill, who has been confined to her bed for a long time, is comfortable-Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Bartlett recently took a carnage drive to Guilford and
Dover, where they spent a very pleasant
week with relatives-Mrs. L. McFarlaud
and Miss Mabel
Pentecost of Montville
called on friends at the Centre last Friday.

Miss

E.

delicious and wholesome

son

During the winter months the Searsport
National Bank will close at 3 30 p. m.

Joseph

more

Cut

New

Hay-

ford, Ryan,Boston ; Senator, Rich, Rockland.

AMERICAS

business trip

a

Burgess, Vinalhaven.

Nov 6. Schs Wm Slater, Dodge,
York ; Paul Seavey, Pattershall, do.: A

ROYAL BAKINO POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

to

to

WASHING

Sparkling Glass

Nov 3.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman,
Portland.
Nov 5. Schs Copy, Orland; PM Bonney,

Absolutely pure

y

home.

vacation at

him

Dl’ST

ARRIVED.

town.

foi

GOLD

BELFAST.

CLOSING OUT SALE
-OF

...

SURPLUS
....AT

STOCK
...

Carle tfc? Jonc^
MAIN

STBKKT,

BKLKASl

